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ABSTRACT
RESPONSIVENESS IN NEWBORN INFANTS OP 
OVERWEIGHT AND NORMAL WEIGHT PARENTS
Robert Michael Milstein 
Yale University, 1978
In exploration of the relation between obesity and 
heightened responsivity to prominent stimuli, an examina­
tion was made of the visual and taste responsiveness of 1 - 
3 day old babies whose parents were both overweight or were 
both of normal weight. Twelve infants of overweight parent­
age (OP) and 12 infants of normal weight parentage (NP) were 
presented with three different intensities of a red stripe, 
and with three different concentrations of a glucose solu­
tion followed by sterile water. Orientation of gaze in the 
observations of vision was assessed by the corneal reflection 
technique, and measures of gaze location and shift were anal­
yzed by computer. Root mean square analyses of sucking wave­
forms from the observations on taste were also performed by 
computer.
Regardless of parentage, infants preferred glucose to 
water and preferred higher concentrations of glucose to lower. 
Babies decreased their response to water over time as a func­
tion of the concentration of the preceding glucose solution, 
with the most rapid initial decrease occurring after the
permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
glucose solution of intermediate concentration. Babies' 
first visual shifts occurred soonest with an intermediate 
intensity stripe.
In addition to general effects of stimulus manipula­
tions, results indicated differences in visual and taste 
responsiveness between HP and OP babies. OP babies' average 
responses to water following glucose were lower than those of 
NP babies. Presented with a novel stripe in the visual field, 
OP babies shifted their gaze significantly more often and with 
greater magnitude than HP babies did. These findings in 
babies parallel differences in taste-determined eating 
behavior and distractability reported in research comparing 
normal weight and overweight adults.
HP and OP babies did not differ significantly on a 
variety of physical and developmental measures: Estimated
gestational age, birthweight, skinfold thickness (SET), and
O
weight/length (EMI) were similar for the two groups. Sup­
plemental analyses of the taste data, classifying babies 
according to SFT and BMI, indicated that while most babies 
preferred increasingly sweet solutions, "thin" babies did 
not.
The finding of differences in responsiveness at birth 
related both to parents' weight status and to infant adi­
posity has implications for the etiology of moderate obesity. 
Details of the relation between the response measures studied 
and infants actual eating behavior remain for future research,
permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
■but on the basis of the present study, a hypothesis about 
the relative risk of an infant's becoming overweight is pro­
posed. It is suggested that "thin" infants of normal weight 
parentage are least at risk, given their relative aversion 
to high concentrations of sweet and the fact that, on the 
average, they may be less responsive to environmental food 
cues. Babies of moderate or greater adiposity whose parents 
are overweight constitute the greatest risk, bringing both 
heightened responsiveness and a preference for sweet to an 
environment likely to abound in food cues.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Evidence from several lines of research on the problem
i
of obesity invites a unifying interpretation in which the
| perceptual functioning of newborn infants may play a key
<
: role. First, research with adults done by Schachter and his
colleagues (Schachter, 1968, 1971; Schachter & Rodin, 197^ )
has indicated that the eating behavior of overweight adults
is far more responsive than that of normal weight people to
environmental cues like the taste and sight of food (Nisbett, 
1968a, 1968b), the time of day (Schachter & Gross, 1968), and 
the visual prominence of food cues (Ross, 197^ )- Interest- 
; ingly, this heightened sensitivity to prominent cues has been
demonstrated not only in relation to the taste of food and 
, eating behavior but also for a diverse group of perceptual
: phenomena involving vision (Rodin, Herman, & Schachter,
1974), attention (Rodin, 1973; Rodin & Goodman, note 1), 
and information processing (Pliner, 1974-; Rodin, 1975; Rodin 
& Singer, 1976). In all of these domains, overweight people 
have on the average been more responsive to prominent stimu- 
1 lus dimensions and less affected by weak cues than normal
A
ij weight people. Normal weight volunteers made obese experi-
\ mentally through overfeeding do not develop this stimulus
I sensitivity (Decke, 1971)? and the stimulus sensitivity of
•j
| overweight individuals does not disappear with weight reduc-
1 tion (Rodin, Slochower, & Fleming, 1977)*
•j
I 1
'■]
I
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A second important line of research into the problem 
of obesity has been the work of Hirsch and his colleagues 
(Knittle & Hirsch, 1968; Hirsch & Knittle, 1970) on the 
effects of early nutritional levels on the cellular develop­
ment of the adipose tissue mass. Ovemutrition during the 
j first years of life, which often leads to early-occurring
obesity, apparently results not only in increased fat per 
cell but also in an increased number of cells (Brook, 1972; 
Brook, Lloyd, & Wolff, 1972). This relative proliferation 
| does not appear to decrease with subsequent diet and weight
loss; rather, the number of cells remains the same but the 
average cell size decreases. By contrast, later-occurring
i
obesity is accompanied by an increase in average cell size 
but not in cell number. As for early onset obesity, weight 
loss in later onset obesity appears to be mediated by cell 
shrinkage rather than a reduction in cell number.
; Schachter and Rodin's notion of heightened responsivity
j in the overweight and Hirsch's hypothesis about the importance
; of nutritional level in the first year of life, taken con-
j jointly, point up the importance of finding out if this sen-
j sitivity to prominent cues seen in the adult functions from
| birth. If feeding is influenced by the infant's responsivity
i.'i
to attractive food cues and if abundant and relatively good
•j
1 tasting food is available, then the more responsive infant
j may overeat and risk the proliferation of fat cells described
j by Hirsch. In this kind of model, heightened responsivenessi
1
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would lead to overweight.'1' A key question for the model is 
whether the perceptual differences observed between normal 
weight and overweight adults are to be found at birth, and to 
what characteristics p f parents or infants such differences 
may be related.
Data from obesity research on familial occurrence 
(Gurney, 1936; Bauer, 194-5), sex ratios (Angel, 194-9), weight 
in identical as compared to fraternal twins (Newman, Freeman,
& Holzinger, 1937; voel Verschuer, 1927; Withers, 1964-), and bio­
chemical defects demonstrated in animal models (Bray & York, 
1971) all point to a role of heredity as at least a partial 
contributor to the development of obesity. Several observers 
have noted the possible adaptive advantage of obesity as a 
thrifty trait (see Mann, 1974-). In a primitive environment, 
when prey and meals may have been more infrequent, the abil­
ity to store as much energy as necessary or possible may have 
had survival value. It is only in today's environment of 
abundant food and leisure that positive energy balance pres­
ents a major problem. Sensitivity to prominent cues may also 
have had selective advantage in getting food or avoiding dan­
ger in a more primitive environment. These evolutionary 
speculations, together with the data from genetic studies, 
suggest the importance of comparing the responsivity
j n
j External responsiveness has been shown to predict the
1 influence of a novel feeding environment upon eating and
3 weight (Rodin & Slochower, 1976) even in normal weight per-
j sons.
1
"A
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4of newborn infants both of whose parents are overweight to 
that of infants whose parents are both of normal weight.
Consideration of both parents' weight status in impor­
tant from several theoretical and operational standpoints. 
First, data from family studies have illustrated the role of 
similarity of parents' weight in the incidence of obesity. 
Gurney (1936) found that if both parents were stout, 73% of 
the offspring were stout, whereas if only one parent was 
stout, 41% of the offspring were stout. When both parents 
were lean, only 9% of the offspring were stout. Second, 
given a putative hereditary characteristic of unknown mechan­
ism, the probability of observing that characteristic in off­
spring is maximized by selecting parents who are phenotypic- 
ally similar for that characteristic. Third, results of past 
research on obesity and external responsiveness (Rodin,
Hennan, & Schachter, 197^ ; Nisbett, 1972) indicate that the 
association of heightened responsivity with obesity is 
limited by the degree of overweight: Individuals who are
grossly obese (more than 50% overweight by actuarial stand­
ards) actually respond similarly to those who are of normal 
weight. Such a finding suggests that, in an investigation 
of possible infant responsivity correlates of parental over­
weight, sampling criteria should include constraints for 
range of overweight.
While the relation between parental overweight and 
infant responsiveness has not yet been examined, a few
with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
1
•j
:1 5
studies (Nisbett & Gurwitz, 1970; Lesor, Mailer, & Turner, 
1975; Engen, Lipsitt, & Robinson, 1978) have examined the 
nnnocintion o.f birthweight and tnnte ronponnivity in newborn 
infants. Nisbett and Gurwitz (1970), who divided the babies 
in their study into three groups by weight, found a 28% 
greater consumption of sweetened as opposed to unsweetened 
formula in heavy infants, while for medium and light babies 
the difference was only 8%. Engen et al. (1978), in a corre­
lational reanalysis of the data of Engen, Lipsitt, and Peck 
(l974-)i report a positive relation between birthweight and 
the number of sucks to a sugar solution. However, Desor, 
Mailer and Turner (1973) found that the tendency for heavy 
infants to show a greater preference for sweeter solutions 
varied with the way the sample was divided into weight cate­
gories.
Viewed across studies, the relationship of birthweight 
; to taste responsiveness is unclear. However, even if the
relation of birthweight and responsiveness is confirmed,
; interpretation is difficult. Either heaviness per se, adi-
; posity, or gestational maturity may underlie the phenomenon.
j
j Prior research has failed to make these distinctions or to
••i
| clarify the contribution of father's as well as mother's
| weight status. An additional problem arises from indica-
j tions that taste responsiveness may be altered by fluctua-
| tions in nutritional needs (Cabanac, Minaire, & Adair, 1968;
| Rodin, Slochower, & Fleming, 1977)• For more stable
I
;,5
|
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6assessment, and for greater breadth of possible analogy to 
findings with adults, responsiveness of the newborn should 
be examined in another perceptual modality besides taste.
Studies of newborn perception suggest that differen­
tial responsivity may be appropriately examined through 
the modality of vision (see Kessen, Haith, & Salapatek in 
Mussen, 1970, for a review) as well as taste (Nowlis &
Kessen, 1976; Desor, Mailer, & Turner, 1973)* Kessen and 
his colleagues as well as other investigators (for recent 
reviews see Bronson, 197^ ; Fantz, Fagar, & Miranda, 1975; 
Haith, in press) have looked at congenital strategies for 
visual scanning in the newborn and have found that, in the 
midst of considerable individual variation among infants, 
elements such as edges and contours of figures are high in 
attractiveness and receive a major share of the newborn's 
gaze. Peripheral targets (Tronick, 1972; Harris &
MacFarlane, 1974) and, in particular, vertical bars of 
light (Kessen & Milstein, note 2) have been shown to be 
effective in shifting the direction of gaze. The role of 
the intensity of a peripheral stimulus in effecting shifts of 
gaze has yet to be examined.
Thus, paradigms exist in the modalities of vision and 
taste which afford both an opportunity to look for the kinds 
of differences in responsivity found in overweight as com­
pared to normal weight adults, and a chance to enlarge the 
knowledge of newborn infant perceptual functioning in general.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7In the present study, in further exploration of the relation 
between obesity and stimulus sensitivity, an examination was 
made of the taste and visual responsiveness of babies of 
parents who were both overweight or who were both of normal 
weight.
J
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Method
Subjects
Subjects for the study were 24- newly born human 
infants, 27 to 74 hours of age. Five criteria were used 
in the selection of subjects: (a) Either both parents were
of normal weight (between -15% and +10% of average weight 
for sex, age, and height) or both parents were overweight 
(between +15% and +50% of average weight for sex, age, and
p
height) by actuarial standards; (b) the parents were mar­
ried;^ (c) neither of the parents had a demonstrated meta­
bolic or endocrine disorder; (d) the mother and infant had 
had a normal pregnancy and delivery; and, (e) the infant 
had a five-minute APGAR score at least as high as 7 and was 
judged healthy on examination by physicians during his or 
her nursery stay.
During a 16-month period, a two-level search for 
infants meeting these criteria was carried out on the mater­
nity service of Yale-New Haven Hospital. Screening of more 
than 5*000 delivery records yielded 633 mothers who
See Appendix A for a table of ranges of weight accord 
ing to sex, age, and height. Values in that table were 
derived from average values reported in the Society of 
Actuaries Build and Blood Pressure Study (1959)-
7.
^Concern for obtaining accurate health and background 
information on both parents and for maximizing both parents' 
participation required the admission only of married couples
8
)
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potentially fit the criteria. A "brief interview with each 
of these women served to explain the study and to obtain 
further health, physical, and occupational information about 
both parents. Consent for participation in the study was 
sought for subjects thus confirmed to be suitable. Observa­
tions of 26 infants of overweight parents and 36 infants of 
norma1-weight parents were commenced; malfunction of equip­
ment or problems with the infant's condition (swollen eye­
lids, falling to sleep, or extreme irritability or distress) 
resulted in the failure of 14 infants of overweight parents 
and 24 infants of norma1-weight parents to complete the 
course of all parts of the experiment. Complete observations 
were obtained on 24 infants in all; 6 male and 6 female 
infants of overweight parents and 6 male and 6 female infants 
of normal-weight parents.
Design
The 24 subjects participated in both a taste and a 
vision experiment. In a repeated-measures design, each 
infant was exposed to three different intensities of visual 
stimulus and to three different concentrations of a solution 
of glucose in water. Twelve pairings of one of the six pos-
i
sible sequences of visual stimuli with one of the six pos- 
sible sequences of taste stimuli were generated at random 
with the constraint that there be two instances of each pos­
sible visual sequence and of each possible taste sequence.
j
J
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For each of two groups, children of overweight parentage 
(OP) and children of norma1-weight parentage (NP), infants 
were assigned at random to one of the 12 pairings of sequences 
thus vision and taste sequences were counterbalanced across 
infants and groups.
Procedure
Observations of babies took place at varying times of 
day, between 6 AM and 2 AM. At an average of 4- hours after 
the most recent feeding (range = 2.75 to 6.00 hours), the 
baby, if open-eyed and alert, was carried from the nursery 
or mother's room to the observation laboratory.
Prior to the infant's arrival, surfaces in the labora­
tory were disinfected, the taste apparatus and pacifiers had 
been autoclaved and allowed to cool, taste solutions had been 
withdrawn from the refrigerator to equilibrate to room tem­
perature, and electronic equipment was turned on for required 
warm-up periods. A polygraph, which was on during the entire 
observation, served as a background noise source to mask 
potentially distracting noises that may have occurred out­
side the room.
Inside the small dimly lit laboratory, the observation 
proceeded in three parts: a vision experiment, a physical
and developmental assessment, and a taste experiment—  
typically in that order. Two experimenters ran each observa­
tion. One experimenter supervised stimulus presentation and
j
I
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recording equipment; the other tended to the infant, monitor­
ing and dealing with changes in position, state, or possible 
distress. Use of two experimenters and division of responsi­
bilities insured ignorance of the stimulus condition on the 
part of the researcher interacting with the infant.
Dressed in a clean diaper and shirt, the baby, with 
the left eye occluded by a Dermicel sterile pad, was 
swaddled in a blanket and placed supine in a padded crib.
The crib in turn was placed inside a curtained apparatus 
which provided stimulus-presentation and eye-movement moni­
toring equipment for the vision experiment. A videorecord­
ing of the infant's eye was begun as the baby lay watching 
the stimulus field above him. Dor several minutes, the 
stimulus field remained blank, allowing time for the baby 
to adapt to his new situation and for the experimenter to 
adjust the infant’s position and distance from the field.
The camera lens was preset to focus sharply at a plane 
nine inches (22.86 cm) 1 0.1 inches (0.254- cm) below the 
stimulus field, permitting the infant's eye to be posi­
tioned accurately by keeping it in sharpest focus. Through­
out the experiment, the position of the infant's head was 
maintained relatively stable by the experimenter's holding 
a blind silicone rubber nipple in the infant's mouth.
At first, a medium intensity vertical red stripe 
appeared alone, two inches (5*08 cm) to the infant's left of 
center of the field. After 15 secs, this stripe was joined
•j
I
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on the opposite side of the field (5*08 cm to the right of 
center) by another vertical red stripe for an additional 15 
secs. Intensity of the second stripe was greater than, 
equal to, or less than the intensity of the original stripe. 
Following an intervening period of blank field for 15 secs, 
the sequence was repeated twice more, for a total of three 
times, once for each possible intensity of second stimulus.
Following the vision experiment, a multi-part physical 
and developmental assessment was begun. The infant was 
weighed and then placed on an examining pillow. Crown-to- 
heel length and head circumference were measured. Eight 
skinfold thicknesses were determined: left and right mid­
triceps, subscapular, and suprailiac skinfolds; and supra- 
and infra-umbilica1 abdominal skinfolds. These determina­
tions were made by first palpating a pinch of skin with 
thumb and forefinger (making sure not to include underlying 
muscle in the fold), and then applying a caliper and read­
ing, after several seconds, the first stable measurement.
A Yale-New Haven Hospital modification of the Dubowitz 
(Dubowitz, Dubowitz, & Goldberg, 1970) gestational age 
assessment was then performed (see Appendix A). Briefly, 
in this examination, a variety of physical characteristics 
(skin color, quantity and quality of hair, springiness of 
ear cartilage, joint mobility, condition of genitalia, 
visibility of superficial vessels on chest and abdomen, 
creases on soles of feet) and neurological reflexes
i t
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(rooting, Moro, grasp, pupil) are used to estimate the ges­
tational maturity of the baby.
In the taste experiment which followed, one experimen­
ter, seated cradling the baby between one arm and his lap, 
offered the infant solutions through a nipple delivery 
system. Three different concentrations of glucose solution 
were offered in alternation with sterile water on successive 
trials, for a total of six trials. Each fluid, beginning 
with a glucose solution, was offered by introducing the 
nipple into the baby's mouth, and once it was accepted, 
leaving it there until the other experimenter, who was moni­
toring the assignment and level of the fluid reservoirs, 
signalled that 2 ml had been consumed. The first experi­
menter then removed the nipple from the infant's mouth and 
held it over a waste receptacle while a digital pump pushed 
4- ml of the next fluid (in this instance, sterile water) 
through the delivery system, forcing out the remainder of 
the previous solution. This flushing operation required 
about 20 seconds. The entire procedure was repeated for a 
total of six trials. The observation was then concluded, 
and the infant was returned to the nursery or his mother's 
room.
Several different procedures were used to deal with 
marked variations in the state of the infant (falling asleep
4.
In order to minimize the role of post-ingestional fac­
tors in the infant's response, intake of the test solutions 
was restricted to a small volume.
•i
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or distress) or other interruptions. If during the course 
of the vision experiment, for example, the infant1s eye 
closed for more than several seconds, or the infant became 
distressed, the experimenter removed him from the apparatus 
and crib, and tended to him. Eventually, the experimenter
replaced the baby in the crib to complete the experiment,
proceeded with another part of the observation, or returned 
the infant to the nursery. If, during the physical and 
developmental assessment, the infant fussed or the experi­
menter was unable to elicit some reflex or obtain some measure­
ment, further attempts were made late.;?'in the observation, or, 
if necessary, the infant was brought back to the observation
room sometime during the next few days of his hospital stay.
In the taste experiment, on rare occasions of infant distress, 
or if the infant needed to be burped, breaks between solu­
tions were somewhat longer than usual. In the case of a few 
excessively long interruptions, solutions were repeated to 
repair the temporal continuity of sugar and water trials.
In sum, the difficulty of obtaining babies meeting our samp­
ling criteria dictated returning the baby to the experimental 
situation as many times as necessary and possible (usually 
once, rarely three times, and never more than four), in order 
to obtain a completed observation with an alert and undis­
tressed infant.
i
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Stimulus Materials
Taste experiment. Stimuli were four different fluids: 
sterile water, and three concentrations of glucose in sterile 
water. The three concentrations— 0.20 molar (M), 0.41M, and 
0.8 — were chosen on the basis of previous work with infants 
(Nowlis & Kessen, 1976; Desor, Mailer, & Turner, 1973)5 work 
with overweight adults (Rodin, Moskowitz, & Bray, 1976), and 
psychophysical taste scalings with adults using the technique 
of magnitude estimation (for a discussion of this technique, 
see Marks, 1974). Scalings were performed with a wide range 
of concentrations of glucose (0.03M to 1.46M) followed by 
water to determine which concentrations reliably led to 
increases in estimated magnitude of sweet taste and increases 
in estimated magnitude of a sour, bitter, or unpleasant water 
taste. The three concentrations finally chosen were the most 
reliable in the adult scaling, formed equal intervals on a 
log concentration scale (a log concentration = O.31), and 
elicited obvious variation in sucking response during pilot 
work with 10 babies.
Vision experiment. Stimuli were two red vertical 
stripes, one appearing first alone and then joined by the 
other, the center of each located 5*08 cm (12.5° of visual 
angle) from the center on opposite sides of a plain dark 
field (see Figure l). Stripes were produced by two tele- 
photometrically-matched Sylvania Lumiline 40 watt tubular 
incandescent bulbs transilluminating an Edmund Scientific
with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Reference Light Camera Lens
Left Stripe Right Stripe
n
d=6.03 cm
H  K
0.64  cm 5.08cm1
21.59 cm
30.48 cm
Figure 1. Visual stimulus field.
17
(number 823— Medium Red) acetate filter and a brushed, 
matte-finished plexiglass diffusing screen. Shielding and 
masking between the bulbs and the filter produced a stripe 
with well-defined edges, measuring 10 in. (25-4 cm) by 
0.25 in. (0.635 cm) and.subtending 56.9° by 1.5° of visual 
angle. The low, medium, and high intensity levels of the 
stripes were preset with dimmers to values the logarithms 
of which formed equal intervals (A log L = 0.46). These 
intensity levels were judged by adults to be easily discrim- 
inable, well above threshold, below discomfort, and of con­
sistent hue. The stripes were then pretested with 10 babies 
to be sure that each level would attract some visual fixa­
tions. Luminances of these three levels, as measured with 
a Gamma Scientific Model 2000 Telephotometer, were: 0.8075
footlamberts (2.7667 cd/m^), 2.270 footlamberts (7-7776 
cd/m )^, and 6.725 footlamberts (23-0146 cd/m^). Background 
luminance (ambient illumination reflected from the plain dark 
field) was 0.015 footlamberts (0.0514 cd/m^).
The acetate filter had a bandpass width of from 600 to 
800 nm, with a peak transmittance of 90% at 695 11111 • Tele­
photometric measurement of luminance of the stripes at 20 
nm intervals, from 600 to 700 nm revealed peak values at 
640 nm for all three intensities of our light source. The 
spectral curves plotted for three source intensities from 
logs of the luminance values across wavelengths were parallel 
(see Figure 2), suggesting (together with the evidence from
'J
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adult Judgments) that hue remained constant across the manipu­
lation of source intensities.
Apparatus
Physical and developmental assessment. Equipment for 
measurement and examination of the infant included a Continen­
tal Health-o-meter Pediatric weighing scale (metric model), a 
Lange skinfold caliper (Cambridge Scientific Industries), a 
hospital pediatric examination pillow, disposable metric tape 
measures, and modified Dubowitz inventory forms.
Taste experiment. Fluids were delivered to the infant 
via a closed system^ (see Figure 3), the endpoint of which 
was a specially constructed silicone rubber nipple (Evenflo 
Lifetime, modified with Dow Corning silicone rubber mater­
ials). At the sealed rear end of this nipple were three 
connectors. One of these opened to the inside of the nipple, 
and was Joined, externally, by Silastic tubing (inside diam­
eter ^ T.DJJ = 1.57 mm; outside diameter = 3*18 mm;
length = 1.4 m) to a Statham P23AC pressure transducer which 
generated voltages proportional to pressures from the expres­
sion component of the infant's sucking response. The other 
two connectors at the rear of the nipple were connected
A^ closed rather than an open system was chosen because 
of the need to flush the system quickly between solutions, 
and in order to avoid a free and running flow of fluid into 
the baby's mouth. All parts of the system directly or 
indirectly touching the infant were chosen to be made of 
autoclavable materials.
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Figure 3» Taste experiment apparatus.
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internally via short pieces of Silastic tubing to two 
holes in the tip of the nipple. One of these two connectors 
was attached by Silastic tubing (I.D. = 4.8 mm; Q.D. = 9.5 
mm; length = 1.6 m) to a second Statham P25AC pressure trans­
ducer which generated voltages proportional to suction pres­
sures from the infant. Voltage outputs from the two pressure 
transducers were connected to two channels of a Grass Model 7 
polygraph, set to generate pen deflections of 1 cm per 25 
mmHg expression pressure, and 1 cm per 50 mmHg suction pres­
sure. The third and remaining connector was attached to 
Silastic tubing (I.D. = 1.98 mm; O.D. = 5.18 mm; length =
1.4 M) through which fluid was delivered to the nipple. Four 
gum rubber stoppered syringes, one 50 ml and three 10 ml, 
functioned as fluid reservoirs for sterile water and three 
concentrations of glucose solution, respectively. These 
reservoirs were mounted on a four-channel stopcock manifold 
which permitted selection of one of the four solutions for 
passage through the tubing and nipple to the infant.
To overcome the negative pressure inherent in a closed 
system (occurring in response to the negative pressure of the 
infant's suction) and resistance to fluid flow in the tub­
ing, a Cox-Davis digital pump was used to pressurize the air­
spaces beneath the stoppers at the tops of the syringes. Cir­
cuitry in the pump was connected to amplifiers in the poly­
graph registering signals from the expressing and suctioning 
channels. Through this circuitry, the pump responded to
■ :i
ail
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sharp positive changes in pressure in the expression channel 
and to sharp negative changes in pressure in the suction 
channel. In response to infant sucking, the pump provided 
periodic pulses of air pressure to overcome negative pres­
sure and flow resistance, and to return the system to equili­
brium. The sucking infant was thus assisted in obtaining 
fluid from the system. In between trials, the pump was used 
in a rapid advance mode to flush out the previous solution 
and instill the next one in the tubing and nipple.
Vision experiment. Apparatus for study of the baby's 
ocular response to visual stimuli has been described in 
essence elsewhere (Salapatek & Kessen, 1966; Maurer, 1975)*
A Soligar 75 nun lens with a Cannon 1.5x teleadaptor and a 
45 ram extension tube was fitted to a Shibaden HV-15S line- 
locked, fixed-interlace camera containing a Teltron TV9901 
(grade 3) infrared sensitive vidicon tube. The camera and 
lens assembly, together with an array of six infrared refer­
ence light sources (Bausch & Lomb Nicolas Illuminators with 
Wratten 870 and Corning 7-69 filters) was mounted just 
behind the stimulus display panel (see Figure l), with the 
centers of the vidicon, the lens, the light array, and the 
stimulus display panel all on a line passing through the 
center of, and perpendicular to, the display panel. This 
entire assembly was mounted approximately 60 cm above a 
wooden table. The table top supported an adjustable height
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platform upon which a padded, head-restraining crib was 
placed. Three additional infrared light sources, mounted 
in a coronal plane approximately 23 cm from the head of the 
supine infant, were used to enhance contrast in the video 
image of the eye. The video signal from the camera was 
viewed by the experimenters on a 9 in. Shibaden WI901G 
television monitor, and taperecorded with a Sony AV3600 
% in. videorecorder. Temporal intervals for presentations 
of the stimulus stripes were controlled automatically by 
custom-made solid-state timing circuitry.
Data Reduction
Taste experiment. A measure of sucking response with 
respect to time was sought that would reflect the avidity 
with which the infant responded to the various fluids. The 
polygraph recordings of infant sucking pressures constitute 
complex waveforms with instantaneous amplitudes varying 
across time. The root mean square (EMS) value of a wave­
form is that value which produces the same effect (in terms 
of work) as some continuous value applied for the same period 
of time. Thus, the BMS value is the effective value of a 
varying waveform. In the context of sucking, it is the con­
tinuous pressure over a given period of time that is equiva­
lent to the pressure actually exerted in a varying wave dur­
ing that period of time. As such, it is a measure of pres­
sure (as work) with respect to time, and should represent 
I the relative avidity with which the infant responded to the
.
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fluid. The RMS value, computationally, equals:
where Yj_ is a measured amplitude, and N is the number of 
amplitudes measured.
Root mean square (RMS) analyses of the expression 
channel waveforms were performed using a Graf X-Y digi­
tizer interfaced to a PDP-11 digital computer. Por any 
given fluid, the expression and suction waveforms were used 
to ascertain the beginning of sucking activity. The solu­
tion intake period (SIP) was defined as the time from the 
infant's initiation of sucking activity to his having con­
sumed 2 ml of the fluid. Response during an SIP was assessed 
by tracing over the expression waveform with the digitizer 
probe; this procedure in effect stored a high resolution 
digital representation of the sucking curve in the computer's 
memory. The digitizer sampled amplitudes in the expression 
waveform every 0.1 mm of the polygraph record, i.e., every 
0.01 sec during the SIP. Using this stored record, a com­
puter program (see Appendix C) calculated the overall RMS 
value of the expression waveform during the SIP. One RMS
^Problems in interpreting the suction waveforms led 
us to use the suction record as a clinical guide to, rather 
than a quantitative index of, the infant's response to the 
fluid. Sameroff (1968) has noted, and the three polygraph 
records in Figure 3 confirm, the variable relation between 
the expression and suction components of newborn sucking. 
Suction almost never occurs in the absence of expression, 
while expression often occurs by itself.
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■unit was equal in effect to a continuous expression pressure 
of 25 mmJIp;. For each SIP, in addition to an overall RMS 
value, the program calculated four RMS values for the SIP 
divided into quarters (each equal to one-fourth the total 
duration of that SIP).
Vision experiment. Measures of infant visual response 
were based on calculation of ocular orientations using the 
corneal reflection technique (Pantz, 1958; Salapatek &
Eessen, 1966; Slater & Findlay, 1972; Salapatek, Haith, 
Maurer, & Kessen, 1972; Maurer, 1975)* Essentially, reflec­
tions of reference lights (at known positions in the stimulus 
field) on the corneal surface of the eye enable a calcula­
tion of the direction of gaze. During playback of video­
taped records of the infant's eye, video frames were sampled 
and stored on an Ampex DR-10A video disk at a rate of 10 
frames/sec. Using a modified Ranasonic WV950 video monitor 
and an electronic video-coordinate generator, a frame-by- 
frame positional analysis was carried out. Cartesian coor­
dinates of the reference light reflection on the eye and of 
the center of the pupil were encoded on audio tape in binary 
form and subsequently were played back to a computer inter­
face. Decimal conversion, calculation of ocular orienta­
tions, and calculation of summary measures of response dur­
ing periods of visual stimulation were all accomplished by 
a package of computer programs (see Appendix B). For the 
entire duration of the two stripe periods, three types of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
summary measures were computed: (a) central location of gaze
(mean and median of ocular orientations), (b) general disper­
sion of gaze (variance of ocular orientations), and (c) char­
acteristics of shifts of gaze. The computer algorithm for 
detecting visual shift involved a search across video frames 
for x-coordinate orientational changes meeting or exceeding 
hoth a magnitude criterion (1.5 in. /3»81 cm7) and one of 
two time criteria ("tight" = 0.1 sec; "loose" = 0.5 sec).
Shifts of at least the criterion magnitude occurring within 
a period of one or five frames were classified, nonexclusively, 
into five categories: (a) all shifts, (t>) shifts to the right,
(c) shifts to the left, (d) shifts toward the second stripe,
(e) shifts away from the second stripe. For each category of 
shift, four measures were scored: (a) speed (l/latency) to
the first shift, (t>) magnitude of the first shift, (c) total 
number of shifts, and (d) average magnitude of shift. In 
sum, four measures for each of five kinds of shift judged by 
two time criteria were evaluated to produce 40 shift variables. 
As a final assessment of visual response, measurements of 
pupil diameter were made with the video-coordinate generator 
every fifth of a second during the last second of the single 
stripe periods and during the first two seconds of the two 
stripe periods.
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Results
Characteristics of Parents and Infants
A variety of physical and demographic characteristics 
of the babies and their parents was examined for potential 
incidental differences between the normal weight parents 
(NP) and overweight parents (OP) groups; none was found. 
Mother's and father's age, race, and smoking habits; father's 
socioeconomic status (score on Hollingshead scale ^lote j>7); 
mother's parity and weight gain during pregnancy; and the 
type and amount of anesthetic and analgesic medication 
received during and after delivery were all similar for the 
two groups. Analyses of variance on continuous variables 
and chi-square tests on distributions of scores on categori­
cal variables revealed no significant differences between 
groups (smallest £>.14). The number of decisions to breast- 
or bottle feed was similar for both groups: Six of the 12 NP
and five of the 12 OP babies were breast-fed. No significant 
differences between groups were found on any of a number of 
indices of the infant's maturity and physical status (smallest 
£>•35): Apgar scores (at one and five minutes after birth),
estimated gestational age (from mother's menstrual history),^
n
'Tanner (1974), in a discerning review of physical 
variation among newborns, has noted reports of variation in 
estimated neurological maturity of as much as three weeks in 
term infants at 40 weeks. Our assessments, using the Yale- 
New Haven modification of the Dubowitz criteria, failed to
27
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birthweight, crown-to-heel length, head circumference, aver­
age skinfold thickness, and ratio of weight to length squared 
were distributed similarly for NP and OP babies.
Five of our physical and developmental measures— gesta­
tional age, birthweight, length, skinfold thickness, and 
weight/length — traditionally have been associated with vari­
ation in maturity, heaviness, or adiposity. Scores on these 
five measures looked much the same for the NP and OP groups 
(see Table 1). Clinical practice asserts the positive cor­
relation of birthweight with both gestational age estimates 
and measures of fatness. The intercorrelations in Table 2 
confirm this relation and suggest that in the present data, 
skinfold thickness best provides an assessment of fatness 
unconfounded with variation in gestational age. Both skin­
fold thickness (Seltzer & Mayer, 1965; Brook, 1971; Brans,
p
Sumners, Dweck, & Cassady, 1974) and weight/length 
(Billewicz, Kemsley, & Thomson, 1962; Keys, Fidanzo,
Karvonen, Kimura, & Taylor, 1972), called Quetelet's Index 
or the Body Mass Index (EMI), have been proposed as measures 
of body fat. The correlation between these two measures was 
high, but weight/length was significantly correlated with 
gestational age while skinfold thickness was not.
add systematic variation supplemental to the obstetric and 
pediatric staffs* determination of gestational age based 
primarily on menstrual histories. Thus, we have relied on 
those determinations in assessing maturity through gesta­
tional age.
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Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations of Measures of 
Physical Development of Babies in the 
Nonna1 Weight Parentage (NP) and 
Overweight Parentage (OP) Groups
Mea sure Mean
NP
SD
Group
Mean
OP
SD p £
Gestational Age 
(weeks)
39.92 0.90 39.42 1.73 0.79 .38
Birthweight
(gms)
3509.67 501.77 3554.42 550.10 0.04 .84
Length
(cm)
51.00 2.87 51.96 1.92 0.92 .35
Skinfold Thickness 
(mm)
3.78 0.81 3.81 0.78 0.01
OJ•
Weight/Length^ 
(gm/cm2)
1.34 0.10 1.31 0.14 0.46 .51
roKD
Table 2
Coefficients of Correlation among Four Measures of 
Physical Development at Birth
Mea sure
Measure
Gestational
Age
Birth­
weight
Skinfold
Thickness
Birthweight .64***
Skinfold Thickness .07 .65***
p
Weight/Length .44* .78*** t *7-5* * *
Note: Calculations 
*£ .05.
***£ .001.
are based on data from all 24 babies.
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Taste Experiment
Stimulus factors. Significant main effects of both 
fluid type and concentration were found. Babies' overall 
RMS responses were higher for glucose (mean = 1.32 RMS units 
averaged across concentrations) than for water (mean = 1.13 
RMS units), F (1,22) = 23.50, £<.001. Babies' average 
responses to glucose increased as the concentration of the
p
solution increased F (2,44) = 6.22, £<.005. The concentra­
tion effect had a significant linear component, F (1,22) s= 
9.05, £<.01. Comparisons by the Neuman-Keuls procedure 
revealed the means for both .85M and .4]JM glucose to be sig­
nificantly different from the mean for .20M ( g . / 3 = 4*82, 
£<.01, and £ /2,447 = 3.51, £ <  .05, respectively) but not 
significantly different from each other (£ ^ ,4^7 = 1*31? 
n.s.). Overall RMS responses on a water "trial" increased 
in relation to the concentration of the preceding glucose 
solution. The presence of main effects of fluid (already 
cited) and concentration (F ^ 2,4^7 = 6.14, £<.005) i*1 the
o
A general strategy in all the analyses reported was to 
test the symmetry assumptions (Dixon & Brown, 1977) for all 
repeated measures error terms in the standard univariate ANOVA. 
Where the symmetry assumption was judged to be violated (p<.15? 
somewhat arbitrarily, but hopefully conservatively, chosen), 
the orthogonal polynomial decomposition was examined, correcting 
probabilities for multiple comparisons, or a multivariate pro­
file analysis was performed. McCall and Appelbaum (1973) and 
Harris (1975) discuss and contrast the superior power of the 
univariate test and the freedom from symmetry and homogeneity 
of covariance assumptions of the multivariate test. Repeated 
measure effects are cited if they met the symmetry assumptions, 
if they had an orthogonal polynomial component that was inter­
pretable and significant after correction for multiple com­
parisons, or if they were significant in the multivariate pro­
file analysis.
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full factorial analysis (babies nested in parentage weight 
groups and crorised with fluid and concentration) and the 
absence of a f’luid-by-coneentration interaction confirm an 
additive relation. Figure 4 illustrates the parallel overall 
IMS responses to glucose and water across the concentrations 
of glucose.
When the solution intake period (SIP) was considered 
as a whole (overall EMS values), the relation of sucking 
response to concentration was similar for both the glucose 
solutions and the water which followed them; however, a dif­
ferent relationship was obtained when we examined EMS values 
for the SIP's divided into quarters. As Figure 5 depicts,
EMS values for successive quarters increased for glucose 
solutions and decreased for water in a fashion differentially 
related to the concentration of glucose. The Fluid-by-Con- 
centration-by-Quarter interaction was significant, F (6,132) = 
5.16, E< .01; the linear-by-linear-by-linear component of the 
orthogonal decomposition of this interaction was also signi­
ficant, F (1,22) = 11.61, .005. Thus, the infant sucking
response increased across time for glucose and decreased 
across time for water, with slopes which depended upon the 
concentration of the glucose solution.
Effect of parents1 weight category. A significant 
interaction between parents' weight category (NP or OP) and 
fluid type was found in the analysis of infants' overall EMS 
responses during the solution intake periods, F (1,22) = 5-19,
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I><.05. As Table 3 shows, NP and OP infants' average 
responses to glucose solutions were almost identical, but 
OP average responses to water following glucose were signifi­
cantly lower than those of the NP babies. No other signifi­
cant effect of parents' weight group upon babies' responses 
in the taste experiment was found.
Supplemental analyses. To afford comparisons with pre­
vious research and to clarify the possible relations of heav­
iness, maturity and fatness to taste responsiveness in 
infants, babies were grouped according to their birthweight, 
gestational age, skinfold thickness (SPT), and weight/length 
(BMI). Di- and tripartite classification schemes were examined 
for each of the four variables and yielded similar results. 
Tripartite divisions generally yielded better balanced group
sizes and were potentially more informative, preserving more
9
of the variation present in the continuous variables. No 
type of division (including the outpoints used by Nisbett 
and Gurwitz produced any significant main effect or
interaction related to birthweight. Classifications accord­
ing to gestational age were similarly unproductive. However, 
classifications by both skinfold thickness (^ r 3*4 nnn,> 3«4
'The advantage of interpretability gained by having 
group means was judged to outweigh the increased statistical 
power that might derive from treating these variables as 
single continuous independent variates. An additional 
advantage to grouping by outpoints was that it afforded an 
opportunity to replicate research described earlier (Nisbett 
& Gurwitz, 1970; Desor et al., 1973)*
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Table 3
Mean Response of NP and OP Babies to 
Glucose and Water
Groups
Fluid NP OP
Glucose 1.51 1.32
Water 1.21 1.05
Note: Values are in EMS -units for glucose and
water and are averages across concentrations of 
glucose and water following glucose.
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and £ 3-9 nmi* >3»9 mm) and weight/length2 (£ 1.270 gm/cm2, 
>1.270 and £ 1.378 gm/cm2, > 1.378 gm/cm2) produced signifi­
cant interactions with concentration in relation to babies1 
overall EMS response to glucose solutions; F (4,42) = 3-26, 
£<.05; and F (4,42) = 2.62, £<.05, respectively. Babies 
classified as medium or fat by SFT or EMI showed responses 
which at .20M glucose were below those of thin babies but 
which increased systematically with increasing concentration 
(see Figure 6). In contradistinction, the response of thin 
infants increased moderately (EMI classification), or negli-
f
gibly (SFT classification), from .20 to .41 molar glucose, 
and dropped off at the highest concentration (.85M). The 
comparable distribution of skinfold thickness among infants 
in both parentage groups permitted a two-way between subjects 
AITOVA; no significant interaction of HP/OP grouping with 
skinfold thickness was found.
Vision Experiment
Approach to analysis. The techniques for summary 
assessment of infant eye movement, and shift behavior in 
particular, are still in exploratory stages of development. 
Conceptually, the distinction between where the infant looks 
and how the infant looks must be maintained; the child could 
vary his total looking time or his average location of gaze 
without varying his scanning strategy, and vice-versaf The 
distinction may be more than technical; different psychologi­
cal processes may be involved. A variety of measures may
with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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reveal systematic response to stimulus manipulations or 
group organization of individual differences that a single 
measure might miss. In the analyses which follow , univari­
ate rather than multivariate procedures have been chosen 
both because the length of the multivariate response vector 
would be too great for the number of subjects and because 
the form of the multivariate result might be less interpre- 
tible in terms of the distinction being sought among aspects 
of response. However, multiple analyses performed on large 
numbers of variables present problems in interpreting signi­
ficance levels from conventional univariate tests. To pro­
tect against capitalizing on chance or unstable findings, 
results have been considered significant and are reported 
only if they were convergent across analyses. Specifically, 
stimulus main effects which replicated across subject group­
ings, and supplemental grouping effects which replicated 
across both dipartite and tripartite classification schemes 
for the grouping variable have been considered stable.
Stimulus factor. A significant main effect of second 
stripe intensity upon speed to first shift was found ^  (2,46) 
3.29, £<..05. On the average, babies' first shift— judged 
under the loose (0.5 sec) time criterion and without regard 
to direction of shift— occurred sooner with the medium inten­
sity second stripe (mean speed /l/latenc^/ to first shift =
3.63 sec-’*’) than with the low (mean speed to first shift =
—1 —>1
3.13 sec- ) or high (mean speed to first shift = 1.60 sec- )
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intensity second stripe. Multiple comparisons using the
: ,
I: Neuman-Keuls procedure revealed a significant difference
(3. /3,467 = 6 .22, p.^.01), only between the medium and high 
intensity stripe means. Thus, babies1 first shift occurred 
earlier with the medium than with the high intensity second 
stripe.i No other main effects of second stripe intensity 
were found.
Effects of parents' weight category. Main effects of 
parents' weight category were found for a variety of measures 
of visual shift behavior. As indicated in Table 4, infants 
in the OP group made a larger number of shifts than NP infants 
did, for each of the five categories of visual shift. Addi­
tionally, the average magnitude of shifts away; the speed 
(1/latency) to the first shift away; and the magnitude of 
first shifts away, to the left, and to the right were all
v;
| greater for the OP babies than for the NP babies. Thus,
babies of overweight parents shift their gaze during the two 
stripe period more often, with greater magnitude, and, for 
one category of shift, sooner than babies of normal weight 
parents do.
In order to assess pupillary response to variations in 
the intensity of the second stripe, base line effects were 
first removed by regressing out average pupil diameter during 
the last second of the single stripe periods. Analysis of 
variance with subjects nested in parents' weight group and 
blocked on sequence of intensities revealed no main effect 
of intensity of the second stripe upon infants' pupil
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Table 4
Summary of Main Effects of Parents’ Weight Group on 
Measures of Visual Shift Behavior
Means for 
Parent Weight 
Groups
Measures of Shift by Category NP OP F (1,22)
Total Shifts
Number of shifts 
Number of shifts^
Shifts to Eight 
Magnitude of first shift 
Number of shifts^
Shifts to Left 
Magnitude of first shift 
Number of shifts3 
Number of shifts'3
Shifts toward Second Stripe 
Number of shifts**
Number of shifts'3
Shifts Away from Second Stripe 
Speed (1/latency) to first shift 
Magnitude of first shift3 
Number of shifts3 
Average magnitude of shifts
Note: Magnitudes are expressed without regard to direction
as absolute values.
$.25
8.89
5.83
12.89
6.64*
8.17**
2.03d
4.89
2.76d
6.86
4.98*
7.73*
2.25d
1.33
4.00
2.99d
2.81
6.03
4.47*
7.64*
6.72*
2.14
5.25
3.39
8.14
4.80*
11.10**
0.14°
1.35d
1.11
1.37d
0.78°
2.09d
2.44
2.23d
5.23*
4.83*
6.19*
6.04*
g
Judged by tight (0.1
■j^
Judged by loose (0.5
c seconds"’’1'
dinches
*£< .05.
**
£<.01.
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diameters; however, an interaction between intensity and 
parents' weight group was found, F (2,24) = 5-76, £<<,.05.
The adjusted means depicted in Figure 7 show that on the 
average, the pupil diameters of overweight parentage babies 
decreased with increasing intensity of the second stripe, 
while normal weight parentage babies' pupil diameters 
increased from low to medium intensity of second stripe and 
remained the same from medium to high.
Supplemental analyses. As for the taste data, babies 
were grouped according to their birthweight, gestational age, 
skinfold thickness (SFT), and weight/length^ (EMI), in order 
to investigate the possible relations of heaviness, maturity, 
and fatness to visual responsiveness. No stable findings 
emerged from classification according to estimated gesta­
tional age or skinfold thickness. However, a stable posi­
tional bias related to birthweight (by both di- and tripartite 
classification) and independent of second stripe intensity 
was found. The heavier the infant group, the more rightward—
or the more close to the location of the second stripe— was
Table 5)- In light of the substational correlation between
failure to observe such a difference with classification of
the central location of gaze (see Table 5)« A very similar
p
finding occurred with classification by weight/length (see
p
birthweight and weight/length (see Table 2), and of the
Si
infants' by skinfold thickness, this positional effect appears 
to be related to heaviness per se.
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Figure 7« Adjusted mean pupil diameter of overweight 
parents' (OP) and normal weight parents' (NP) babies 
during the first two seconds of double-stripe periods.
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Table 5
Mean and Median X-Coordinate Location of 
Gaze for Babies Grouped by ? 
Birthweight and Weight/Length
Group
Estimate
of
Central Tendency Low Medium High E (2,21)
g
Classification by Birthweight
Mean0 ‘ -1.07 -0.54- 1.58 8.88**
Median0 -1.27 -0.62 1.66 10.66**
Classification by Weight /Length^
Mean0 -0.67 -0.94- 1.58 8.4-8**
Median0 -0.82 -1.06 1.66 9.86**
Note: Means and medians are expressed in inches,
a§i Low group£ 3-4- mm, medium group>3.4- and £ 3*9 mm, high
| group> 3.9 mm.
y. b 2
|! Low group 61.290 cm/gm , medium group >1.270 and <1.378
| cm/gm2, high group>1.378 cm/gm2.
| **£<.01.
p
I
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Discussion
Stimulus Factors
Taste experiment. Results with root mean square (RMS) 
values of infants* expression waveforms replicate, extend, 
and qualify previous reports of infants' abilities to dis­
tinguish among tasteful fluids. In most of the previous 
studies which have described infants' preferences for sugar 
over water, an individual infant's experience with fluids 
has been limited to two levels along a single dimension of 
variation, a sugar of a given concentration and water (Kobre 
& Lipsitt, 1972; Engen, Lipsitt, & Peck, 1974; Desor, Mailer,
& Turner, 1973)* Each infant in the present study was offered 
several concentrations of glucose and water and showed an 
overall preference for glucose across concentrations. The 
finding of preference for sugar over water, then, has been 
replicated in a somewhat different paradigm with a new measure. 
Lipsitt and his colleagues (Kobre & Lipsitt, 1972;
| Engen, Lipsitt, & Peck, 1974) have described a negative effect
of experience with a sugar solution upon subsequent response 
to water. In their studies, the number of sucks to water 
was lower if water followed rather than preceded a sugar sol­
ution. In a somewhat different paradigm, and somewhat con­
trary to expectation, we have found that the overall response
45
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to water is augmented as the concentration of a preceding
• V : '
solution of glucose is increased. This augmentation appears 
to he a transitory ’‘carry-over" effect of the infants' 
response to the previous sugar. As the RMS values for quar­
ters of solution intake periods indicate (see Figure 5),
£ responses to water commence at higher levels for the higher
concentrations of the preceding sugar solution, hut hy the 
fourth quarter response levels to water are similar to one 
another for all three concentrations of preceding glucose 
solution. The observed decreasing response to water over 
time may correspond to what Kobre and Lipsitt (1972) have 
called a negative contrast effect, a reinforcement phenomenon,
I--;
It may also he a sensory phenomenon, the equivalent in babies
f;,; of what is called "water taste" in adults.
:;-V
V'
P
Water has a systematic taste related to the quality and 
concentration of the adapting solution that precedes it on 
the tongue; after adaptation to sugar, water has a sour-bitter 
taste as judged by adults (Bartoshuk, 1968). Although the 
mechanism of water taste after sugar is still unclear, in 
recent models (Bartoshuk, note 4) sugar is thought to bind 
to the bitter receptor site. The inflow of water to the 
tongue withdraws the sugar and triggers anomalous firing of 
the bitter receptor. Withdrawal rate is believed to mediate 
the perceived intensity of the phenomenon. As concentration 
of the preceding sugar solution is increased, rate of with­
drawal and perceived intensity of bitter taste should increase,
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peak, and fall off, since the flow rate of water remains the
a same-
If it is increasing "bitter taste that produces a sharp 
decrement in infant response, then the data for water over
I-1
quarters of intake periods favors interpretation in terms of
p the water taste model. The sharpest decrease in response
S'*
from first to second quarter levels occurred with water fol- 
& lowing the .41 glucose solution. The water taste model would
r predict such a finding, since maximal rates of withdrawal
should occur for an intermediate concentration of sugar. A
I
reinforcement model, on the other hand, would dictate that 
the most effective reinforcer should produce the strongest 
negative contrast effect. Since, on the average, the higher 
response levels were to .85M glucose, the water following 
that solution should have produced the sharpest first-to-second 
quarter decrement. It did not.
Concentration effects in infants' preference for sweet 
have "been demonstrated by a number of investigators (Nowlis 
& Kessen, 1976; Desor, Mailer, & Turner, 1973; Engen,
Lipsitt, & Peck, 19 7^ 0 with a variety of sugars and concen­
trations. Viewed across studies, the magnitude of the con­
centration effect has been found to be small (Engen et al., 
1974), variable with the type of sugar (Desor et al., 1973)? 
or so substantial that it parallels the adult psychophysical 
function for sweetness (Nowlis & Kessen, 1976). In part, the 
estimates may vary because of different concentration ranges,
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differences in response measures (number of sucks, volume 
of fluid ingested, anterior tongue pressure), and procedural 
variation vis-a-vis post ingestional factors (varying amounts 
of fluid delivered in .024 ml quanta, free access to fluid 
for fixed amounts of time, fixed small volumes of fluid to 
be consumed in a relatively unconstrained period of time). 
Against this background, results from the present study sug­
gest again that the concentration effect is significant, and 
present a slope across concentration that is intermediate 
among those reported previously. More important, we have 
found the infant to prefer yet a higher concentration of 
glucose than has been previously examined. Even at .85M, 
for infants on the average,10 there is not evidence of a 
turn downward in the response curve.
Vision experiment. The finding that infants' first 
shifts occurred soonest, on the average, when the second 
stripe was of medium intensity corresponds to Hershenson's 
(1964) report of infants' preference for panels of intermed­
iate brightness. It is unclear, however, why the longest 
latency to shift should have occurred with the high intensity 
second stripe. Perhaps that intensity was stifficiently high 
to have produced a degree of startle and consequent delay.
100f course, the response of infants classified as 
thin by SET or EMI poses a necessary and interesting quali­
fication. In fact, if one excludes these infants and con­
siders the medium and fat together, the effect of concentra­
tion on preference is even more marked.
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More important is the fact that the large variety of 
measures of visual response failed to yield any other signifi­
cant main effects of second stripe intensity. Plots of scan­
ning over time showed patterns of fixation and contour cross­
ing suggestive of infants' ability to detect the second stripe. 
The similarity of response across intensities may have 
resulted from the criteria used to select luminance values in 
the experiment: The levels of intensity were well above
threshold, below discomfort, and easily discriminable by 
adults; and they were pretested to be sure that each would 
attract some visual fixations with babies. The intensities 
thus selected may all have been more than adequate elicitors 
of visual investigation by the infant. The mere addition of 
a second stripe may have constituted an interesting field 
change. Beyond the first shift, infant responses as assessed 
by our scanning measures did not differ significantly as a 
function of second stripe intensity.
Preference for novel stimuli, which is well documented 
in infants from two months of age (see for reviews: Pantz,
Pagan, & Miranda, 1975; Cohen and Gelber, 1975), may underlie 
the differences in central tendency of gaze observed in rela- 
tion to variation in birthweight and weight/length . While 
preference for novelty in younger infants is debated, the work 
of Priedman and his colleagues (Priedman, Nagy, & Carpenter, 
1970; Priedman & Carpenter, 1971; Priedman, 1972a, 1972b) 
showing dishabituation of gaze with novel checkerboards may
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serve as evidence for infant response to novelty in the first 
days of life. As mentioned previously, the positional "bias 
observed in infants' gaze locations was probably not a func­
tion of adiposity, since no such bias related to skinfold 
thickness was observed. It might, however, have been a func­
tion of differential maturity. Tanner (1974) has reported as 
much as several weeks variation in estimated neurological 
maturity among term infants. One might speculate that vari­
ation in BMI and birthweight may reflect variation in matur­
ity untapped by estimates of gestational age. To the extent 
that this is true, the increasing closeness of gaze location 
to the second stripe seen in relation to increasing M I  and 
birthweight may represent a preference of more mature infants 
for a novel stimulus.
Parents' Weight, Infant Adiposity, Responsivity, and the 
Development of Overweight
The main effect of parents' weight on a variety of 
measures of visual shift during the two stripe period seems 
a direct analogue in infants of the distractability observed 
in overweight adults faced with prominent competing cues 
(Rodin, 1975)- Babies of overweight parents shifted their gaze 
more often and with greater magnitude than babies of normal 
weight parents did during the two stripe period. The scan­
ning patterns of overweight parents' babies did not appear 
to be random or grossly eccentric. Rather, an examination of
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plots of these infants' gaze across time showed patterns 
that were by and large constrained by the location of the 
stripes in the field, and demonstrated considerable movement 
back and forth, across and between the stripes. Additional 
confirmation of the heightened to-and-fro nature of the scan 
pattern lies in the fact that OP babies made significantly 
more shifts in both members of complementary shift categories; 
that is, babies of overweight parents made significantly more 
shifts both to the left and to the right, both toward and away 
from the location of the second stripe in the field.
Chaney and McGraw (1932) found an intact pupillary reflex 
in term infants, and Munsinger and Banks (197 )^ have used vari­
ation in pupil diameter, in somewhat older children, to infer 
sensitivity to different luminances. Nevertheless, the signif­
icant interaction between parents' weight status and the intens­
ity of the second stripe in affecting pupil diameter should 
be interpreted cautiously; the effect on pupil diameter was 
small and the variability among infants was great. On the 
average, the pupil diameters of overweight parentage babies 
decreased with increasing intensity of the second stripe, 
while the pupil diameters of babies whose parents were normal 
weight tended to increase from low to medium and remain the 
same from medium to high intensity of second stripe. This 
difference in pupillary response may indicate a greater sensi­
tivity or responsiveness in babies of overweight parentage to 
variation in luminance. Alternatively, the difference might
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have been a consequence of the difference between OP and NP 
babies in shift behavior; OP babies, shifting more, may have 
had greater overall retinal exposure to the second stripe.
Rodin (1977) bas suggested three possible etiologic 
relationships between taste responsiveness and obesity:
(l) Externality and heightened taste responsiveness may pre­
cede and lead to the development of obesity; (2) obesity 
itself may produce heightened taste responsiveness; (3) 
taste responsiveness and obesity may be associated but caused 
by a third factor. Results from the present experiment pro­
vide some evidence for both (l) and (2) and do not preclude 
(3). The finding that overweight parentage (OP) infants on 
the average responded less to water after glucose than nor­
mal weight parentage (NP) infants harkens to Nisbett's (1968b) 
finding that overweight adults consumed less "vanilla-bitters" 
(quinine-laced) ice cream than normal weight subjects did.
!' It should be noted that OP infants were not fatter than NP
| infants on the average and that the phenomenon was not
related to fatness of the infant, since the effect did not 
change and no interaction was found when a parent weight- 
by-fatness analysis was performed. OP babies then, not
| yet obese, exhibit some of the taste finickiness often seen
|:i in adults who have become overweight. Such behavior,
$
| together with the differences in visual response between
$
| OP and NP babies, may be viewed as evidence for Rodin'sn
I first etiologic hypothesis.
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The present study has failed to replicate some earlier 
findings (Nisbett & Gurwitz, 1970; Desor, Mailer, & Turner, 
1973) of a relation between birthweight and taste response
to sweet. However, an effect related to skinfold thickness
o
(SFT) and weight/length (BMI) has been found which may serve 
to clarify earlier reports. The fact that both SFT and BMI 
were significantly related to preference for sweet, but 
that estimated gestational age and birthweight were not, sug­
gests that the effect is related to fatness. Babies classi­
fied as medium or fat by SFT or BMI seemed to like increasing 
sweetness more than thin infants did. . The finding of differ­
ential taste response related to fatness might be interpreted 
as evidence for Rodin's second etiologic hypothesis— that 
obesity precedes and leads to heightened taste responsive­
ness. Close inspection of Figure 6 suggests that this may 
not be the appropriate point of view. Rather, the curves 
suggest that most babies, both "medium" and "fat," preferred 
increasing sweetness. The curves for "medium" and "fat" 
babies switch relative positions but remain parallel when 
the classification variable is changed from skinfold thick-
p
ness to weight/length . The switch in relative level 
together with the continued parallel relation suggests a 
commonality among these infants. The anomalously respond­
ing babies were the "thin" ones, whose responses declined 
for the highest concentration sugar solutions.
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Desor, Mailer, and Turner (1973) found they had to shift 
to lower valuer, of birthweight as outpoints in their sample 
in order to replicate the Nisbett and Gurwitz (1970) finding 
of greater preference for sweet in heavier infants. Such a 
shift would tend to delineate more sharply the lower birth­
weight— and, to the extent birthweight is related to fatness, 
thinner— infants. It may be appropriate to think in terms of 
an effect of thinness rather than fatness of the infant on 
taste. By some unknown mechanism might thinness be self- 
perpetuating, protected by palatability differences from 
birth?
To summarize, only thin infants showed an aversion to 
high concentrations of sweet. Medium and more fat babies—  
most babies— appeared to respond with great avidity to sweet. 
This phenomenon seems independent of parents' weight. A 
comparison of newborn babies of overweight parents with new­
born babies of normal weight parents demonstrated differences 
in vision and taste responsivity analogous to findings of
differences between overweight and normal weight adults.
f!
I; Independent of their degree of adiposity at birth, babies
of overweight parentage, on the average, showed heightened 
re spons ivene s s.
To the extent that offspring inherit heightened 
responsiveness and that food cues abound, a familial tend-
ency to overeat and become overweight might be observed. The
1 effects of the large hormonal and emotional changes of
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pregnancy on the measures of external responsiveness used in 
adult obesity research are unknown. For this reason, no 
attempt was made to measure the responsiveness of parents of 
the newborn infants in the present study. While future 
research must ascertain the precise relation between parental 
and infant responsiveness, it seems possible, on the basis of 
finding differences in responsiveness related to parents' 
weight, that responsiveness is genetically transmitted from 
parents to infants.
Of course, in analogy to findings with adults (Rodin, 
Slochower, & Fleming, 1977)i it is not to be expected that 
all infants of overweight parentage will have heightened 
responsiveness, or that all babies of normal weight parents 
will be relatively unresponsive. The association, observed 
on the average, of heightened responsiveness with being over­
weight may evolve through interaction with food cues in the 
environment. Eating behavior for people in general can be 
influenced by a variety of cues besides taste (Wooley, 1972; 
Wooley, Wooley, & Dunham, 1972). The influence of multiple 
prominent food cues upon eating would be greater for people 
with broadly heightened responsiveness. Such people would 
be more likely to overeat and gain weight.
How might findings from the present study bear upon 
the development of overweight? Preference for sweet seems 
to be a characteristic for all except thin babies, and
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! aspects of heightened responsiveness to visual and gustatory
stimuli have been demonstrated for babies of overweight par­
ents. Details of the relation between the response measures 
studied and actual infant ingestion remain for future research. 
Nevertheless, on the basis of the present study, a hypothesis 
about the relative risk of an infant's becoming overweight 
may be proposed. The hypothesis derives from the possible 
combinations of infant adipose status and parental weight 
status, and suggests three categories of risk:
1. Thin babies of normal weight parentage may be at 
I lowest risk, given their relative aversion to high concen-
! trations of sweet and the suggestion that on the average
I ■
! ; i  they might be less responsive to environmental food cues.
S 2. Babies of moderate or greater adiposity at birth
i
I whose parents are overweight probably have the greatest risk
I ;
i; of overeating and becoming fat; to an environment which most
probably abounds in food and eating-related cues, these infants
are likely to bring both a natural proclivity for sweet and a
heightened responsivity to prominent stimuli.
3. Intermediate levels of risk are ascribable to thin 
infants of overweight parentage, to "non-thin" infants of nor­
mal weight parentage and, by extrapolation, to "non-thin,r 
infants of "mixed” parentage. Their situations may be subject 
to both greater biological and environmental variation.
I
iaSi
Sia'4
1
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While these risk classifications are highly speculative, 
the present findings of differences in responsiveness at 
birth, the potential role of these differences in overnutri­
tion, and the immutability of fat cell proliferation described 
by Hirsch, demand further attention.
I
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Appendix A
Table of Ranges of Weight Used in Sample Selection
Yale-New Haven Hospital Modification of Dubowitz 
Assessment of Gestational Age
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NEWBORN SERVICE
ESTIMATION OF GESTATION AGE
A. OBSTETRIC 
1. By L.M.P.:
B. PEDIATRIC:
24
2. Ultrasound: 3. Biochemical:
WEEKS OF GESTATION
26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42
Hair
. _ -1_____ u .
Woolly, fuaxy
•
(Lanugo)
.j--- .L . . -1 ..
Silky strands
Breast none 2mm | 4mm Z  7mm
Areola none barely visible well-defined but flat well-defined (raised)
Sole
Creeses none 1*2 anterior a  eases 2/3 sole creases to heel
Ear pinna soft, stays folded returns slowly from folding
thin cartilage 
springs back
firm, erect from 
head
P
H
Y
SI
C
A
L
E
X
A
M
T
O
N
E
j pink, low 
largo vestalsSkin
thin, translucent, pltlhonic 
venules prominent on abdomen thick ar
pale pink 
no vessels seen
Genital^1 undescended high in canal, small rugae lower, more rugae testes descended in pendulous scrotum
Genital^ tabia widely separated, clitoris prominent ----- > labia minora & clitoris covered
Posture lateraldecubitus hypotonia — > increased tone
L.E. flexed sometimes 
U.E. extend | flexion U.E, total flexion with A ton*.1
Recoil none slight L.E. good L.E. slight U.E. (low U.E. good U.E.
Popliteal
angle 180° 150°............ 120°
120®........ 100° 90° ^90®
Scarf 
maneuver no resistance
Slight
resistance
elbow just 
panes mid-line
Ulbow does not 
Jreach mid-line
Moro
barely
present
i present but 
! exhausted present
Grasp feeble fair solid, involves arms ■ may pick infant up
Rooting minimal and irregular good (no reinforcement) -
Glabellar
Tap
Pupillary
absent appearing
appearing present
F. 1230 • New 1/73
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Appendix B
Computer Programs for Assessment of Infant Eye Movement
i
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6 2
THIS IS 1HE FIRST RFC CRD OF IUNOEC —  A FOMTRAN PROGRAM 
TO CCNVPfiT RFCORDS OF IUNAKY VI UEO-SCORF.R DATA TO 
FOMMATThD DECIMAL OUTPUT* MEASUREMENTS AND CODER ARE 
DISTINGUISHED* AND PRFLIVINARY CHECKS FOR DAD DATA TRANS­
MISSIONS (NOISE I OH SCORING ERRORS ARE MADE* IN THIS 
PROGRAM* CCR DPMI RFCOHD AND VARIABLE VALUES ARE 
SUHSCMIPTFD M2)', AND PREVIOUS RECORDS AND VALUES Ml)**
BINDECV2 REVISED DEC 10, 1;*77* K* M* MILSTFIN,YALE PSYCHOLOGY DFPT*
I) DIMENSION AND INITIALIZE SOME VARIABLES.
10*0/
21 READ IN RBCORO
SO READ! 5* 55* RND*400 IIFLAGC 2 ) *! IMEAS( J )9J«1,0>«! WOP! J l« J«1*10 )«
0< I VFRI J 1*J*1 ,1 r )f Ell 1T,L INB 
55 FORMAT!2X* I I*911,10 11 * 1011,Al*T73*18)
31 IF BEGINNING A REV SUBJECT*
PRINT TITLL C COLUMN HEADING8
IP( NF»SBJ*NE*1 100 TO 116 
VRITE! 6*65|
65 FORMAM///I X,44H0FCIMAL PRINTOUT OF BINARY VIDEO-SCORER DATA/
atx*43ll< TRANSFER FROM AUOIO TAPE TO PDP TO I HM .170 )///1 \ * 4IILINF , 2X * 
83HII0N « SX*3HVEK* IX *1 OHCODE/P KAME *2 X» 5HLICHT * 1 X * 4IIF L AG * IX * 511 SHORT/ I 
NEVS1IJ»0
4 1 CONVERT THE BINARY NUMBERS TC DECIMAL FORM FOR HCRIZCNTAL AND
VERTICAL AXES * AND FOR THE CCOB/MRASUKENPNT (INDEX I COUNTER*
116 IX-0 
I Y*0
IFKAMI 2 1*0 
LIGHT! 2 1*0 
IPO*R«512 
ICODE*0 
DO 120 J*l*10
1X* I\F( I HCRIJ 1*1 POVR |
IY= IY♦€ I VER! J I*IPOWR I 
fPCWR*irCttR/2
120 CONTINUE 
IPOVR*32
DO 121 J*4*9
IFPAM! 2 I*IF RAM!2 I♦!IMEAS!JI*IPOVR| 
lPOVS*lP0VR/2
121 CONTINUE 
IP01fi*4
DO 122 J«t,3
LIGHT! 2 l*LIGHT!2 !♦! I NBAS (J I* IPOW R I 
IlCVR«1PCVS/2
122 CONTINUE 
IFOVfi*2S6
DO 124 J*l«9
ICODBdCODE*! IMEAS! J PIPCVH)
IFOVR«irO*R/2
124 CONTINUE
o o o o io io
00000020
00000030
00000040
onooooso 
00000060 
00000070 
OOOOOOHO 
00000090 
O lO O O f00 
OOOOOIto  00000120 
00000130 
00000140 
00000150 00000160 
00000170 
000001 HO 
OOOOOIB3 
OOO0020O 00000210 
ooroo220
07000230
00000240
000002SO 
00000260 
00000270 
00OOO2NO 
00000200 
noooo.ioo onnoo.it o 
nnnoo.320 
00000330 
0O00O34O 
00000350 
03000360 
00000370 
0000O3R0 
00000.700
00000400
00000410
nono04?3
00000430
00000440
00000450
00000460
00000473
000304*3
00000403
00000503
03303510
00000523
00000573
03000543
00000553
00300563
00000570
rooonsNO
000305f»3
00O006P3
00000610
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IP  DAD T fiA N S M I SS 1C N* PROCEED (T O  TR A N S LA T E , P R IN T  VALUE S* NARK ERROR, 
ANO GET A NPV R ECO RD ).
I F < F f i lT . N E . R ) GO TO 1 40  
IN D E X ! 2 > M F '9 A M !2  I 
I H  IF I.A 0 1 2  I . E O . l  I IN O E X !2 )» IC O D B  
GO TO 3 2 0
5  1 MEASUREMENT COUNTER IN TE R P R E TA TIO N  —  GENERAL COMMENTS 
I P  THE FLAG H IT  IS  A CNB » TREAT THE MEASURE COUNTER 
CONTENTS AS A C O D E. IP  THE FLAG IS  7LHO * TREAT THE 
CONTENTS AS A MEASURE •
1 4 0  ! F < I  F L A G !2 ) , E O , 0 )  0 0  TO 29S
6  1 SOME CODE PROCESSING*
SBT IN D E X  TO CODE VALU E *
IN D E X ! 2 IM C O D B
CHECK FOR ERROR CODE*
IF ! IN D F Y ( 2  I .E Q .O )  GO TO 3 2 0
LOOK FOR U E G IN  P FR IC D  C O D E, M IS  A V A R IA B LE  TO IN D IC A T E  
END OP READ IN  OF SCALE VALUE S*
I M  IN D E X ! 2  l * N E * S 0 4  I  GO TO 2 ( 5  
M«1
DETERMINE THE CCI)E P R P B T IT IC N  FREQUENCY IK O D R N I BY 
COUNTING FREQUENCY OF S IO 'S  ( " R f U I N  SCALE D ETER M IN ATIO N 1* I 
AND OK "E X P E R IM E N T  N U M B E R ," AND SAVIN G  AS KODPI I  > AND 
N O D E !2 > * R E S P E C T IV E LY *
2 8 5  IF !  IN D E X ! 2 I ,  N E .51  0  100 TO 2 8 7  
KODE! I  >M 0DE< I  >M  
2H7 IK !  IN D F X ! 2 ) . l T . 3 * t  .O R . lN D E X !2  ) ,C T , .1 9 0 ) 0 0  TO 2 8 8  
KODF! ? l«KODE< 2 l + t  
2 8 8  IK !  M .N F . I  .O R , KCDEN. N E .O  >00 TO 2 0 0  
KODF.N«KODE! I  I
I K  K C D k N .F O ,O R .  K O D E N .G T .2  )KODEN*KODE! 2  I  
I F !  K O D E N .E O ,O .O U *K O D F N .G T ,2  IK O D FN M
IP  INDEX HAS NOT CHANCED, OR IF  LA S T RECORD WAS AN 
"FHRO R CODF*** P R IN T  RECORD t lT I IO U T  N . C O N TIN U E , 
INCREM ENTING M*
2 0 0  I K ! I  IN D E X !2  |,E Q .IN D E X ! I  ) ) .O R .IN D E X ! 1 I . E Q .O ) G O T O  3S0 
O T H B K IV S E * P R IN T  RECORD AND N , AND THEN RESET N TO 0 .
GO TO 3 4 0
0 * * 0 0 6 2 *0000063*
0 0 0 0 0 6 4 *0000*650
0 0 0 0 0 6 6 *
0 0 0 0 0 6 7 0
OOOO068*
0 0 * * 0 6 9 *
0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 7 1 0
*0 0 0 0 7 2 0
0 0 * 0 0 7 3 0
O 1 * 0 0 7 4 *  
0 0 * * 0 7 5 0  
0 0 * 0 0 7 6 *  
0 0 0 0 0 7 7 *  
0 0 0 0 0 7 8 *  
0 0 * 0 0 7 0 *  
0 * 0 0 * 8 0 *  
0 0 0 0 0 8 1 *  
0 0 0 * 0 8 2 *  
0 0 * 0 * 8 3 *  
0 0 0 * 0 8 4 *  
0 * 0 0 * 8 5 *  
0 0 * 0 0 8 6 *  
* 0 0 0 0 8 7 *  
* 0 0 * 0 8 8 7  *0*0*88* 
0 * * 0 0 0 0 *  
OO O0091* 
*0* 0 0 0 2 * 
* 0 0 * * 0 3 *  
0 * * 0 0 0 4 *  0000*08* 
0 0 * * 0 0 6 *  
0 0 0 * * 9 7 *  
0 * 0 * 0 0 8 *  
0 * 0 0 * 0 9 *  
0 0 0 * 1 * 0 *  
* 0 * * I * 1 *  000*1*2* 
* 0 0 * 1 * 3 *  
0 * 0 * 1 0 4 *  
* 0 * 0 1 * 5 *  
0 0 * * 1 *6 * 
* 0 0 * 1 * 7 *  
0 * * 0 1 0 8 *  
0 *0 * 1 0 0* 
0 0 *0 1 1 0 * 
* 0 * * 1 1 1 * 
0 * * 0 1 1 2* 0**0113 *  
* 0 0 * 1 1 4 *  
0 * 0 0 1 1 8 *  
0 * * 0 1 1 6 *  
0 0 * * 1 1 7 *  
0 0 0 * 1 1 8 *  
0 * 0 * 1  IH *  
*0 *0 1 2** 
0 **0 1 2 1* 
0 0 0 * 1 2 2*
i
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1 1  MEASUREMENT PROCESSING.
2 9 5  IN D F X I2 I= IF H A M !2 )
DO SOME CHECKING BEFORE P R IN T IN G *
CHECK THAT L IG H T  IS  NOT ZBBO OR 7 .
IF ( L I C H T ( 2 l * n 0 .0 .O R . L I G H T !  2 I . E 0 . 7 I  CO TO 3 20
CHECK FOR AN IN D F T  CHANGE. IF  INDEX HAS NOT CHANGED. AND
* E  ARF IN  A PER IO D  RATHER THAN A SCALE D ETERM INATIO N
MODE. CHFCK THAT L IG H T  NUMHER HAS ALSO NOT CIIANOFD 
( IF . .  THAT THE P U P IL  AND L IG H T  MEASURFNENTS HAVE THE SAME 
L IG H T  NUVHF.R FOR A G IV E N  F R A M E ). IF  S A T IS F IE D , PROCEED TO 
P R IN T  RECORD M IT  II OUT N ANC INCREMENT N .
IP !  IN D EX! 2  l . N E .  IN D E X ! I  I )  GO TO 3 1 0
I  P I t  L IG IIT ! 2  I .E Q .L IG H T ! 1 I I . O R . I  M .E Q .O ) ) GO TO 3 5 0  
GO TO 3 2 0
IN D EX HAS c h a n g e d :
CHECK F IR S T  RHETHFR PRECFEDIMG RECORD VAS AN ERROR CODE.
I F  SC , P R IN T CURRENT RECORD AND CONTINUE TO INCREMENT N . 
CHECK REETHER INCREMENT (A S  HV 1 ,  OR WHETHER FRECEEDING 
FRAME (A S  A COOE.
CHECK FOR A P E R M IS S A IILF  DROP TO I  W IT H IN  A P E R IO D , 
o il IC I I  W IL L  INCREMENT ' I N C H ' ,  A VARIAI1LF IN  S tO .F O M T  
ANOTHER PROGRAM TC BE USED SUHSEOUHNT TO S D IT IN O  
H IN D FC V 2 O U TP U T.
3 1 0  I F !  IN D E X ! I  I .E Q .O .A N D .  IF LA O I I I . E O . t )  CO TO 3 5 0
IF !  I !  IN D EX! 2 I - IN D F T !  1 I I .E G .  I  I .O H . I I 'L A G !  I  I .  B O . I  I  
•C O  TO 3 4 0
I F !  IF R A M I1  I . G T . I  .A N D . IF L A O I I  I .E O .O .A N D . IF R A M I 2 ) .E O .  1 ) 
•C O  TO 3 4 0
S I  P R IN T IN G  O P T IO N S .
P R IN T  RECORD, W ITHOUT N . MARK "E R R O R .«
.720 W R IT E ! 6 ,3 2 5  I I I  NO, IX ,  I T ,  IN D E X I2  I , L IG H T !  2 I ,  I FLA G ! 2 I , F . I I I T , L I N F  
3 2 5  FORMAT! I X , I  4 , 2 T , 1 3 , 5 X , 1 3 , 4X , I 3 , 6 X , 1 3 ,3 X , I 1 , 4 X , A I , 5 X ,S H E R R 0 R .3 X , 
I F !  E I1 IT .E 0 .E  ICO TC 50  
CO TC 3 6 0
P R IN T  RECORD AND N ; RESET N TO ZERO.
3 4 0  W R ITE ! 6 ,3 4 5  I I I  NO, I X ,  I T ,  IN D E X ! 2 I ,  L IG H T ! 2 I ,  IF L A O I 2 1 , E H IT , N ,L IN E  
3 4 5  FORMAT! I X ,  1 4 ,  2X ,  I 3 , 5 X  ,  I 3 . 4 T  , I 3 , 6 \ ,  I 3 , 3 X ,  11 ,  4 X ,  A t ,  5X ,2 l lN »  ,  12 , 4 T , 
N «0
GO TC 3 6 0  
P R IN T  RECORD ( ITHO CT N .
00001230  
00001240  00001250 
00001260  
00001270  
00001280  00001200 
ooooi 300
00001301
00001302  
o n n o | 304  
00001306
00001310 
00001320  
00001330  
00001340  000O13S0 
00001760  
00001370  00001380 
00001390  
00001400  
00001410  
P0001420  
00001430  
00001440  
00001450  
00001460  
1000147 1 
OOOOI 4 8  I
0 0 0 0 1  4110
ooooiG O ! 
f 00111510 
ooooi 527
r  o o o ip .v i  
o o o o t.540 
ooooissn  
O oonis^n
0 0 00 157 0  0000)5*0 
00001500  0000|f»00 
00001610  
0 0 0 0 1 6 2 0  
0 0 O O |6 1 0  00001640 
o o o o i650
0 0 0 0 1 6 5 0r« |ooooi67o 
00O016H0 
00001600  
00001700  
00001710  
00001720  
O0001730  
1R |OOOOl740 
0 0 00 175 0  
00001750  
OOO0177O 
000017H 6  
OO0Q1700
J
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r
3 5 0  W RITE* 6 ,3 S 5  I t lN C t  I X » I Y ,  INDEX* 2  > , L IG H T* 2 ) ,  IFLACC 2  > , E B IT ,L IN P  
3 5 5  FORMAT* I X , I 4 V2X« 1 3 , S X ,1 3 , 4 X , I 3 , 6 X , I 3 , 3 X , 1 1 , 4 X , A t , 1 3 X , 18 I
9>  CHECK FOR END CF SUBJECT CODE HAVING OCCURED WITH DOMINANT CODE 
FREQUENCY NUMBER OF R E P E T IT IO N S  •
3 6 0  IF  I  INDEX* 2  )*N E  *5 0 8 * O M * IF L A G * 2 ) • N F « I ICO TO 3 8 0  
K S C b«K 5C & + l
J F ( K 5 f l£ ,L T * K 0 D F N )  CO TO 3 8 0
I F  END CF SU BJECT* RESET SC ME VALUES 0 CHECK FOR NEXT 
SU B JE C T*
L IN O -1
IN D EX* t ) * l
IFR A M * S 1 *0
N F «S B J«1
N »0
M «0
A O D FN -0  
K S O fl-O  
DO 3 7 0  K * 1 , 3  
KODR* K l« 0  
3 7 0  CONTINUE 
GO TC SO
TP S T IL L  SAME SUBJECT ,  T ID Y  UP ,  STORING CURRENT RECORD AS PR EVIO U S, 
AND INCREMENT IMG L IN E  NUMBER AND INDEX R E P E T IT IO N  COUNTER l»Y ONE.
3 8 0  IFRAM * 1 )* IP R A M < 2  >
IN D FX * 1 l - IN D P T *  2 I  
L IG H T * I  1 - L I G H T I2 )
I  F L A G *1 ) « f  FLAG * 3  I 
L IN C -L 1 N 0 + 1  
N « N + I 
GO TO 8 0  
4 0 0  STOP 
ENO
0 0 0 0 * 8 0 0  
0 0 0 0 1 8 1 0  
0 0 0 0 1 8 2 0  
0 0 0 0 1 8 3 0  
OOOOI840 
OOOOI8S0 
OOOOI 8 60  
0 0 0 0 1 8 7 0  
O10O18S0 
0 0 0 0 1 8 9 0  
OOOOI 9 0 1  ooooipio 
0 0 0 0 * 9 2 0  
0 0 0 0 1 9 3 0  
OOOOI 9 4 0  
OOOOI980 
OOOOI 9 6 0  00001970 OO001BRO 
0 0 0 0 1 9 9 0  00002000 00002010 00002020 00002031 00002040 0000*051 00002061 
0 0 0 0 2 0 7 1  O0O02ON0 000020*41 00002101) 00002110 00002120
0 0 0 0 2 1 3 0
0 0 0 0 2 1 4 00000215000002160
0 0 0 0 2 1 8 0
0 O 0 0 2 I9 O
0 0 0 9 2 2 0 0
0000221000002220
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C T H IS  IS  7 IIB  F IR S T  MECOMD OP SRO*FOMT —  A FORTRAN PROGRAM 
C TO COUNT AND RFNUNBFN FRANKS DURING MCA SUMLMI.NT UGDPS* INPUT 
C. TO T I I IS  PROGRAM SIICULC 15F 1 HE OUTPUT <l| U1NPECV2, E D ITE D  
C PREVIOUSLY TC C C tR R C T ERRORS* OUTPUT FROM S IO .F O R T  IS  
C S U IT A B LE  FOR PROCESSING BY THF. CCOR PACKAGE*
1 )  D IM EN SIO N  AND I N IT IA L IZ E  SOME V A R IA B L E S .
D IM EN SIO N  I  FRANC 2  >v IN D E X ! 2  )  * 1FLAGC 2 I ,  L IG H T ! 2 I ,  KODF.C 5  I t  
&KLUGE! 2 0 |
DATA l - t  IN C R ,N ,L tG H T ! I  I t  IFR A M ! t  I ,  
a iN D E X ! I I t  IF L A G ! I  I , K 5 0 8 , K O D E N ,N ,I P R ,K O D E ,N F W S B J/* B ' , 1 5 * 0 * 1 /
2 I  READ IN  A RECORD*
10  REA DC 5 , 2 0 , R N C *4 0 1 1K LU G B ,IN D E X ! 2 I ,  L IG H T ! 2 1 ,  I  FLAG ! 2  I ,  E ll I T ,  L I  NF 
2 0  F O R M A T !2 f lA 4 * 7 2 3 ,1 3 *  T 3 2 , I 3 * T 3 K * I t  * 4 X , A l , 1 3 X ,1 8 1 
IF !  L IN 1 -•N K *0 *3 R *N E V S B J *N E *1  I GO TO 4 0  
W R ITE ! 6 ,3 0 |K L U G B  
3 0  FO R M A T!20A 4 |
DO 3S  1 * 1 , 8
M E A C C S ,3C ,E N D *40 0 IK L U G S  
•  MI I F ! 6 , 3 0  IKLUGB 
3 5  CONTINUE 
N E *S B J » 0  
GO TC 10
IF  HAD T R A N S M IS S IO N , FRCCEFO (T O  P R IN T  VALUES, MARK ERROR,
AND GET A NEW H FC O R D I*
4 0  IF C F B IT .E O . t  1 GO TO 3 2 0
5 1 MEASUREMENT COUNTER IN TE R P R E TA TIO N  —  GENERAL COMMENTS 
IF  THP FLAG B IT  IS  A CNF. ,  TREAT THE MFASURF COUNTER 
CONTENTS AS A CODE* IP  THE FLAG IS  ZERO ,  TREAT THE 
CONTENTS AS A MEASGRB •
IF !IF L A G C  2 I* E O  * 0  I  GO TO 3 0 8
6  1 SOME CODE PROCESSING*
IN D E X  1 8  CODE V A LU E *
CHECK FOR E S IC R  CODE*
IP ! IN D E X !2 ) .F Q * 0  ) G0  TO 3 2 0
LOOK FOR BEG IN  PERIOD CODE* M IS  A V A R IA B LE  TO IN D IC A T E  
END OF READ IN  CF SCALE VALUES*
IF ! IN D E X !2  l * K E * 5 0 4  ) GO TO 2 6 5  
M * l
C
C DETERMINE THE CODE R E P E T IT IO N  FtEO U l'N C Y (K O O fcN I HY 
C COUNTING FRFCUENCY OF S 1 0 «S  ( "O F G IN  SCALE D E T I*R M IM A T IO N "I 
C AND OP "E X P E R IM E N T N U M B E R ," AND SAVIN G  AS MODI’! 1 I  AND
ooooooto  
00001021 
00001131
0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1
0OOO0050
00000060
00000070noonooHO
OOOOOOOO
01001111O000O11O 00000121 o o o o o tio  
0 O0 0 0 I 40 
000O 0I5O  
00000160  
00000170  
o o o o o ig i 
00 0001 90  00000200 00000210 
00001221  
O0OOA23O 
nnno0240  
10000751  
00000261  
00000270 000002*0
OOP0O29O
oooooloo  
001003f > 
( '0 0 0 0 3 2 0
00 1013 31
00000340
OOO00350
0 0 0 0 0 3 6 0
Q 0 0 0 0 1 7 0
0 0 0 0 0 3 *0
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
00000400 
0 0 0 0 0 4 1  O 
00000420
0 0 0 0 0 4 1 0  O *>000440 
00600450 r 1001460 
00000470 
0 0 0 0 0 4 * 0  
nor 00491 
00000500  
00 0 0 0 c 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 5 2 0  
O0O0053O
00000540  
00 0005 50  
0 0 0 0 0 5 6  > 
00000571  
o o o o o s r o  
011005111 
0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 6 1 0
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2 8 5  I F !  IN D H T <2  I .N E .S IO IG O  TO 2 8 1  
KODFI 1 ) * K C 0 l l  I ! ♦ !
2 8 7  I H  IN D F X I 2 ) « L T . 3 9 1 « 0 K .IN D E X 1 2 I . G T . 3 9 9  )GO TO 2 8 8  
KODF( ? ) *  KODFI 2 M l
2 8 8  IF !  M .N F .I .O R .K C D E N .H B .O  |  GO TO 2 9 0  
K O D thsR O D E ! I  I
! F (  K O D FN .E O . 0 .C R .K O D E N .G T .2  I  KODFN*KODB< 2)
1M  KOI) BN «BQ« O.CR « KODEN.GT« 2 I KO D EN *!
IP  INDEX VS CODE FCB BALL B E A R IN G , INCH C P ID , H E IR  1C G R ID * B E G IN  
P E R IO D , END S U H JF C T , OB SCALE D E TE R M IN A T IO N , RESET (NCR TO ZERO .
2 0 0  I F !  IN D F X I2  ) • F 0 . 4 9 I • O R .IN D F X I2  I . E O .4 8 0 . O P . IN D E X ! 2  I .H 0 .4 9 A .O R .  
9 IN D E X ! 2 I .E Q .5 0 4 .O R .  IN D EX! 2  > .E O .5 C 8 .O R . IN D E X I 2 I .E Q .S 1 0  > IN C R *0
IP  INDEX IS  "N E C !* . P R O fU **  "E X E  C L O S E D ,"  OK "S A C C A D F ,"  W ITH CODE 
R E P E T IT IO N  FRROUFNCY, ADD 1 TO THE FRAME COUNT AND RESET IP LA O  TC
I F ! I  NDFTI 2 I . N E . 3 8 4 I  GO TO 2 S 4
K O D F I3  M K 0 D E I3  M l
I F I  K O 0 E I3  l . lT . k O D E N  ) 0 0  TO 3 4 0
IFM AW l 2 M IF R A W I 1 M l
I F !  IFRAM ! 1 > .fc 0 # 6 0  IIF R A M I2  ) ■ !
IP R * 1
DO 2 9 2  1 * 3 , 5  
KODFI 1 1 * 0  
2 9 2  CO N TIN U E 
GO TO 3 0 t  
2 9 4  I F !  IN D E X !2 I . K E . 4 4 8 ) 0 0  TO 2 S 8  
RODE! 4 )»KO D E! 4 M l  
IF IK O D E !4 l.L T .K O D F N  I CO TO 3 4 0  
IF  RA Ml 1 ) *  I  F RAMI t  M l  
IF !  IFR A M ! I  I . E 0 . 6 0  H P R A M I2  1*1 
IP R *  I
DO 2 9 6  1 * 3 , 8  
XODRI K ) * 0  
2 9 6  CO N TIN U E 
CO TO 301 
2 9 8  IF ! IN D E X I2 ) .N E .4 4 9  I  GO TO 3 0 2  KOI’HS >*KOftR(S Ml 
IF I  KCPEI 5  ) .  L I .  KODEN ) GO TO 3 4 0  
IF R A M I 2 1*1 PMAMI 1 M l  
I F I  IF R A M ! I I .F Q .6 0 H F R A M I2  M l  
IP R *1
DO 3 0 0  1 * 3 , 5  
KODEI V } * 0
3 0 0  CON TIN U E
3 01  IF I  V F R A M l1 I . F 0 . 6 0  • A N D . ! IF L A G I 1 I .K Q .O .O R . IP R .B 0 « 1 > •AND. 
D IF R A N I2 1 .E 0 .1  I IN C H *IN C R + IP R A M I 1 I
I F  IN D EX HAS NOT CHANGED, OR IF  LAST RECORD * A 9  AN 
"UPROR C O D E ", P R IN T RECORD WITHOUT N . C O N TIN U E ,
IN C REM EN TING  N .
3 9 2  IF I  I  I  NDEXI 2 I  .E G .IN D E X ! I  ) ) . O F .  IN D E X ! I I . E Q . O  |G 0  TO 3 5 0  
O THER W ISE, P R IN T RECORD AND N , AND THEN RESET N TO 0 .
GO TO 3 4 0
00000620 
0 0 0 0 0 6 3 0  
0 0 0 0 0 6 4 0  
0 0 0 0 0 6 5 0  
0 0 0 0 0 6 6 0  
0 0 0 0 0 6 7 0  00000680 
0 0 0 0 0 6 9 0  
0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 7 1 0  
00000720 
OO0007.3O 
0 0 0 0 0 7 4 0  
00001)750 
0 0 0 0 0 7 6 0
0 0 0 0 0 7 7 0  
000O 07R 0 
0 0 0 0 0 7 9 0  
7P. RO0O0O0NOO 
0 0 0 0 0 8 1 9  
0 0 0 9 0 8 2 0  
0 0 0 0 0 8 3 0  
0 0 0 0 0 8 4 0  
00OO0S5O 00O0086O 
00000170 
0O0008NO 
0 0 0 0 0 ^ 8 0  
0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0  
nonoooio ooonofiTo 
OOOO093O 00000*4 > 
0 0 0 0 0 9 5 0  
0 0 0 0 0 9 6 0  
00000070 
OOOOODNO 
0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0
oooojooo
OOOOIOIO 
ooonjo^o  
OOOOJ01O 
0 0 0 O IO 4 0  
OOOOJOIO 
OOOOI 0 6 0  
00001070
AOOOIOQT 
0O|»O|O5lO 
o o o o i ]O 0  
OOOOI 1 1 0  
o o o o i120
0 0 0 0 1 1 3 0  
0 0 0 0 1 1 4 0  
OOOO11 8 0  
OOOOI 1 6 0  
OOOOI1 70
n o o o tm i
OOOOI1 00  00001200 
o o o o |2 l 0 0OO0122O
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r
7 I  MEASUREMENT PR O C ESSIN G .
3 ^ 5  !F K A » ( 2 ) « IN D E X ( 2 I
AT U FG IN N IN G  OF P FR IO O t INCH HAS BFFN SET TO 0 *  IP *
W IT H IN  A P E R IO D , 1 HE CURRENT FRAME NUMBER ! I E R A M ! 2 ) I  HAS 
D IO PPFD  TO I *  ANC THE PREVIOUS FRAME NUMBER ( I F N A M I l t )  WAS
A MEASUREMENT ANC WAS EQUAL TO 60  
AI>0 THE PREVIOUS FRAME NUMBFR TC (N CR *
IN D EX < T itF  CCFHFCTEO FRAME NUMBFR) IS  THEN SFT TO THE SUM 
OF THE C IR N F N T  FRAME NUMBER AND IN C H * T H I'S , ONE CAN HAVE 
I R ANI NUMBERS H1GHFR TUAN 6 3  (B IN A R Y  I I 11 I t  I ( I . E .  NUMBERS 
U N L IM IT E D  BY MEASUREMENT COUNTER IN  V ID E C S C O R E R I*
IF (  IF F  AM( 1 ) . F 0 . 6 °  .A N D .!  IP LA G ( t  I . E Q .O .O K .1 P K .R Q .1 I .  AND.
9 IP R A M ! 2 > .F C . 1 ) 1 NCR9  IN C R M F  RAMI I  I 
IN D E X ! 2 ) "  IF  KAMI 2 ) + I  NCR
DO SOME CHECKING BEFORE P R IN T IN G .
CHECK THAT L IG H T  IS  NOT 7 ;  6  NOT 0  IF  SCALE DF:T HAS BFGUN*
I F ! !  KODF! 1 ) . C T . ° .  A N D .L IG H T I2  | . £ C . °  I .O K .L IC H T !  2 ) . E 0 . 7 )  <?() TO 3 2 °
CHECK FOR AN IN D EX CHANGE. IF  INDEX HAS NOT CHANOLD* AND 
WE ARB IN  A PERIOD RATHER THAN A SCALE D FTFR M IN A TIC N  
MODE* CHFCK TFAT L IG H T  NUMBER HAS ALSO NOT CHANCED 
( I E .  THAT THE P U P IL  AND L IG H T  MEASUREMENTS IIAVF THE SAME 
L IG H T  NUMPfcl FOR A G IV E N  FRAME I .  I F  S A T IS F IE D *  PROCEED TO 
P R IN T  RECORD WITHOUT N AND INCREMENT N .
IFC IN D E X ! 2 I •  N I- •  I NDEXI I I I  GO TO 3 1 0
IK < < L IC H T < 2  J . fc C .L lG H T I I  ) 1 .0  R.< M .F O .O  11 OO TO 3 5 0
GO TO 3 2 0
IN D E X  HAS CHANGED:
CHECK F IR S T  WHETHER PRECEEDINC RECORD WAS AN ERROR CODR.
I F  SC* P A IN T  CURRENT RECORD AND CONTINUE TO INCREMENT M .
CHECK WHFTHER INCREMENT WAS BY 1* OK W HITHER PRECEEDIHG 
FRAME WAS A CODE.
3 1 0  I F I I N D E X ! 1 > .F Q .O . A N D .IP LA C <  I I . E O . l )  GO TO 3S0
IF !  < < IN D E X ! 2 1 *  IN D E X ! I  I I . E O . l  I .O R . IF L A G ! 1 I . E O . l  I  
9 0 0  TO 3 4 0
8  1 P R IN T IN G  O P T IC M 9*
P R IN T  RECORD W ITHOUT N* MARK "O O PS.**
3 2 0  W R ITE I 6  , 3 2 5  I !  KLUG F! I  I  ,  I *1  * 5 I *  IN  DEX! 2 1 ,1  KLUGE! I  >, l “ H , 1 2 I 
S * ( KLUG F( I  ) , 1 * 1 5 , 2 0 )
3 2 S  FO M M A T!S A 4 ,2X  * 1 3 ,3X * 5 A 4 , • 0 0 P S * * 4 X ,6 A 4 I  
I F !  F R IT .  EG. E ICC TO 10 
GO TO 3 6 0
0 0 0 0 1 2 3 0  
0000124*' 
OOOOI 250  
0 0 0 0 1 2 6 °  
0 0 0 0 1 2 7 0  
0 0 0 0 1 2 8 0  
0 0 0 0 1 2 9 0  
0 0 OOJ.3 O0  
0 0 0 0 1 3 1 0  
0 0 0 0 1 3 2 0  
0 0 0 0 1 3 .3 0  
0 0 0 0 1 3 4 0
o o o n f350
0 0 0 0 1 3 6 0  
oortoi.370 
0110(11 380  
0 000139 '*  
000014 ! O 
0 0 0 0 1 4 1O 00OO142O
00001430  
0 0 0 0 1 4 4 0  
00 0014 50  
0 0 0 0 (4 6 0  
OOOOI4 7 0  
0 0 0 0 1 4 8 3
0 0 0 0 1 4 9 °
0 0 0 0 1 5 0 °
n n o o is io  
o o o o i52 °  
0 1 0 0 1 5 3 °  
o n o ° |6 4 °  
00001  550  
0 0 0 0 1 6 6 °  
03 0015 70  
0 0 0 0 1 5 8 0  
O O O O lpoo 
00 0316 00  
0 0 0 0 1 6 1 °  
0 0 0 0 1 6 2 °  
00 0016 30  
0 0 0 0 1 6 4 °  
(0 0 0 1 6 5 0  
0 0 0 0 1 6 6 3  
0 0 0 0 1 6 7 3  
OOOOI640  
f  3 0 0 1 6 9 °  
0 0 0 0 1 7 ° °  
0 3 0 0 1 7 1 °
0 0 0 0 1 7 2 °  
0 0 0 3 1 7 7 °  
0 0 0 0 1 7 4 °  
f 1 0 0 1 7 5 0  
0 0 0 0 1 7 6 °  
0 0 0 0 1 7 7 3  
0 0 0 0 1 7 8 3  
0 0 0 0 1 7 9 °  
O0O01KO0 
0 0 0 0 1 8 1 °  
O 0 flO |ft2 °  
0 0 0 0 1 8 3 °
4
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P R IN T  RErCCRD AND N ; RESET N TO 0 .
3 4 0  V R 1T F ! 6 ,3 4 S  )( KLUGF! 1 1 ,1 * 1  ,S  ft, IN D E X ! 2 f t , l  KLUGE! I f t , l « 8 , I  2  ft, N , 
8 ! KLUG F! 1 ft, 1 * 1 5 ,2 0  I 
3 4 5  FO R M A T!5 A 4 , 2 X , f 3 , 3 T , 5 A 4 ,2 H N * ,1 2 , 4 X ,6 A 4 ft 
N *0
GO TO 3 5 7  
P R IN T  RECORD WITHOUT N .
7 5 0  W R ITE ! 6 ,3 5 5  )( KLUGE! I  1 ,1 *1  , 5  ) , IN D E X ! 2  f t , !  KLUGR! I  ft , I * 8 , 1 2  ft,
• I  KLUGE! I 1 , 1 * 1 5 , 2 0 )
3 55  F O R M A T !5 A 4 ,2 T , 13 , 3 X , 5 A 4 ,R X ,6 A 4 )
IP  3 8 4 ,  4 4 6 ,  CR 4 4 8  CODE, AND LESS THAN CODE R E P E T IT IO N  
FREQUENCY, LOOK FOR NFW RECORD WITHOUT STORING VALUES*
3 5 7  DO 3 5 f l  1 * 3 , 5
I F !  KODP! I  J .C T .O  ) GO TO 1 0  
3 5 f t CONTINUE
9 1  CHECK FOR END OF SUPJECT CODE HAVING OCCURFD WITH DOMINANT CODF 
IRHOUENCY NUMBER OF R E P E T IT IO N S  •
3 6 0  IF  I  IN D F T ! 2 ft*N E .S 0 8 * 0 H * T F L A O !2 f t * N E . l  ICO TO 3 8 0  
K 5 0 M K 5 0 6 + 1  
3 6 5  I F ! K 5 0 8 * IT *K O D E N I GO TO 3 8 0
IP  END OF S U B JE C T , RBSET SCME VALUES 0  CHECK FOR NEXT 
S U B JE C T*
IN D E X ! t  1*1 
N FW S B J*1 
IF R A M ! I  ) * 0  
N *0  
IN C R *0  M*0
KODEN*0 
K 5 0 8 * 0  
DO 3 7 0  K * 1 , 5  
KODE! K ) * 0  
3 7 0  CONTINUE 
CO TO 10
IP  S T IL 1 . SAME SUBJFCT ,  T ID Y  UP ,  STORING CURRENT RECORD AS PR EVIO U S, 
INCREM ENTING 1NDFX R E P E T IT IO N  COUNTER HY O N E, AND R ESETTING IP R *
3 8 0  IFR A M ! 1 ) * IF R A M !2  ft 
1NDI-X! I  1*1 NDF X ! 2 ft 
L IG H T ! I f t « L IG H T !2 )
IP L A G !1 f t * IF  L A G !2 ft 
N *N  + 1
I F !  I  FLAG! 2  ft *E 0  * 0 *OR • !  IN D E X ! 2 ft*NL . 3 8 4 *  AND* I  NDEXI 2 ft *N  P.* 448  
d *A V D * IN D E X ! 2  ft* NF* 4 4 7  ft f t IP R *0  
CO TC 10 
4 0 0  STOP
00001*40 
C OOOl 850 
00001860 
00001877 
00001880 
00001890 
00001900 
0000101 O 
00001P20 
00001930 
00001040 
00001950 
OOOOI960 
OOOOI U70
OOO019WO 
0 0 0 0 1 0 9 0  
00002000 
00002010 
f 0002020 
0O O 02079 
0000204 7 00O0205r» 
O0OO2O6 O 
00002070 00002ONO00002O90 
0000211*0 00003110
oono?|20 
900021 10 
0000214 1 
00002180 
P0O01I6O 
00002170 
0OO0218O 
0 0 0 0 2 1 9 7
00007200
f 0002210 
0 0 0 0 2 2 2 7  
0 0 0 0 2 2 1 7
06002240
0 7 0 0 2 2 5 0
0 0 0 0 2 2 6 7
00002270
00O 022H 7
00002200
00007307
0 0 0 0 2 7 1 700O 0 27 2 7
O0O0233 7 
OO002347 
O0O0235O 
00007360 
00002377 
00002380 
O0O023OO 
roooijf.n 
O0O024|'7 
00002427 
00002430 
00002447
END 0 7 0 0 2 4 5 0
J
ft
J
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D IM EN SIO N  K O T IE IIS I
COMMON /H K F P O S /R P F X ! 6 I .R K P Y I 6  I / / I S O !  3  I , XIIP I N , Y U P IN  
DATA E , l E X P / 'E * , 3 0 1 /
OCCRV3.PORT
T N IS  M AIN  PROGRAM - -  TOGETHER * ITH  SUBROUTINES 
CONO, EV E , G R ID , H A L L , SCALE, FD L1IL, AND F IX N
—  TAKES THE C1-CIMAL OUTPUT FROM THE HINDE'C FROG RAMI TRANSFORMED 
IIIN A K Y  OUTPUT FROM THF VIDEO-SCCRER I AND TRANSLATES CODES, AND 
CALCULATES OCULAR C R IB N T A T IC N S .
S DO 7  K - 1 ,1 5  
KCDEI K 1 *0  
7  CONTINUE 
K P D -I 
1S C D R P -0 
IN C H -0
READ AND FCRMAT FCR F IR S T  RECORD OF A S U H JE C T.
10 READ! S , IS ,F N C - 4 0 0  IL IN O , IX , IV , IN D F X ,L IT E , IF L A f l ,S H O R T ,L IN E  
IS  FORMAT! / / / / / / / / / I  X , 1 4 ,2 V ,  1 3 , S X , 1 3 ,  4 X , I  1 , 6 X , 1 3 , 3 X , 1 1 ,  IX . A l  , 1 1 x ,1 8 >  
OO TO 40
READ AND FCRMAT FCR A L L  OTHFR RECORDS OF A S U BJECT,
•TO PFADI 5 , 3 5 ,  F N C -4 0 0  IL  IN O , IX ,  I Y ,  IN D E X , L I  TE ,  I  F L A G , S H O R T,L IM E  
3 5  FORMAT! l X , I 4 , 2 T , I 3 , S X , I 3 , 4 T , l 3 , ( ' \ , I 3 , 3 X * l l , 4 X f A 1 , l 3 T , I 4 >
IP  S HAS RFFN TPR M I SATED DUE. TO SMALL SCALE FACTO R, PASS 
THROUGH RFCORDS U N T IL  END OP SUBJECT CODE IS  ENCOUNTERED,
4 0  I F I  IS C D H P .N E ,I IO O  TO SO 
I F I  IN D E X .K S .5 0 F  K7C IC  3 0  
KODFI H l-K O D E ID  I'M
IF I  M C D IX O D E IS I.X O D K N I.N E , 0  >00 TO 3 0
L A S L N -L IN O
GO TC S
CHFCK FCR ERRORS CR NCN-CODE VALUES ,  S IN C E  T H IS  C A LL IN G  
PROGRAM EXPECTS CNLY CCDFS AS IN P U T .
SO IF I  S H O R T ,N E .F .A N D . fP lA C .R O ,I ,A N D . IN D E X ,N F .O IC O  TO 6 0  
F R IT E I6 . S 5 I L I N C , L I N K , I  FLA G , IN DEX,SHCRT 
5S  FORMAT! 1 OX, • TRCUIILE DURING INPUT TO C A L L IK C  PROGRAM1 / | 0 X  , 
3 -S U H JF C T  L I N f  NC• —• ,  I  4 ,  * F IL E  L IN E  NO. = • , I N , / I O X , •  F L A G -• ,
D I 3 , *  IN D E X - ' , 1 3 , '  S H O R T -*, A 1 I 
GO TC 3 0
MATCH INDEX TO APPROPRIATE CODE. KELP COUNT OP R E P E T IT IO N  
FR E Q U E N C IE S .
C O N D IT IO N  CODE OR S K IP .
6 0  I F !  IN D F X .L T .1 .C R .IN D E X .G T .3 S IG O  TO 8 0  
KCDEI I l-K O D F I 1 1+1 
IF !  KCUP! I I . N F . I  IOC TC 3 0  
C A LL CONDI IN D R X ,IN C H >
CO TO 3 0
R E L IA B IL IT Y  CODE OF S K IP .
poonooio
O0040P20
cnunnoTo00000040
P 0 0 00 0 4S
onooonso
nnhnnnps
010 (10060
00 0000 70
0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0
rooooooo
oonooioo
noooo111
00000121 
onoooi.n 
0 0 0 0 0 140 
oooooiso 
(10000161  
00000170 
noooniHO 
ronooiuo 
('0000200  
00(100710
00000220
/>0A0 O2.|O
OOA0O240
00000250
0 0 0 0 0 2 *0
0 0 0 0 *2 7 0
O00 OO2H*
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 *
oooon.io*
OOAO031 A
00 0 0 0 3 2 *
< 0 0 0 0 3 3 *
000003-1*
0 * 0 0 0 3 5 *
0 0 0 * 0 3 5 *
OOOOO37 O
o o * oo?,h *  
rA O O O IttA  
0 0 0 0 0 4 0 *  
0 0 0 0 *4 1 A
0 0 0 0 0 4 2 *
0 0 0 0 0 4 3 A 
0 0 0 0 0 4 4 A
000004-30 
0 0 0 0 * 4 5 *  
0 0 0 0 * 4 7 *  
O000A4HA 
O * 0 0 *4 H *  
onnoofsoo 
noorto-510 
0 0 0 * 0 5 2 *  
00000530  
AA0O054O 
0 0 0 0 0 5 5 0  
0 * 0 0 0 5 *0  
000005*70  
0 * 0 0 0 5 * 0  
0A 0005»O
J
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« 0  I K  IK D F X .N F .4 0  ICO TO 1 0 0  
KOOFI 2 )*K O D E I 2 >+1 
I K  KO PFI 2 I . S B .  I  ICO TO 3 0  
W H IT Itl 6 ,H 5  I1NDRX 
8 5  F O R M A T !/S O X t'T D lS  DATA IS  PCR A R E L IA B IL IT Y  CHECH • • »T67 , 1 .1/ 1 
CO TO 3 0
C A L IB R A T IO N  CODE OR S K IP .
1 0 0  I F !  I NDFX *NE *4 S  >00 TO 1 20  
K 0 D U 3  l« K C D F (3  ) ♦ !
I K  KCDEI 3  I *  NF. •  I  IOC 1 0  3 0
V R 17E I 6 , IC S  IIN O E X  „  _  ^
1 05  F O R M A T I/I0 X « 9 T H IS  I T  A C A L IB R A T IO N  SUBJECT• • * T 6 7 * 1 3 / )
GO TO 3 0
SUBJFCT CODE OR S K IP *
1 2 0  I K  IN D E X .L T .1 0 1 .O R .IN D E X .O T .1 9 0 IC O  TO 1 30  
KODFI 4  )*K O D E ( 4  >M  
I K  KCCFI 4 I . N E . l  IOC 1C 3 0  
1S U B J*IN D E X
t r ( t e i 6 « 1 2 5  i r s t B j * r s u e j  
1 2 5  F O R M A T !/1 0 X ,* T H IS  IS  SUBJECT NO* • « I 3 #T 6 7 , 1 3 / )
CO 1 0  3 0
V ID E O  D IS K  SAM PLING RATE OR S K IP *
1 3 0  I F I  IN D E X .L T .2 0 1 . C R .IN D E X .0 1 . 2 3 0  ICO TO 1 4 0  
KO D E fS  > *K O D F I5 ) ♦ !
IF I  K C LF I S I . N F . l  ICO TO 3 0  
IS A M P R s fN D P T -2 C 0  
VR IT F I  6  * 135  JIS A M P R , INDEX 
1 3 5  FORM A l l  /  1 OX « * D IS K  SAMPLED AT * « I 2 « I FRAMES PER S E C O N D .*, 
8 1 6 9 , 1 3 / I 
GO TO 3 0
SCORER CODE OR S K IP *
1 4 0  IF I  V N D E X *LT*2S 1 *C R * IN D F X *0 1  * 2 6 9  ICO TO 1 6 0  
KODFI 6  )sK O D E I 6  > M  
I PC KODFI 6  I . N E . l  IGO TO 3 0  
W R IT E !6 9 1 45  IIN C F K tIN D E X  
1 4 5  P O R M A 1 I/1 0 *9 *T H F  CODE NO* PGR TH E SCORER OP T H IS  DATA * ,  
d ' I S  :  • • 1 3 , 7 6 7 , 1 3 / 1  
GO 1 0  3 0
EXPERIM ENT CODE OR S K IP *
1 6 0  IF I  IN D E X .L T .3 0 I .C R .IN D E X .O T .3 R O IC O  TO 1 80  
KODF11 | * K O D E l7 ) H  
I F lK C D f c l l l . N F . l l O O  TO 3 0  
I  E X P *IN D E X
R R I I F I 6 9 1 6 5  1 IF X P ,IB X P  
1 6 5  FO R M A TI/ 1 0 X , * T H IS  I S  EXPERIM ENT NO. • « 1 3 , T 6 7 9 1 3 />
GO TC 3 0
EYE CCDE OR S K IP *
1 8 0  IF IM O D I IN D F X ,1 00  I .N E .0 IG O  TO 18K
00000600  
«OOO06!"  
00001)620 
00000630  
OOOOO64 0 
OOOOO6S0 
0000066  9
0 0 0  0 9 6 7 0  
OOBO0680 
OOO0 0 6 0 0  00000700 
0 0 0 0 0 7 1 0  
f 0 0 0 0 7 2 0
0 00  0 0 7 3 0
1 0 0 0 0 7 4  0 00000750 
0 0 0 0 0 7 6 0  
0 0 0 0 0 7 7 0  
0 00007H O  
0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0  
00000800 
0 0 0 0 0 8 1 0  OOOO0H2OO000O83O
OOOOO840
0 0 0 0 0 8 5 000000851 
€0000852
0 0 0 0 0 8 5  } 
00000851  
0 0 0 0 0 *5 5  
OOOOOR56 
< 0 0 0 0 8 5 7  
€ 0 0 0 0 8 5 8  
0O0OOK5 I 
00000860  
00000861
0 0 0 0 0 8 6  2  
r OO0087O 
OOOO0HSO 
0 0 0 0 0 *9 0  
00000.00*1 
0 0 0 oopt 0 
00000020 
0 0 0009 00  
0 0 0000 40  
00 0009 50  
00 0009 60  
0 0 0 0 0 9 7 0  
O0OOO980 
OO0 €O«pO 
OOOO1 O0 0  
OOOO1O10 
0 0 0010 20  
0 0 0010 30  
0 0 0010 40  
0 0 0 0 1 0 5 0  
0 0 0 0 1 0 6 0  
OOOOI 0 7 0  
f»0OO|O80 
0 0 0 0 1 0 9 0
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KODEI R |*K O O F I A in 
I K  K C IIF I 8  I . N E . l  WO 1 0  3 0  
C A LL  H E !  IN D E X ,IE T E  I 
CO 1 0  3 0
O R ID  CODE OR S H E .
I t iS  I P !  IN D E X .K E .4 H 0 .A K D . IN D E X .N R .4 9 6 ) 0 0  7 0  100  
KODFI »  l»  KODFI 9  i n  
I F I K C D E I 9 I . N E . t  100 1 0  3 0  
C A LL  G R ID ! IN D F 1 I  
GO 1 0  3 0
H A LL BEAK IN C  CODE CR S K IP .
1 00  I F I  IN D F X .N E .4 S 1  >00  1 0  3 00  
KODEI ID  )*K O C F t 10 i n  
f F I  KCCFI 10  I . N E . l  >00 1 0  3 0  
C A LL 1‘ A L L I IN D E X  I  
CO 1 0  3 0
SCALE E E T E R R IN A T IC N  CCDB OR S K IP .
2 0 0  I F I  IN C E X .N E .9 I  0 1 0 0  1 0  3 1 0  
KODEI I I  I*K O O F I 1 1  in 
I F I  KCDEI 11 I .N E  .1  ICO 1 0  3 0
9B T KODEN *  NONBEE OP R B P B llK O N S  OF C O N D IT IO N  OR SUBJECT CODE*
KODEN>KODEI 1 I
I F I  K C D F N .E O .C  >KODEN»KODEl 4  I  
C A LL  SC ALE! KODENI
IP  B IT B E M  SCALE FAC IO R  IS  LESS THAN O .S  ,  GO TO NEXT S U U JF C T .
IF IA R S IX IP IN I .C T .O .S .A N D .A H S I  Y O P IN  I  .O T .  0 .  S ICO TO 2 2 S  
W R IT E !t  , 2 1 S > 1 0 P IN « Y U P IN  
2 ts  FORMA1 I  / / 1 0 X t*  SUHJEC 1  TER M IN A TE D ; SCALE FACTOR TOO S M A L L : ',  
R T b l . 'S O e ' / I C T . 'X U P I N w ' . F S . J , '  r i / P l N « ' , F K . 3 J / / / / / / / >
1 8 C D R P *1 
CO 1C 3 0
P R IN T  T IT L E S  P R IO R  TO F IX A T IO N S .
2 2S  V P IT F I 6 . 2 3 0  I I S  UR J .  1EXP
2 J 0  FO R M A T !/ / IO X , •  CECODED OUTPUT POP V ID F O  SUBJECT N O . • ,  
S I 3 / I C X . M N  V IS U A L  SCANNING EXPERIMENT N O . ' , I 4 / / >
L A B E L T H T S ‘ P E R IO D .
2 4 0  C A L L  P D L R L IK P D ,IN C H , IE X P , IB T E , IS U B J I
C ALC U LATE OCULAR O R IE N TA T IO N S  FCR T H IS  PERIOD .
C A LL  P IX N IK C C E N tIN D E X iL A S L N I 
K P D -K P D + 1
IP  END OP SDEJECT IS  ENCOUNTERED ,  P R IN T  MESSAGE > R F IN IT IA L IZ E ,  
AND LCOK FCR NEXT SUBJECT .  O THERW ISE, P R IN T HEADINGS FOR NEXT 
P E R IO D .
o n n o iio o
O O O O ll10
r n n o j 120 
onnni n o  
00001131
ooom 132
001.01131 
00001134  
0(1001135 
00001136  
OOOOH37  
00001134  
OOOOI134
00001140
00001141
00001142  
00001141  
00001144  
OOOOI 1 4 S 
OOOOH46 
00001147  
OOOOIISO 
I 0OOI160 
OOOOI 170  
COOOI1 NO 000011*10 
ooonj 200 00001210 
00001200 
00001230
<10001240
ooooi2R0 
00001260 
00001270  
00001261 
oooiil 2!"i
00001300
ooooi i i  o
00001320  
00001310  
ooooi .140 
OOOOI is o
r o o iii 160
0001)1370 
OOOOI1H0
OOOOI 3!tO 
00001400  
00 00 141o 
00001420  
OOOOI430  
OOOOI440
00 O014SO 
0 0 0 0 1 4 6 * 
0000 147 0  
OOOOIISO 
0 0 00 14 !)') 
OOOOIsoo
r oooi si o 
O0O01S20  
OOOOISSO
00001 54 0
J
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IP< IN D E X .N E .S fiS  WC TC 2 4 0  o n o f!!5 (S o
2 5 0  F O R M A T ? /IO X ,l * f l iD ‘, 6 F l!S U BJECTXN O . S I S , *  IN  EXPERIMENT N O . • t « r ,* T<’ 7 *JIJ{JJ|J15JJ{
» onooJsSo
CO TO a r n o n i6 0 ^
IL L E G A L  COCE MESSACE. 0 0 0 0 1 6 2 0
3 7 5  FO R M A T?IC X ^ • IN E E T VALUE OF * , 1 3 *  • NOT AN ACCEPTABLE o n n o tA S O
*C O °T O * 3 0  o S S o iM OC® 10  3 u o n o o i670
END OF IN P U T F IL F  ,  P R IN T  MESSAGE AND END .  0 0 0 o { ? p 0
4 0 0  MR IT  F I 6  • 4 0 5  IL A S L N .  I  SU IIJ . IE X P  . . . . . . . .
4 0 5  FORMAT! I  X f 'F N D  OF IN P U T F IL E  OCCURHFD AT L IN E  ' , 1 0 .
» •  OF S L B J . N C. * 1 13 * ’  IN  E XPER IM FN T N O . * , 1 3 1  0 7 0 0 1 7 3 0
STOP 0 0 0 0 1 7 4 0
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SUBROUTINE E Y E < IN D * IE Y >
DIMFNSTCN IC C < 4 >
DATA IC C / 9 NCR9 f # MCL9 * 9 HOfc9 * 9 B O L9/
T H IS  SUPKCUTVNF LE7ERM I NES THE S U IM IiC T9 S V IE *  I HO MODE 
AND WHICH OP THE S U B J E C T S  BYES HAS BERN USED TN SCORING 
T H IS  DATA •
I *  IN C /1 0 0
CO TO ( t C f 2 0 v3 f l , 4 0 v S 0 ) ,Y  
1 0  I K Y * lo C ( 1 I
* R fT E < 6 * IS I IN D  ,
15  I O H M A K / 1 0 \ ,  * V IF * IN G  MODE WAS MONOCULAR. 9 t T6 7  ff 1 3 /  
» tO Y ,•R IG H T  EYE WAS SCORED.9 / )  
CO TC 6 0  
2 0  t  F Y * IO C C 2 I
W R IT F I6 ,  2 5 1 IN D  . _
2 5  FORMAT! / 1 OX * 9V IF * IN C  MODE WAS MONOCULAR.9 f T 6 7 f 1 5 /
A t OX t • LE P T EYE WAS SC O R ED.9 / )
CO TC 6 0  
3 0  I F Y » t 0 C O l
WR I T U  6 .3 5  I f  NO .  .
3 5  F O H M A K /1 0 X * 9 V IF W fN O  MODE WAS B IN O C U LAR . 9 t T 6 T # 1 3 /  
31 O X *• R IC H T  EYE WAS S C O R FD .9 / )
GO TO 6 0  
4 0  I B Y * IO C I 4 I
W R IT H 6 « 4 S H N D  .
4 5  M > R M A T ( /1 0 X f# V IE W IN G  MODE WAS R 1NOCULAR . 9 * T 6 T * 1 3 /  
3 1 0 X » 9LPPT BYF WAS SC O R ED.9 / I  
CO 1C 6 0  
5 0  CONTINUE 
6 0  RETURN 
FND
oonoonto  00000020 
00000030 
n o n o o o 4 0  
roooonso oonooofeo 
001*00070  
0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0  
00000100 
0 0 0 0 0 1  to  00000121 
0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0  
roooot 40
OOOOOISO
0 0 0 0 0 1 6 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 7 0R00O01UO
00000100 00000200 00011021 0 
OO0 0 0 7 2 0  
0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0
P00O024O 
00000250 
0 0 0 0 0 2 6  1 
0 0 0 0 0 2 7 0  
0 0 0 0 0 2 * 0  
0 1 0 0 0 2 9 0
f0P O 030OOOfiAO.TlO
0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0
00000330
t
4
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S U B fiO U IIN F  CCNC( IC C N D *IN C H  )
CCRMCN /F R F F C S /K R F X t 6  >• HEFYI 6 ) / / IS D ( 3 )
DATA L f Uv lR / *  I C * « * •  N E D *« "H IG H 1/
CCNDV3* PORT
T H IS  SUBROUTINE —  S P E C IF IC  TO SSOTI STUDY —  DETERMINES
IN T E N S IT Y  SEQUENCE, APS IONS H U L L S  TO IS D , P R IN T S  SEQUENCE
AND RETURNS VALUES TO THE C A LL IN G  PROGRAM*
ROBERT M* R IL S T E IN , YALE PSYCHOLOGY D E P T .*  2 / 2 3 / 7 8
IN C H *2 
DO S IC*1 ,3  
I S n ( K ) * t H  
S CONTINUE
GO 1C ( t O , 2 0 , 3 0 , 4 0 , S 0 96 0 ) , IC C N D  
10 ISC< I  1 *L  
I SOI 2 I * *
GO TC 100  20 1 SOI 1 >-l 
IS D I3  )«N  
GO TC 1 00  
.10 IS O ! 11*11 
IS D I2  l * L  
GO TO 1 00  
4 0  I S C l l ) " *
IS C ( 3 l» L  
GO TO 1 0 0  
SO IS 0 < 2 ) « L  
IS D (3 )« M  
GO TO 1 0 0  
6 0  !S D ( 2 l»M  
IS D I3  )« L
1 0 0  * P IT M  6 ,1 1 0  )1CCND*< IS D I J > , .1 * 1 ,3  )
1 1 0  FO R M A T!/ 1 0 X , • CCN D IT ION FOR T H IS  SUBJECT 185 * , T 6 7 , I 1 /  
S 1 0 X , '2 N D  S U I P F  SEQUENCF: • ,21 A 4 ,«  t  • ) , A 4 /  >
RETURN
END
onoonoio0OQ0002O
00000030
00000040
00000042
00000050
00000060
00000070
00000072
OOOAOOMO
00000090
OOOOOIOO
nooonnn
00000131
00O A014O
0 0 0 0 0 1 5 1  
AOA0AI6O 
. 00.OAA17M
oonooiso
o n o ro n o
f  3000200
0000021 o 
00000220  
oonoo2Jo  
0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0  
0 0 0 0 0 2 5 0  0000070 \ 
001 )0027  o
O0OO02NO 
00000200  
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 3 1 o 
00000323  
00000310 
OOO0O341 
T00O035O 
00OO036O
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S IR ftO tm N E  G RI C( INDEX >
DIM ENS ICN K 0C R D (2» 4  1
T i l  IS  SUBROUTINE R ECEIVES G R ID  CCORDINATES AND 
CALCULATES D IS T A N C F /M A C H 1NE U N IT S  CONVERSION 
FACTORS FOR THE CAMERA*S F IE L D  CF V IE W .
I F I  INDEX *EO« 4 9 6  ) « R !T E (6 « 2 5  MNDBX 
2 5  FORMAT( / 1 0 X , 1M ETW IC  G R ID * 1 2 * 0  MM PER S ID E * 1 * T 6 7 # 1 3 / I 
IF I  IN l)E X « E Q « 4 $ 0 )ttR I TF.I 6  «3S ) INDEX 
35  FORMA1I / 1 OX t  'E N G L IS H  G R ID * 1 2 * 7  MM PER S ID E . • »T67 « 1 .1 / I 
R F A C (F |5 S  IKOCRD 
5S FORMAT I T X » f l» S X » f 3 )
• R IT E !  6 , 6 5 IKCORD 
6 5  FORMAT! I 8 X , ( X> f 7 X # • Y* / !  T 1 8  « I3 «  SX •  13 > / )
RETURN
END
0000001o 
00O O 002ft 
oooooono 
00000040 000000^0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0  
00000070
OOOOOONO 
00000090 
00000100 
00000110
OOOOf>120 
0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0  
00000140 
0 00 0 0 1  SO 
0 0 0 0 0 1 6 0  
00000170
I
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S U R f i O t T I N F  F A L L !  I N D E X )
D IH F h S IC fi KCCRCC 2 , 6  I
T i l l  9  SUBRO UTINE R E C E IV E S  B A LL  BEAM ING COORDINATF9 AND
CALCULATES (O T A TTC h AND CTHEB
FACTORS FOR THE CAM ERA 'S  F IE L D  CF V IE W *
I F I  IN n P X .F Q .4 8 1 > » R IT E ! 6 , 2 5 )  INDEX 
25  F O R M A T ! /1 0 X , 'B A IL  H E A R IN G * '  ,7 6 7  ,  f  3 /  )
READ!F , 5 5  IKOQRD 
55 F O R M A T !7 X , lC 1 ,S X , l3 )
W RITE! 6 , 6 5  IKCCSO 
6 5  FORMAT! i 8 X , * X ' , T X , ' Y ' / ! T 1 8 , l 3 f 5 X , f 3 ) / )
RETURN
END
OOOOOOfO 00000020 
00000030 
00000040 
00000040 
o o o o o o d o  
0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0  00000080 
oooooooo 00000120 
0000 013 )
00O00I4O  
OOOOOIRO 
00000160  
00000170
J
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SUBROUTINE S C A IF IK O D E N )
T IIT S  SUBROUTINE READS IN  DATA TC CALCULATE AND PR IN T 
SCALE FACTORS TC BE RETURNED TO THE C A LL IN G  PROGRAM •
D I PENSION C X I *  ) ,  CYI 3  I , D I F X I  6  ) , I> T F Y I3  ) 9 1 D IF  X( 6  ) 9 I D IF  VI 3 1
•  9 1A | 6 ) .  IB !  3  ) ,  I  SX< 1 0 , 6 ) ,  IS Y ( 1 0 ,6  ) f JA ( 6  >• J »'< 3  ) ,  K X I6  ) VK Y I3 > ,
• L IN E !  I *  ) ,  R D IF X l 6  > ,K .M FY < 3  I ,  XPNI 6  >, YPNI 3 )
COMMCN / K E F P C S /R E F T I 6  ) v R F F Y I6  I / /1 S IM  3  ) , X U P IN ,Y U P IN  
DATA E 9 t A f t B 9J A 9J R / * E l 9 l 9 t 9 2 96 9 6 95 f l 9 2 f 3 9 2 93 9 T 95 94 94 96 9 
• 5 , 4 /
P R IN T  F IR S T  HEADINGS
I R I T K  6 9 1 8 )
1 5  F O R M A T !/1 0 X ,1 BEG IN  SCALE R E A D IN G S * / I
IN I T I A L I Z E  IN PU T ARRAYS TO PREPARE FOR DATA P E A D -IN  •
DO 2 5  1 * 1 , 1 0  
DO 2 5  J a l * 6  
I S Y I I , J  1 *0  
I S Y I I f J  )« 0  
2 5  CONTINUE 
N *0  
IN D *0  
K 5 0 4 * 0
READ OATA •  CHECK FOR AMD P R IN T • N O N -SCALP 1 OR W E IR D -V A LU F RECORDS. 
STORE DATA IN  IS X  AND I SY ARRAYS • WHEN S 04  'B E G IN  P fcP IO D * CODE IS  
ENCOUNTER!*D 9CO DO SCALE C ALC U LA TIO N S  •
3 5  READ! S 9 45  H  I K 0 9 I X 9 I Y V INDEX 9 L IT F . 9 IP LA G ,S H O R T 
4 5  FORMAT! 1 X , 1 4 9 2 X , 1 3 9 5 X 9 1 3 f 4 X * 13 96 T . 1 3 , 3 X , 1 1 • 4 X #A t I  
I F I  SHORT .F Q .  F. 9 0 R .IN D F X  .E O . 5 1 * 1  GO TO 3 5  
I F !  INDEX .N E • 5 0 4 . OR « I  F L A G .N E .1 )G 0  TO 5 0  
K 5 0 4 * K 5 0 4 + t
IF I  K 5 G 4 .L T .  KCDEN)GO TO 3 5  
GO TO T 5
5 0  IF I  IX .G E .» * AND. T X .L E .1 0 2 0  .A N D . IY .G E .1  • A N D . IT . L B .5 0 0
• .A N D .  IN D F X .G T .0  .A N D . IN D E X .L E .10 .A N D . IF L A G .E O . * )  OO TO 65  
5 8  WRIT E l 6 , 6 0 ) 1  IN C , I F LA G , IN D E X , I X ,  I  Y
6 0  FORMAT! IP X ,  "TR C U IU K  DURING SCALE DETFRMINAT1 ON DATA READ—IN  FROM* 
• / 1 OX 9 9  F IN C F C  OUTPUT L IN E  * , 1 4 , *  F L A G * * , I 1 , *  IN D F X « * , l3 , *  H O R * ',
•  1.3, * V fcR ** (  13 I  
GO TO 3 5 #
SAVE F IR S T  L IN E  NUMBER ASSOCIATED W ITH EACH OF 
TIIF. SCALE DETEPW IN A T IC N  FRAM ES. KEEP COUNT 
OP THE KUN1IFR OP FRAMFS I N ) .
6 5  IF ! IN D F X .E O • IN D  ) GO TO 70 
L IN E ! IN D E X  1 * 1 INO 
N * N * I
C
C STORF X AND Y IN  THE APPROPRIATE L IG H T  AND FRAME 
C CP.LL OP T IIE  STORAGE AR RAY. SAVF INDEX POM
C COMPARISON W ITH FRAME NUMUER ON 1 IIIC H  THE NEXT 
C L IN E  MAS E A S E D .
C
7 0  IS X I IN D E X , L IT E ) * IX
03000013 
00000020 
00000030  0000004* 
o o *o **S *  
00000060  
00000070  
00000080  
ooononoo 
ononoino0*O0O|13 00000120 
OOOOOfJO 
0 0 0 0 0 1 4 *  
0 0 0 0 *1 5 0  
OOOOOf60 
0 0 *0 3 1 7 0  
00O0O1 HO 
oooonipo 00*002*0 00000210 0000*220 
0 0 0 0 *2 3 *  
00000240  000002*0 
0 0 0 0 0 2 6 *  
0 0 0 0 0 2 7 *  
*0 * 0 0 2 4 *  0000*20* 
0 0 *0 0 3 0 *  
0 * 0 0 * 3 1 *  
0 0 *0 *3 2 *  
0 0 0 0 0 3 3 *  
0 0 0 0 0 3 4 *  
0 0 *0 0 3 8 *  
0 0 0 0 *3 6 *  
0 0 0 0 0 3 7 *  
0 0 0 0 0 3 4 *  
0 0 0 0 *3 *0  
0 0 0 0 0 4 *3
* 0 * 0 * 4 1  *
* 0 0 * * 4 2 *  
0 0 0 0 0 4 3 *  
0 * * 0 * 4 4 7  
0 * 0 0 * 4 5 *  
0 0 * 0 * 4 6 *  
0 0 *0 0 4 7 *  
0 * * 0 0 4 8 *  
0 0 0 0 0 4 9 *  
0 0 * 0 * 5 * 3  
* 0 * 0 * 5 1 0  
0 * 0 0 * 5 2 *  
0 0 0 0 *5 3 *  
ro *o *5 4 *  
* 0 * 0 * 5 5 3  
* 0 * 0 * 5 6 *  
* 0 * 0 * 5 7 0  
*0 * 0 0 5 8 *  
* 0 * 0 * 5 9 *  
0000061 *  
* 0 * * 0 6 1  *
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W R IT E !6 * 1 6 5  H  !N P ( t  >• T , l  I  SXI 1 * J  > , IS Y ( l , J  >9 J « 1 « 6 >
165  FORMAT! I X 9 I S 9 I X 9 13* 2 X ,61 f  3 *  1 X « 1 .1 ,1X >1
GO 1 0  2 S 0
P 8 IN 1  tS X  • IS Y  v AND CHECK MESSAGE FOR 7 H IS  PRAMB •
VP H E !  6 * 2 2 0  U I N F I  I  I . I * !  IE X ( I  , J l . f S Y {  I  .J  
FORMAT! 1 X , l £ , l X , I 3 9 Z X , 6 l  1J *  IX  « I  J *  IX  I *  IX « 5 H C H E C K I 
2 S 0  CONTINUE
CALCULATE THE 6  X AND 3 Y D llF K R F N C E S  FCR T H t ACTUAL L IG H T  P O S IT IO N S ,
DO 2S3 K * 1 9 6
M C IF X IK  >*REP X| IA  ( K I  I-R E F  XI J A l K I I  
2 S 3  CONTINUE
DO 2SS K « l , 3
R D IF Y IK  >»REFY< IB I  K I  l-R B F Y I J B (  K I I  
2SS CONTINUE
USING TO TALS « F IN E  AVERAGES AND CALCULATE SCALE FACTORS •
B EG IN  BY I  N I T I A 1 1Z IN C  SCALE FACIOM S AND COUNTS •
X U P IN *0 * 0
YIP1N*C.0
C T X * 0 * 0
C T Y -C .O
CALCULATE X AVFRAGE DISTANCES AND SCALE FACTORS*
DO 27C K * 1 9 6  
XPNI K 1 * 0 . 0  
CX( X l» K T I K I 
C IF  X IK  I * ID 1 F Y IK  I 
IF I  IC IF X l  K l.F .Q .O  100 TO 2 7 0  
D IF X I K )= D IF X (  K l /C X I  K )
IF I  KXI K I . I E . 1  ICO TO 2 70  
X P N IK  ) * D I F X I% I /R D IP X !  K I  
X L P !N « X U P IN + X P N |K I 
C T X *C T T *1  *0  
2 7 0  CONTINUE
CALCULATE Y AVERAGE DISTANCE'S AND SCALE FACTORS*
DO 2 80  1 * 1 , 3  
, YFNI K 1 * 0 .0  
CYI K I * K Y IN )
D IF Y I K I *  1 D IP Y I K I
IF I  I D I I  V I X I .F O .O  )G 0 TO 2 8 0
P IP Y I K 1 *0  IP Y l K l /C Y l  K I
I K  KYI k ) .  I F . t  ICO TO 2 8 0
YFNI K 1*1)1 F Y l K I /W O IP Y IK )
YIFIN*YUF1M Y F M K >
C1Y = C TY^1 .0  
2 8 0  CONTINUE
IF IC T X .R O . O . f  IGO TO 28S  
X U P IN *X U P IN /C T X  
2 8 5  IF IC IY .F Q .O .C  IGO TO 2 9 0  
Y U P IN * Y U P IN /C T Y
0 0 0 0 1 2 3 0  
0 0 0 0 1 2 4 0  
0 0 0 0 1 2 5 0  
OOAOJ2 AO 
0 0 0 0 1 2 7 0  
0 0 0 0 1 2 8 0  
0 0 0 0 1 2 9 0  00001300 
0 0 0 0 1 3 1 0  
(*0 0 0 1 3 2 0  
OOOOI3 30  
0Q001 3 4 O 
0 C 0 0 1 3 5 0  
OOOOI3 0 0  
0 0 0 0 1 3 7 0  
OOOOI3R0 
0 0 0 0 1 3 8 0  
0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0  
OOOOI4 1 0  
O 0 0 0 1 4 2 0  AOO01430
0 0 0 0 1 4 4 0  
OOOOI4S0 
0 0 0 0 1 4 6 0  
0 0 0 0 1 4 7 0  00001410 
OOOOI 4f»0 
0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0  
0 0 0 0 1 5 1 0  00001520 
00001530 
0 0 0 0 1 5 4 1  
0 0 0 0 1 5 5 0  
O O 001560  
0 0 0 0 1 5 7 0  
O0O 015R0 
0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0  
0 0 0 0 1 6 1 0  
0 0 0 0 1 6 1 0  
O 0 0 0 1 6 2 0  
0 0 0 0 1 6 3 0  
0 0 0 0 1 6 4 0  
0 0 0 0 1 6 5 0  
0 0 0 0 1 6 6 0  
0 1 0 0 1 6 7 0  
0 0 0 0 1 6 8 0  
0 0 0 0 1 6 9 0  
0 0 0 0 1 7 0 0  
0 0 0 0 1 7 1 0  
O0O 0172O 
0 0 0 0 1 7 3 0  
0 0 0 0 1 7 4 0  
0 0 0 0 1 7 5 0  
0 0 0 0 1 7 6 0  
O 0 C 01770  
OOOOI7 8 0  
00O O 1790
o o ro is o o
0 0 0 0 1 8 1 O
0 0 OO1 R2 0
0 0 0 0 1 8 3 0
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P H IN 7  X AND V SCALE IN FO R M A T IO N . 222215520 00 0 1 8S O
2 0 0  W R ITE! 6 , 2 9 2 )  ,  2 2 2 2 1 2 5 2
2 9 2  F O R M A T !/ / I  X . 'FR C M  SCORER PER SPEC TIVE T IIF  L IG H T  ARRAY I S !  • / /  0 0 0 0 1 8 7 0
a i l) X ,2 H L 1  ,4 X  ,2 I IL 2 ,4 X  , 2 H L J / / 1  EX ,  2111.6,4 X , 2 H L S , 4 X , 2 H L 4 / / /  I  2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2
W H ITE! 6  ,2 9 9  IB fc lX I 3 » ,R F.KY(3  I ,  KEF X I 7 », PKI T ! 2 I ,  PEE X! 1 » ,P F P Y ( 1 I ,  PP22, S?2
•  BF.FXI A 1 .F E F Y I4  l . R tF X !  S I.K K F Y ! 5  I  ,  HKFXI 6  I ,  FK FY I A I  P2221?1'2
2 9 3  ECHMATI I X , 'F R C *  SUBJECT PERSPECTIVE: THE L IG H T  POSTIONS ARE! • / /  OOP2,t ’l2
8 I 5 X , ' L 3 '  , 1 0 X , ' L 2 ' , I O X , ' L 1  < / 1 1 X , E 4 . l  , E 4 . 1 , 3 X . F 4 . 1 , •  , •  .  22221222
8 F 4 .1  , 3 X , F 4 . 1  , •  , ' , F 4 . 1 / / / 1 5 X , ' L 4 '  ,1  O X , 'L S ' , I  O X ,« L 6 • / 1 1 X . P 4 . I , • , '  ,  0 0 0 0 1 9 3 7
8 E 4 .1  . 3 X . F 4 . I  ,< , '  , F 4 . t  ,3 X  ,  F 4 .1  ,  • ,  5 ,F  4  .  ! /  1 22221252
W HITE! 6  * 2 9 5  I 22221552
2 9 5  FORMAT! / / 1 \ , ‘ SCALE INFORM ATION FOR THE X -D IM E N S IO N !• / I  P222!?52
W R ITE ! 6 ,  3 0 0  I O O P O ltIO
3 0 0  POKMATI IX , 'F E O M '.A X ^ T O 'r A X , 'M A C H IN E ',2 X , 'N U M B E R  0 F ' , 5 T ,  P O f lO ip m
S 'lN C H E S  H T W N ',4 X , 'S C A L E  I N '  .  .22221222
8 /1  X , ' I  IG HT* , 2 X , 'L I G H T '  , 2 X , '  L N IT S *  ,4 X ,'F R A M B S  USF.U' ,  3X ,  * REP L IG H T S ' 0 0 0 0 2 01  0
S , S X , 'L N IT S / IK C H ' I £ 2 2 2 5 2 1 2CO 3 2 0  R a t , 6  0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0
W H ITE ! 6 .3 1 0  I I  A IK  ) ,  J A l  K 1 , D IP X I K 1, K XI K I ,  RDI F T ! K I ,  XPNI K I 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 0
3 1 0  F O H M A T I3 X , I I ,6 X ,  1 1 ,  . IX , EH . 3 , 7 X ,  12 ,  IO X , F 6 .2 .6 X  , F f t .  3 I  22225252
3 2 0  c o n t in u e  T2°25252
w R iT F i 6 , 3 3 0 i  22225252
3.10 F O R M A T ! / / IX , 'S C A L E  INFORMAT IC N  FOR TIIE  V -D 1M E N S I0N S  • / I  f’22222?2
w N i T F i6 , 3 c o i  22225222DO 3 4 0  K » I , 3  1 0 0 0 2 0 9 0
•  R IT E ! 6 ,  3 1 0  I I H I K  I ,  J H IK  I ,  O IF T I R I ,K Y I  K I . R D IF Y I  K I ,X P N IX  I  P 0 0 0 2 J 0 1
3 4 0  CONTINUE °2225!12
W H ITE ! 6 , 3 5 0  IX U P IN  22225152
3 5 0  F O R M A T ! / / IX . 'T H R  MEAN X -D IM F.N S IO N  SCALE FACTOR I S !  • , F 8 . 3 ,  I  0 0 0 2 1  3 0
8 * L N I T S / I N C H 'I  22225152
W H ITE ! 6 , 3 7 0  IY U F IN  „  22225152
3 7 0  F O R M A T !/ IX , 'T H E  MEAN Y -D IM E R S IO M  SCALE FACTOR I S !  • , F H . 3 ,  “ 2 ,’ 2 2 , S 0
4 *  UN IT S  /  IN C H ' /  / / / I  2 2 2 2 5 1 2 2RETURN OOOP21RO
END 0 0 0 0 2 1 9 0
FLOCK CATA 000022O O
D IM F N S IC N  R E F X I6  l ,R E F Y I 61 22°25512
c c m m c n  / r e f f c s / r e f x . r b f y  22225552
DATA R F F X « R E F Y / 8 . S , 9 . C « - 8 . S , - 8 . 5 , 0 . 0 , 8 . S , 3 . S , 3 . 5 , 3 . : » , - 3 . S , - 3 . S  0 0 0 0 /2 3 1
a.-o.e/ 2 2 2 2 5 5 5 2END 0 00 0 2 2S O
J
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SUBSCUTINE P D LD H  KPO, INCH , I  E XP, IE  Y E . IS U B J >
COMMON /R E F P O S /H E F X ! 6  > ,R E P V ( 6  » / / ISDC 3 )
P C LB LV 3.FO R T
T H IS  SUBRCUTINE P R IN TS  OUT THE STIM ULUS C O N D IT IO N  FOR A 0 1 YEN 
PERIOD ON THE H A S 1 S OF THE PER I  CD NIIMnER SENT FROM THE C A LL IN G  
PROCRAM .  T H IS  S L1IR 0U 7I NE IS  S P E C IP IC  TO THE SSOTI 
s t u d y  .  IN F C h S a T IC N  HEADINGS AHE ALSO P R IN TE D  PRIOR TO RETURN .
H E V IS E D  2 / 2 S / 7 8 .  ROBERT M . M IL S T F .IN , YALE PSYCHOLOOY UF.PT.
I F !  IN C H .N E . 0 )0C  TC 10
S FORMAT? J / / / 1 0 x I 'P K R i c o E^ f  2 * T i2 ^ 9 B 9 , | 3 , A 4 , 9 S 9 , | 3 , 9 PD9 ,  1 2 ,  AX#
OO TC SO
10  IF* < MODI (K P D  1 2 1 .2 1  .E *> . 0>CO TC 4 0  
3 0  » R IT F (  A .3 S  lK P D . IF .X P .IE Y E , IS U U J .K P D
■IS FORMAT < / / / / I 0 X , 9PFR IOD 9 , I 2 , 9 I  SINCLP. S TH I PE9 , T 4 2 ,  9 F. 9 ,  I  3 ,  A 4 , 9 S 9 
•  1 3 , *  PD9 t l 2 | l X f * l  M ED *9 )
CO TO 5 0  
4 0  X l lo k P D /2
4 3  * R ? 7 F ! 6 ?4 S  IK P D .IS D I KB )« IE X P  ,  IB Y E  , ISU I1J ,K P D , INCH ,  I  SOI K H I.B P O S  
4 5  F O R M A T ! / / / / 1 0 X , 9PERIOO 9 , I 2 . 9 :  9 , 9 2 S T R IP E S , 2N D «9 ,A 4 , T 4 2 ,
B 9 b 9 ,  1 .3 ,A 4 , 9 S 9 , I J , 9 P» 9 , 1 2 ,  I X ,  I I  , A 4 , 9 * 9 , T T 0 , P 3 . |  )
5 5  FO r2 a T ? 5 3 X ,S hL IO H T ,3 3 X ,6 H O C U L A R /1 S X ,1 H I ,7 T ,1 H 2 ,7 X * IH 3 ,7 \ ,1  I I 4 . 7 X ,  
8 1 H S ,7 X , lB 6 ,5 X ,5 H P U P IL ,3 X , l lH O H I i ;N T A T IO N /2 X ,4 I IL IN F . , lX ,3 H F R I ,3 X , IH X  
8 3 X , 1 H Y ^ 6 ( 3 \ , IH T » 3 K ,1 H Y I ,5 X , 3 H X 9 9 ,3 X ,3 H Y 9 9 >
RETURN
END
rn o n o o in
00000020
D 3 0 0 0 0 4 0
00000045
P 0 P 0 00 5 003000060
0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0
o o o o o o r o
0 0 0 0 0 0 8 5
oooooooo
onoooioo
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3  >00000120 
0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0  
0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0  00000220 
, 0 0 0 0 0 2 JO 
0 0 0 0 0 2 1 7  
0 0 0 0 0 2 5 0  
0 0 0 0 0 2 6 0  
OQ00031O 
OOOO032O 
0 -70 0 0 33 0  
1 0 0 0 0 3 4 0  
0 00 0 0 .7 5 0  
0 00 0 0 .3 6 0  
,  0 00 0 0 ,7 7 0  
0 0 0 0 0 3 8 0  •10000J30
00000400
i
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SU9R G 1TINE F IY N I KODEN, IN D B X , L IN O  )
F IY N V 3 .F 0 R T
T H IS  S U P F C tl IN F  FRCCESSHS CODES AND MEA SUPIiMF NTS ASSOCIATFD 
f t fT H  THE O DSEKVA7ICN PERIODS DURING THE FX P LR IV E N T • HORIZONTAL 
AND V E R T IC A L  NFASUFEMENT COLNTU R INFORMATION IS  PR IN TED  IN  
FO RM AT!F U FCRN * FOLLOWED »Y THE CALCULATED CCULAR C K IE N TA T1C N S * 
CODES ARE PRCCFSSFD AND APPROPRIATE MESSAGES ARE PRINTED •  ENDS 
OF PERIODS AHF SFNSFD « NUMBER CF PRAMES PROCESSED IS  PR IN TED  « 
ANO CONTROL IS  E F .IlfiN E D  TO TUP C A LL IN G  PROGRAM * TOGETHER W ITH
CODE REPET ION FREOUFNCY 
R E V IS E D  2 / 2 5 / 7 8 .  FCHERT
AND NCST RECENT CODE 
M• N IL S T E lN f YALK PSYCHOLOGY D E P T.
D IM E N S IC N  K O D F I5  I 
COMMON /R E F P O S /R E F X t6 )« R E F Y (6 9 / / I S D I 3  )» X U P tN  tY U P IN  
DATA E / ’ E ' /
1 N IT 1 A L IZ F  8 CME V A R IA B LE S  •
DO 10  * * 1 , 5  
KODEI 1 1 *0  
1 0  CONTINUE 
N S »0 
N P»0 
IN 2 * 0  
I N l - 0  
L N 2 *0  
L N 1 » 0  
L T 2 « 0  
L T 1 » 0  
IR L K * 0  
IR L Y - 0  
IP U P Y -0  
IP U P Y « 0  
K 8 K IP * 0  
IO L D « 0
READ A RECORD*
2 0  RFACI 5 * 2 5  IL  IN O * IX  * I  Y f  IN D E X *L IT F ., tF LA G 'S H O R T 
2 5  FORMAT! 1 X , I  4 ,  2X , 13 , 5 X , 1 3 * 4X v 13 , 6 X , I3 « 3 X ,  1 1 f  4 X , A l  I
CHECK FCR CODE HAVING REACHED R E P E T IT IO N  FREQUENCY BEFORE C O N TIN U IN G
5 0  I F I  IF L A C .N E . t  IGO TO H O
M ECHANICAL PRCHLFMS CODE OR S K IP *
IF I  IN C F X *N F *3 8 4  100 TC 6 0  
KODF.I I >*KODfcI 1 ) ♦ !
I  F I KCDFI 1 I *  LT • KODFN IGO TO 2 0  
DO SS K « 1 «S  
KCDEI K 1 *0  
5 5  CON TIN U E 
GO TO 1 1 0
EYE C LC S ID  CODE CR S K IP *
6 0  VFI IN D E X .N F .4 4 8  |0 0  TO 6 7  
KODFI 2  I *  KODEI 21+1 
IP I  KODEI 2 I#  LT.KCp.EN K30 TO 2 0
OOfOOOIO
00000027
00000030
00000040  
00000050  
rnnooo#,) 
0000007*1 
OOOO0080 
OOOOOOpl
00000100
o n o o o ito
00000120
P O O Q 0I30
000O 014O
00000150
O00Q016O
00000170 
ooooot RO 000001.00 
00000200 
00000210 0*1000220 
0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0  
0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0  
0 0 0 0 0 2 5 0  
0 0 0 0 0 2 6 0  
0 0 0 6 0 7 7 0  
00 00 02RO
00000200
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0
00000320 
00000330 
00000340 
00000350 
f 0000360
00000370
OOOA03SO
00000390
00000400
00000410
0 0 0 0 0 4 2 0
.0 0 0 0 0 4 3 0
OOO0044O
00000450
00000460
00000470
00O004R7
0 0 0 0 0 4 9 0
00000800
00000513
0 0 0 0 0 5 2 0
OOOO0530
00000540
0000055*1
00000560
00000570
0 0 0 0 0 5 8 0
0 0 0 0 0 5 9 0
00000600
00000610
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DO €5  K *  1 • 5 
K0D61 K » *0  
6 5  C0NT1NUP 
CO TC 1 10
SACCACF CODE CR S K IP .
67  I F I  IN H F X .N r .4 4 9  WO TC 7 0  
KODEI 3 |«KODF< 3  > M
IF (  KCDEI 3 I . L I  .KODEN IGO TO 2 0  
DO 6 8  K « 1 *5  
KCDEI * > * 0
6 8  CONTINUE 
CO TC 1 1 0
B E G IN  PER I C C CODE OB S K IP . CN BEACHING CODE R E P E T IT IO N  PREOUI?MCV*PASS 
TO COMPUTATIONS CNE MORE T IM B  .
7 0  IF I  IN D E K .N R .5 0 4  K3C1 TO 8 0  
KODFI 4 leK O D E I 4  3+1 
I F I  kOOfcl 4 I . L T  .KOOEN IGO TO 2 0  
0 0  7 5  K « 1 ,S  
KCCEI K 1 *0  
7 5  CONTINUE 
CO TC I t O
END OF SUHJFCT CCDS OR S K IP .  ON REACHING CODF R E P E T IT IO N  FREOUENCYr 
PASS TO COMPOTATIONS CNK LA S T T IM E  •
8 0  IF I IN D F T .N E .S f lg  ICO TO 0 0  
KODEI 5 )*K O D E IS  1+1 
I P I K C U F | 5 | . l l .  KODEN ICO 1 0  2 0  
DO £5 K * f . S  
KODEI K 1 *0  
8 S CONTINUE 
OO TO 1 1 0
IL L E G A L  CODE MESSAGE •
0 0  GO TO 1 10
CHECK THAT MORE THAN 1 ,  AND AN BVF.N
NUMBER OF NECORCS KAVF RFfcN PLACED IN  THE BUCKET BR IG AD E STORAGE 
R EGISTERS • THE RELEVANT V A R IA B LE  I S  NS •
1 1 0  I F I N S . L T . 2  ICC  TC 2 4 0  
N S *n
CHECK T H A T * FRAME N O . IS  THE SAME FOR BOTH THE LVCHT 
AND THE P U F IL  RECORDS •
I F I IK 2 .P C . IN 1  ICO TO 1 2 0  
MR IT  ft-1 6 * 1 1 5  H K l t  IN 2 .L M  «LN2 
1 15  I OKNATI I f lX *  •UNFOUAL FK M . N O S . FOR L IT E  AND P U P IL : ' » 1 3 '1 T , 1 3 /  
S 5 1 0X ,'A 1  I I N F  • f 1 4» • AND L IN E  ' , 1 4 , *  R ESPECTIVELY •  • I 
NS«NS+1 
CO TC 2 4 0
IP  FRAME NCS. ARF THE SAME, CHECK TH A T L IT E  N O S. ARP. ALSO 
THE SAME FOR L IT E  AND P U P IL  RECORDS •
00000620  
00000630  
0 0 0 0 0 6 4 0  
0 0 0 0 0 6 5 0  
O0 0 O0660  
0 0 0 0 0 6 7 0  0 0 0 0 0 6 *0  
000006^0  
O O f-00700 
0 0 0 0 0 7 1 0  
00O00720  
0 0 0 0 0 7 3 0  00 0007 40  
0 0 0 0 0 7 5 0  
OOO0076O 
0 0 0 0 0 7 7 0  
00OO07R0
00000700 
ohoooaoo 
oooootjio  
001*00820 
0 0 0 0 0 *3 0  
00000840  
OOOOONSO 
00000860  
00000877  
000QO880 
OOOOOUfl 1
00000000 
OOOOOUIT 
00000020 
00000930 
6OOOO943 
0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0  
OOCO0U6 O 
0 0 O 0 0 9 7 0  
0 0 0 0 0 8 * 0  
00000990 
onoo iooo  
n o o o io io  
00001020
0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0
0 0 0 0 |0 4 0
001*01050
00601060
00001070
OOOOtORO
0 0 0 0 1  090 
o o o m io o
OOOOI I I  o  
00001120  
OOOOI1 30  
6 0 0 0 1 1 4 0  
OOOOIISO 
OOOOI1 60  
0 0 6 0 1 1 7 0  
0 0 0 0 1 1 8 0  
OOOOI 15)0 
0 0 0 0 1 2 6 0  
006 0121*1  
6 0 0 0 1 2 2 0
t
4
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1 20  IF ( L T 2 . E 0 . L T 1  ICO t o  1 3 0
■ R IT F ( 6 ,  I2 S  >LT1 ,L T 2  ,L N 1  ,L N 2  
1 2 5  FOBBATC 1 0 X , ' LNECUAL u t r  n o s .  f o b  l i t f .  AND P U P IL :  ' ,  1 3 ,  t v ,  1 3 /  
U IO X . 'A T  L IN K  ' , 1 4 , '  AND L IN E  M 4 . 1 R ESPFC TIVBLY . • »
NS«NS+1 
GO 1C 2 4 0
C
C CHECK FOB INCBENEN1 OF FRANK NUMIIRR BY ONF. COMPARED TO THE 
C FRAME NUMBER OF 1HF LAST CALCULATED OCULAR O R IE N T A T IO N .
C 3 8 4 ,  4 4 P , OP 4 4 9  1 IL L  HAVE INCREMENTED K S K IP  TO PROTECT ALLOVAULF 
C SF.OUFNCE CAPS .
C
1 3 0  IP !  I N l - l  l O i m s K I P J . E Q .  1 1 0 0  TO 1 40  
•  R IT E ! 6 , 1 3 5  I 
1 3 5  F O R M A T !1 C X ,‘ FU N . COUNTER S K I P ' I
CALCULATE OCULAR O R IE N TA T IO N  USING DATA IN  BUCKET BRIGADE R E G IS T E R S .
1 4 0  D IF X * I P U P X - l t lX  
D IF Y * IP U P Y - IR L Y  
E V P O S X *! B IF T /T 0 P IN |4 R E F X !L T I  I 
F Y P O S V *! D IF Y /Y U P IN IF R E F Y IL T l )
S IG N A L  AESOLUTE 1 CK V P O S IT IO N  GREATER THAN IS  OH 10  R E S P E C T !V F I.Y , 
HY MAKING L IN E  NC. ( LN1 I  ■ 1 0 0 0 0  .
E YPSC X«EYPO SX**2  
E Y P S 0Y «E Y P 0S Y «*2
IF I  E Y P S O X .O T .3 2 4 . 0 . O H .F Y P S O Y .G T .1 0 0 . 0  ILN1 « 1 0 0 0 0  
CHOOSE CUTFU1 FC IM AT ACCORDING TO REFERENCE L IG H T  INVO LVED .
GO TC ! IS O ,1 6 C ,1 7 C « 1 8 0 ,1 9 0 ,2 C 0 ) ,L T 1  
L IC H T  1 .
IS O  1 R IT E I 6  , 1 5 5  IL N I.1 N 1  , IR L X ,IR L Y ,IP U P X ,IP U P Y ,E Y P O S X ,E Y P O S Y  
IS S  FORMAT! 1 X , I S , I X « ! 3 ,  2 X , 1 3 , 1 X , 1 3 , 4 1 X , I 3 , 1 X , ! 3 ,  2 X , F 5 . I , 1 X « F 5 . 1  I 
GO TC 2 2 0
L IG H T  2  •
I  AO V R IT H  A .  165  U N I  ,  IN !  .  I  H IX , I  R LY , IP U P X , IP U P Y ,R Y P O S X ,E Y P O S Y  
1 6 5  FORMAT! I X , 1 5 , I X , 1 3 , 1 O x , 1 3 , I X , 1 3 , 3 3 X , 1 3 , I X ,  1 3 , 2 X . F S . I , IX ,P S .1 1  
GO TC 2 2 0
L IG H T  3 -  .*
1 7 0  R R IT E ! 6 ,  1 75  U N I ,  IN I  , I  R LX, 1 R LY , 1 P U P X ,I PU PV.EYPO SX.FYPO SY 
1 7 5  FORMAT! 1 X , I  5 ,  1X , I  3 ,  18K ,  1 3 , 1 X ,  13  , 2SX ,  13 ,  I X ,  1 3 ,  2X , P S .  1 , 1 X , P S . 1 I 
GO TC 2 2 0
L IG H T  4  .
1 NO R H IT F I 6 ,1 8 5  )L N 1, I N I , IR L X ,1 R IY , IP U P X , IP U P Y ,E Y P O R X ,E Y P O S Y  
1 8 5  F O R M A T !IX , 1 1 , 1 X ,1 3 , 2 6 X ,1 3 , 1 X , 1 3 , I 7 X , 1 3 , 1 X ,1 3 , 2 X . F 5 . I , I X , F 5 . 11 
CO TC 2 2 0
L IG H T  8  .
IS O  • R I T E ! 6 ,1 9 5  ILN  t  ,  I N I , IR L X , IR L Y , IP U P X , I  P U P !, RYPOSX,FYPOSY
0 0 0 0 1 2 3 0  
l'O ( IO |2 4 0  
0 0 0 0 1 2 5 0  
( 0 0 0 1 2 6 0  
00(101 2 7 0  
OOOOI2K0 
0 0 0 0 1 2 9 0  
0OC013OO 
0 0 0 0 1 3 1 0  
0 0 0 0 1 3 2 0  
OOOOI330 
0 0 0 0 1 3 4 0  
0 0 0 0 1 3 5 0  00001393 
(O O 0 1 3 7 1  
OO00138O 
0 0 0 0 1 3 9 3  
0 0 0 0 1 4 0 !  
0 0 0 0 1 4 1 O 
0 0 0 0 1 4 2 '!  
P O 00143O  
0 0 0 0 1 4 4 0  
O(>0O|4SO 
OOOOI 400 
0 0 0 0 1 4 7 0  
0OO014H3 
OPP014'JO 
OOOOI SO ' 1
0 0 0 0  J 51 O 
0 0 0 0 1 5 2 3  00001830 
0 0 0 0 1 5 4 0  
0 0 0 3 1 5RO 
0 0 P 0 1 4 6 3  
0 0 0 0 1 5 7 !  
0 0 0 0 1 5 8 0  
O 0C 01S 90  
0 0 0 0 1 6 0 0  
0 0 0 0 1 6 1 0  
O 0OQ I62O 
00001630 
#> 0 0 0 1 6 4 000001 6SO
ooooiA 6 I
00001670 
OOOOI 680 
00001693 
01)001700 
00001710 
(*')O0l 72') 
00001730 
00001740 
00001750 
00001760 
O o o o i 770 
OOOOJ780 
00001790 
00001803 
00001810 
OOO0IR2O 
000018.10
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1 9 5  FORMAT) I X ,  IS  ,  I T ,  1 3 ,  34X ,  1 3 ,  IX , 1 3 * 5  t i l  3 ,  2 < ,  F 5 .  I  , 1 X , P 5 .  I  )
CO TC 2 2 0
L IG H T  6  .
2 0 0  W HITE) 6 .2 0 S  IL N 1 , IN I  ,  I  R LX , I  SLY. IP R 'I ^ V - IP U i1!,  B Y FO S X , EYPOSY 
2 0 5  FORMAT) I X ,  I *  ,  I X ,  1 3 ,  4 2 X , 13,1  X, ( 3 . 1  lh CD, »  7,1 O , 2 X , F 5 ,  1 ,  1 X .F S . I  >
T ID Y  OP AFTER C ALC U LA TIN G  AND P U M TM H  tf) S3CUL..AF «7R «B N TA TIO N S .
CHECK ANC FRCCFSS C IM KEN T VALUE O F  WHTIJAK i  t» K * l
CO ON TO  S H I F T  THRCUCH BUCKET BRIG A BIO! » CORAWJf R E G I S T E R S  •
2 2 0  N F * N F M  
IC L D = IN l  
K S K IP * 0
CHECK OUT CUKKENT (ECCRD .  IN  CASE C IQ f OR ERROR ,  REREAD .
2 4 0  I F I S H O E T . N E . F . A N C . I N D E X . N E . C I G O  -  10 5250 
W R IT E )  6 ,2 4 5  ) i  I N C ,  I N D E X ,  SHOUT
I) ,  v ,  IN D E X **  , 1 3 ,
"Ml III |L Kv I  lie % f lHlKl .
2 4 5  F O R M A T )IC X ,'T R O U U L E  AT SUHJ. L N ,  ,»<>*. * ,  
a * ,  S H O R T*1 , A I  I
IF )  N S .N E . l  IOC TO 2 4 6  
N S *1
CO TC 2 0
2 4 6  N S *0
GO TO 2 0
C O NTINUF TO CHECK CUT CURRENT lECO RR IU li * 5  I D S  ROT A CODE 
O T IIF R W IS F , MATCH TC CODE, EXECUTE. AAIAlC trO N -T lK lIE  BY READING 
A N E * RECORD .
2 5 0  I F I  I F I  A G .N E . I  IGO TO 3 0 0
MRCHANICAL PRCHLEMS CODE OR S K IP .
I F I  IN D E X .N E .3 8 4 M O  TO 2 6 0  
W RITE) 6 ,2 5 5  I  
2SS FORMAT) 3 Y ,3 H 9 9 9 ,4 X ,  SHMFS08) 
K S K IF « K S K IP *1  
NS»0
CO TO 2 0
EYE CLOSEO CODB OR S K IP .
2 6 0  I F I  IN D E X .N E .4 4 8 1 0 0  TO 2 6 7  
W R ITE ) 6 ,2 6 5  I 
26S  F O R M A T )3 X ,3 H R 9 S ,4 X ,5 H E Y C L 0 |
‘ KSK1 P * K S K IP 4 1 
N S *0
CO TO 2 0  
SACCADE CODE OR S K IP .
2 6 7  I F )  IN D E X .N E .4 4 0 ) 0 0  TO 2 7 0  
W R IT F I6 ,2 6 8  I
2 6 8  FORMAT) 3 X ,3 H 0 0 9 ,4 X ,  511 SACCO 
K S K IF *K .8 K IP « t
NS«0
GO TO 2 0
( i n n n i  8 40  
n o n o i B S D  
0(1001860  
f  CO01H7O 
OOOOIHB'l 
o n n n i  k d o  
o o o o i MOO 
o o o o io io  
0 0 0 0 1 9 2 0  
0 0 0 0 1 9 3 0  
0 0 0 0 1 9 4 1  
o o o o i 9S0
O 0O O |0 60
0 0 0 0 1 9 7 0
0000114*0
ooooi P'»? 
n o n o 2 o f  o 
oonosoto  
00002070 00002010 00002040 nnnt>20S ' 
000020*0 
00002070
0 0 0 0 2 0 * 7
0 0 0 0 2 0 7 0000021 o*\ 
0000211o 0000212? 
0 00021*70  
0 0 0 0 2 1 4 1  00002150 
00002100 
OOO0217O 
000021 ho
00002I t fo  
00002200 
0000221o 
00002220 
0 0 0 0 2 2 7 7  
f 7 00 7 2 4  i  
0 0 0 0 3 2 * 7  
0 0 0 0 2 2 6 ?  
f 0 0 0 2 2 7 0  
00O 022H 0 
0 7 0 0 2 7 0 0  
0 00 0 2 .7 0 0  
00002.71 7 
0 0 0 0 2 3 2 7  
00002? 50 
0 0 0 0 2 3 1 ?  
0 0 0 0 2 3 0 O 
OOO02.76O 
0 0 0 0 2 3 7 0  
0 0 0 0 2 .7 *  O 
0 0 0 0 2 3 0 7  
<‘0 0 0 2 4 0 0  
0 0 0 0 2 4 1 0  
0 0 0 0 2 4 2 ?  
0 0 0 0 2 4 3 0  
0 0 0 0 2 4 4 0
4
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UU 
UUU 
UVU 
UUUU 
UUUU 
uuu 
u 
uuu 
UUUU
BEG IN  P E R IC D  CODE CR S K IP *  CN REACHING COD P. R E P E T IT IO N  PREOUFNCV, PASS
2 7 0  1F< IN D E X .H E .5 0 4  100 TO 3 8 0  
GO  1 0  4 0 0
END OF SUBJECT CODE OR S K IP *  ON REACHING CODE R E P E T IT IO N  FREQUENCY f
2 * 0  IF< IN D E X .N E .5 0 6  IOC 1 0  2 9 0  
GO TC 4 0 0
ILLEGAL COCE MESSAGE •
2 0 0  W RITE! « f  2 9 5  MNDBY
2 9 5  F O R M A ll 1  O X *• IN D E X **  1 1 3 , •  NOT ACCEPTABLE CODE DURING P D .• I  
n s *o
GO 1C 2 0
CHECK FOR WRIRD SCORES IN  T OH Y COUNTERS » G E TTIN G  A NEW RECORD 
I F  NECESSARY •
3 0 0  IP !  tX  * G K * 1 .A N O . I t . L E .1 Q 2 0 .A N D . IV . O H . I . A N D . I V * L R .5 0 0  |G 0  TO 3 2 0  
W N IT F ! A t 70S M X *  IT  
3 0 5  FORMAT! 1 0 X » *  IM P O S S IB LE  X OH Y COUNTER V A LU E : 9 * l 3 , l T , l 3 >
N S «0
GO 1 0  2 0
CHECK THAT THFRE ARE NOT MORE THAN 2  CONSECUTIVE RECORDS 
W ITH THE SAME FRAME NUMBER •
3 2 0  I F I  IN D E X  .H E .  I N I  IOC TC 3 5 0  
V N f I F ! 6 « 3 2 5  I IN D E X ,L IN O  
3 2 5  FORMAT! 1 0 X . *1 0 C  MANY HECRD3 W ITH FRM.
N S «0 
GO TO 2 0
S H I P T  VALUES THHOUGH B R IG A D E  STCRAGF. V A t t l A U L F S  •
3 5 0  f f? L X * IP U P X  
TM LY *IP U P Y  
I N I * I N 2  
L N l» L N 2  
L l l * L 1 2
IP U P X * IX  
IP U P Y * !Y  
!N 2 * IN C E X  
L N 2 *L IN O  
L T 2 - L IT E
INCREMENT S H IF T  C C tN T FR  BY 1 t  THP.N GO READ A NEW RECORD .
N £ *N S + t 
GO 1 0  2 0
P R IN T  NUNBFR CF FRAMES FOR WHICH OCULAR O R IE N TA T IO N S  WERE CALCULATED 
DURING T H IS  PER ICO •
400 WRITE! 6.410 INF
4 1 0  FO R M A T !lO X # •C C U LA R  O R IE N TA T IO N S  CALCULATED FOR # t l 3 t 9 FRAMES9 
D / I O X f 9 CURING THE PRECEDING PERIOD • * / / !
RETURN
NO. 9 « I 3 « 1 AT L IN E  9 f  | 4 |
O0C«2450 
0O0024A7 
00002470  
OQO0248O 
OOt 02490  00002500 00002510 
00002520  000025TO 0000254 0 00002550 
00002S60  
OO092S7O 
O0OO2SE0 
0000250000002500 
0 0 0 0 2 *1 *  OOOO2A20 00002*30 000*2047 
oon02<»5'> 0C00.1AA0 
OQOQ2A7 0  
00O026HO
nooniAMOO0CO27CO 
0 0 0 0 2 7 !0  00002707 
0 9 0 0 2 7 3 0  00002740 
0 0 0 0 2 7 5 0  O0OO270O 00002770 
0Q0027M  > 
ni>0O27!»o 
0 0 0 0 2 MO0  
0 0 OQ2 N 1 O 
0 0 0 0 2 5 2 0  
0 0 0 0 2 R1 0  
0 0 0 0 1 H 4 0  
0 0 0 0 2 5 5 7
ro o o m ^ o00002*7*
OOOC28X7f*<|002«!«0 00002**00 
00002010 
OOOO2920 
0 0 0 0 2 9 1 0  0000294* 00002950 000*29* ■» 
0 0 0 0 2 9 7 0  000020*0 
o o o o 2 NfiO 00001000 
0 0 0 0 3 0 1 o 00001029 79003017roooi047 00003050
FND 0 0 * 0 3 0 * 9
4
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M fA S .F O R T
T H I S  PROGRAM KLALS UACKCHOUND I NFORMATI ON F ROM DUMMY.DATA 
AND HEADS OCULAR O R IE N TA Y IO N S  FROM OCOH OUTPUT DATA S FT %  
C ALCULA TES MEASURES OF V IS U A L  RESPONSE, AND WRITES A SUMMARY 
OUTPUT FOR EACH S L H J F C I  —  ONB F I L I -  OK MEASURES 
AND ONE F I L E  OF S H IF T  I D E N T IF Y 1 AS MESSAGES.
U N I T A s l N P l T  I  DUMMY.DATA 
U N IT S b IN P IIT  :  CCOk OUTPUT 
U N !1 6 « 0 U 1 P U T  :  MEASURES 
U N IT T b OUTPUT :  S H IF T  MESSAGES 
ROUEKT N . M I L S T E I N ,  YALE PSYCHOLOGY D E P T . ,  J / 1 B / 7 8 .
FOP MEASURES FRCM TRANSFORMED DATA I N  DECREES LEFT FOR AVERAGE 
V IS U A L  ANGLE CORKFCTICN ) ,  CHANGF L IN E  1 4 6 0  TO THK FOLLOWING:
\ l  N I b T A N I  ( A T A N I I O X / J . l )  I 11 - 0 .  1 3 9 6  » *»  . 0
OUTPUT FCRMAT FOR MEASURES F I L E :
L I N E  l :  1 . I F 2 . 0 . A F 7 . 3  DUMMY V A R IA B L E S  AND STANDARDIZED COVAR1ATF.4 
FROM DllA M Y .E A T A .
L IN E  2 :  BACKGROUND INFORMATION CN SUHJKC7 FROM DUMMY.DATA.
L I N E  J :  FACKGkOLM) INFORMATION CN .SUBJECT FROM DUMMY.D ATA.
L I N E  4 :  S U B J E C T * ,C O N D IT I O N * ,E X P E R I M E N T * , D IS K  SAMPLING RATE, 
SCORER*. I S I 4 J
L I N E S  5 - l R  LOW F I  H ST-T I I  EN-SFCON D -ST E I  PE .  SEF If F LOW FOR D E TA IL S  
L IN E  5 :  S H J * ,  P E F IO U ,  » CF FRAMES, 1ST P O S I T IO N ,  LA S T P O S 'N ,
MF.QIAN, MEAN, S T L .  CF.V. ,  V A R I A N C E  X DIM ENSION
F O RM A T !1 4 , 1 2 , I 4 , 2 F ( > . 1 , 4 F 7 . 2 I  
L I N E  6 :  Y D IM ENSION FOR SAME P E R IO D . !  FORMAT AS FOR L I N K  5 1 .
L I N E  7 :  X D IM ENSION IN F O .  FOR TWC S T R IP F  P E R IO D . !  SEE L IM E  51  
L I N E  n :  Y m "  m h  i f if b u m
S TART*OF 2 S T R IP E  S H IF T  IN FO R M A T IO N .
L I N E  0 :  ALL  s h i f t s ;  t i g h t  w i n o c w .
S 'J J » ,P D »  .ST ART SECTOR,END S E C T O R ,D tk E C T I O N , »FRMS 
LURING S H I F T ,  LA I  LNCY ,  SPLE l> TO S H IF T ,S T A R T  P C S»N ,S IG N ED  
MAGNITUDE. NUWHKH OF S H IF T S ,  AVFPAGF. ABSOLUTE. MAGNITUDE OF 
SHI FT S .FCKM ATI I 4 ,  12  , 4  12 , F S .  I  , F 7  . 1 , 2 F ( . I  , F 7 . t , F 7 . 2 >
L I N E  1 0 :  A L L  S H IF T S ,  LCOSE WINDOW.! AS FOR L I N E  » . I 
L I N E  I t :
L I N E  1 2 :
L I N E  1 3 :
L I N E  1 4 :
L IN E  I S :
L I N E  t f t :
L IN E  1 7 :
L IM E  1 8 :    .
L IN E S  1 0 - 3 2  MFDILM F I KST-THEN-.1 ICOND S T R IP E  T R I A L .  I A S  s - 1 8 1  
L IN U S  3 3 - 4 6  I I IG h  F I R iT - T I IE N - S E C C N D - S T R I P E  T R I A L . I  AS S - 1 S I
OUTPUT FORMAT FCR S H IF T  MESSAGES F I L E :
START ANC END FRAME OF EACH S H IF T  I S  G IV E N  WITH SUUJF.CT9 
1 NOT E X P L I C IT L Y  I D E N T I F I E D !  AND PERIODS APPEARING IN  THE:
SAWE* CRLER AS IN  THI INPUT E I L I 5 .  PERIODS ARE NUMBERED AND
two u Ho ups of  me:.«s a c f ; s  a p p e a r  f o r  e a c h  p e r k t :  t h e  first
ARK THE S H IF T S  MY THE T IG H T  WINCCW C I I T F . R I A ;  AND THE SECOND 
AHF. THE. S H IFT S  HY TUB LOOSE WINCCW C R I T E R I A .
COMMON X I2 D C  I ,  V! 2 0 0  I . N W W IJ O O  I , K S l t  4 ,  5 ,  2 , 3  I ,  SIID! 4 ,  S , 2 , 3  I , 
i lS f lT !  2 , 5 , 2 , 1 1  
D IM ENSION K D U M ! 2 4 , . T , 2 0 ) , I S H J 1  24  I ,K D 1  5 1 ,
SH I F I S 1 C *A K 0« 1 I0 H Ttt M LOOSL
it AHA) T IG H T
tt M LOCSfi
tt *  1 0 HT T IG H T
tt i i LOOSE
tt L t n T IG H T
tt H LOOSE
00000010
00000020
o o o o o o t oIIIJ000040
I'onnoos i
OOOOOOAO 
0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0  
OOOOOOHO 
r.noQOO'io 
nooonioo  
non o<ij to  
o o o o o ;jo  
ponooij I 
f'OOOOJJO 
oooooj so 
001*00160 
0 1 0 0 0 1 7 0  
oooon irt'i
0 0 ^ 0 0 2 0 0  
A'H>oa2 1  a 
0 l O ^ r v j i  I
0O00'»24'> 
0nrw»A25* 
A A A 0026 ')  
(»onoA27«l 
0 0 l ' 0 <VA*) 
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 ^  UOf'ClflJi A
Aonoo.uo
o o o n o . i2 '»
0000 (1040
0 0 <.)0 A.1 » > 0  
0 0 0 0 0 3 7 0  
oinnoani
J»00004AO 
0 0 0 d 0 4 1  t 
0,V.lV»4 > 1 
o m » 0 0 4 30  
r .o n O 't44>i 
0 l)O ()04S 0 
nnni>O4(>0 
0 0 0 0 0 4 7 0  
0 0 0 0 0 4 ^ 0  
0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0  
n m m o s o j
OOOOOfM I 
OOO00f>2O 
OOnOOS.lO 
0 0 0 0 0 5 1 0  
OOf-OORSO 
OOoOOShO
0 1 0 0 0 5 7 0
nominsso
000005 ,0 .)
o o o o o a o o
0 0 0 0 0 6 1 0
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HUT! 6 , 2 ,  2 ,  J  I ,  I N K  3 , 2 . 2 , 3  I .  1 SCI 3 , 6  I ,  1 SSI 3  )
D A I  A F R 8 , P K M , C C U L / * H . M . * ,  
a ' P l - H I *  , , O C U L ' / , I S C / l , 2 , 3 , l , 3 , 2 , 2 , l , . 1 , 2 , 3 , 1  , 3 , 1 , 2 , 3 ,  2 , 1 /
I N P I T  DUMMY.
2 DO S 1 = 1 , 2 4
KFADI 3 , 3  X K C U M I I  , 1 ,  4 >,K= 1 , 2 0  >
3 FCRNA1I 2 0 a 4 )
RFADI 6 , 4  l< KDUMI I  , 2 , R 1, K *  1 , 2 0  I . I S f l J I  1 I
4  F O I * M A T | 2 0 A 4 , 1 3 , I 2 >
RFADI R , 3 I I  KDUMI l , 3 , k  ) , k = l , 2 0 >
3 C O N I iN U F
F t  A i l  RECCFDS L C O k lN C  FCR START Cl- SCALE D ATA.
INPU1 OCOK CODES FOR S l i J ,  CCND, E XP, SAMPR, SCORBR TO ED,
10  R F A D IS ,  I S . F N D - 5 0 0  IKODB 
13 FORMAT! T 6 7 , 12 >
1P( K C D h .C I  .  101 .A M D . k O D E .L E .  1D!> 1KDI 1 l«kODE 
I F (  KOD1 . ( I F .  1 .A F C . K O D E . L E . 3 3  >KD( 2  1’ KODE 
1FI  KCDF *GF. . 3 0 1 . AND. AGUE . L h  , 3SO ) k i l l  3 l=kODF 
I I  I k C D k . C K .  201 , A S C . K O C t . L t . 2 J O » k D ( 4  ) *kO D F  
I K  K O D E .G F .  231  .A N D .  K O D t . L E . 2 o H  IK D I  S )»K O D t 
I M k C l l t  .N  1 . 3 1 0  ICO TO 10 
ISR»KIM  4 , - 2 0 0
MATCH SU6 J  TO HCKORD IN F O .  SMITF. IN I  O C V IS I O N  CODES.
DO 17 1 = 1 , 2 4
I F I  l « P J I  1 I . N E . l  KD( 1 1 - 1 0 0  1 )0 0  T o  17 
M k I T F I  6 , 3  IM KDUM1 1 , J  ,K  I ,  k = l , 2 0  I ,  J « 1 , 3  I 
CO 1C 1H 
17 CONTINUE 
1H MRITF.t 6 ,  19 )KD 
I  I FORMATI 5 1 4  I
S K I P  SCALE D A T A .
2 4  RfcADI 5 ,2 S , f c 'N U » 6 0 O >
23  FORMAT I  / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
a//////////////////////1
LOOK FOn i i f c i a n i f c  o p  p e r i o d .
3 0  READ! £ , I S , E N t « 7 0 0  I L I N E , I P R M , T Y T , K P D ,
M K d D k .C X .  OY _ .
3 3  FORMAT I I X , I  3 , I X , 1 3 , \ 4 , T 5 8 , I 2 , T 6 7 , 1 3 , F S . 1 , 1 X , P 5 . 1 )
I F I  TXT . N F . P E R  I ICO TO 30
I N I T I A L I Z E  N ,  AND HIP. X ,  Y ,  NFk M, I N F ,  AND DT ARRAYS.
N«0
DO 5 0  K = l , 2 0 0  
X ( K  > » 0 .O  
VI K ] = C.O 
N F M M IK 1=0 
50 CONTIN UE
JJ=M CDI K P D ,2  I 
I F I  J J . E O . 0  I  - J J « 2  
1 1=1 KPD *  1 1 / 2
0 0 0 0 0 6 2 1  
0 0 0 0 0 6 3 1  
0 0 0 0 0 6 4 0  
0 0 0 0 0 6 5 0  
1 *0000660  
0 0 0 0 0 6 7 0  
0 0 0 0 0 6 8 0  
00000660 
0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0  
0 100071*1  
('■■>000720 
I  01*007.10 
0 0» O i)7 4 *l 
001*00730  
0000076*1  
0 0 0 0 0 7 7 0  
0 1 0 0 0 7 6 0  
0 0 O 0 0 7 O 0  
OOOO O KO  <» 
00000x 1*1 
O '3 0 O ii> » 2 'i
OOOOORTO 
(10(0084*1 
iioooosso 
0*100(186*1 
0<lf*fi'i47*l 
f)(1(Hi<i,80 
0*1H O 'IM !>*I 
( ‘ 'K'O'JVjQO 
0000*1111 <1 
( .'»00(|(i2'l 
0(10000.1*1 
f.ilOf>fi};4(l 
0 :1 0 0 0 0 5 1 1  
O 'IOOOJ'6'1 
00000070 
nnn/iooMO 
onooojmO 
onnoiool
M l O l t f  01 0
f 00 f t | 0 2 »
nnnoinao
(•0001041
010*1 0 5  l
o n n o i 06*i 
0 0 0 0 1 0 7  >
fioooinn.)
OOOHtOflO
< » 0 0 0 1 K '* I
ooonn 10f*000| 12 >
r> )o o ii.io
0 0 0 O H 4 O  
0 0 0 0 1 1 5 > 
0 0 0 0 1 160 
l»oooii70 
oonotm o  OOOO!| <m 
0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0  
0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0  
* • ( • 0 0 1 2 2  >
4
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DO HO K K * 1 , 2  
DO 6 0  L L * I , 3
I N K  L t , k K , J J , I I  »«0 
6 0  CCNTINUI?
DR 7 0  L L « 1 ,  6
D T I L L , K K , J J , I  I > > 7 .0  
7 0  CONTINUE
8 0  C ONTINUB
START STCRACE OF OX AND OY VALUES IN  X AND Y At. RAYS.
1 1 0  RFADI 5 ,  1 2 5 , E N D = 7 5 0 I L I N E , I F K M , T X T , O X , O Y  
I  25  F O K M A T I / / / l X , I 5 , l X ,  l 3 , A 4 , T 7 0 , F S . i ,  l X . F S . t  I 
I F I  T X T .B C .O C U L  ICO TO J 4 0  
OC TC 2 20
2 0 0  RFADI 5 , 2 0 5 ,  F N C *7 6 0  I H  N t  , l F R M ,T X T ,O X  ,OY 
2 0 5  F O R M A T ! I X , I S , 1 T , I 3 , A 4 , T 7 0 , F S . 1 , 1 X , F 5 . 1 1  
I F I  1 X T .E C .O C U L  )Urt TC 230  
2 2 0  I F I 1  X T .F O .F R M  100 TO 2 0 0
I F I  L I N E . b ' C . O , 0 6 . 1  FR‘4 .E O .O  ICC TO 2 0 0
I H A U S I O X  I . O T .  I N .O . O H .A S S I  O Y 1 . C T . 1 2 . O I O O  TO 2 0 0
N « N * l
NFRNl N !■  lERM 
X I M - C X  
YIN )»OY 
GO TO 2 0 0
STORE 1ST X I OR Y > ,  MEDIAN# MEAN# SD,  VARIANCE# I S  D T I 6 , 7 , 2 , 3 » .  
IN  DTI L L , k k , J J ,  I  I ) ;  L L ^ IK A S U R E S ,  fck»X OH Y L IM F N 3 IO N ,
J J - I  S T k l T E C W  2  S T R IF E S ,  l l » I N T f c N 3 I T Y  AS SEOULNCbD FOR HAUY.
2 1 0  C A LL  A V G I N # A V X , A V Y I
C A L L  V A M  N , A V X .A V Y ,  VARX,VAHY>
C A L L  NI)NI N ,  XHCN.VMCN I
I F I  J J .  HO. 2 1C ALL  S H IF T I  N , 1 ,  1 ,1  . 4 6  ,  I  SH ,  KPD I 
I F I J J . U 3 . 2  IC A L L  S H IF T I  N , 5 ,  2 # 1 . 4 6  # I S R ,  KPD I
L T I  1 ,1  , J J #  I I  1 *X (  1 )
DTI I , 2 , J J ,  11 )> Y I  1 1 
DTI 2 ,  I ,  J J ,  11 1*X(  N >
DTI 2 , 2 , J J ,  I t  ) « Y IN  I
I.TI 3 , 1  , J J ,  I I  )«XMDN
L T I  3 , 2 ,  J J ,  I I  I *Y IION
DTI 4 , 1 , J J ,  I I  1*AVX
DTI 4 , 2 , J J ,  11 ) *A V Y
DTI 5 ,1  , J J ,  11 l» S 0 R T t  VARY I
L T I  S , 2 , J J ,  I I  ) * S C K T t  VARY I
r.T I t ,  1 ,  J J ,  11 )*VARX
L T I  6 , 2 , J J ,  I I  )»VAHY
DO 2 4 0  k K a l , 2
IN F I  1 ,  K K , J J  , 1 1  )»KCI 1 >
1NE I 2 ,  KK ,  J  J  , 1 1  l *K P C  
IN F I  . ) , k K , J J , I I  I * N  
2 4 0  CONTINUE
LOOK FOR END OF S U B JE CT .
3 4 0  R E A D I 5 , 3 4 5 | K 0 D E  
3 4 5  F O k M A T I / / / / T 6 7 . I 3 I
TFT kODE.EO.- flCNTGO TO 3 3 0
0 00 0 1  23*3 
0 0 0 0 1 2 4 0  
0 0 0 0 1 2 5 0  
0 0 0 0 1 2 6 0  
O 00 O 1 2 70  0O0012RO 
0 0 0 0 1 2 9 0  
0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0  
0 0 0 0 1 3 1 0  
0 0 0 0 1 3 2 0  
CO0013JO  
0 0 0 0 1 3 4  I 
0 (1001350  
OOO0 1 3 6 0  
0 ) 0 0 1 3 7 0  
O 0 0 0 1 .180 
0  1 0 0 1 3 0 0  
O0OO14O3 
(1 00 01410  
( 0 0 0 1 4 2 0
OO OOI430
0 0 0 0 1 4 4 030001457 
OOOOl4 6 3  
0 0 0 0 1 4 7 0  
0 0 0 O 1 4 S 0  
0 0 0 0 1 4 0 3  
( . '0 0 01 5 0 330001510
3 0 0 0 1 3 2 0  
( " 1 0 0 1 SJO
3 00 0 1541 )
(M I0 3 I5 S 1  
( '0 03 1 5 1 ,3  
0 0 0 3 1 6 7 3  
0 3 0 3 J S S I '  
0 3 0 3 1  S:40 
0 3 0 3 I 6 I 1') 
0 0 0 0 1 6 1 3  
( '300162*1
0 0 0 0 1 6 3 3
0 0 0 3 1 6 4 0
0 3 0 0 1 6 5 0
0 0 0 3 1 6 6 3  
0 3 0 3 1 6 7 0  
OT0O16N3 
O0 0 0 1 6 9 0  
0 0 0 3 1 7 0 0  
0 1 0 0 1 7 1 0  
0 0 0 0 1 7 2 0  
( • 0 0 0 1 7 3 0  
0 (10 0 1 74 3  
( '01 (01750  
0 0 0 0 1 7 6 3  
0 0 0 (1 1 7 7 0  
0 0 0 0 1 7 8 0  
C PP017H 0  
OOOOIROO 
OOOOINIO 
000 (1 1 82 3  
0 0 0 0 1 8 3 3
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3 SO DO 3 6 0  1 = 1 , 3
IP )  IS Q I I  ,  KOI 2 I ) .  E 0 .1  ) I S S ( 1 ) * I  
I F I  IS O ! I  ,K D I  2 I 1 . E 0 . 2  113S I 2 » * I  
I F I  I  SOI I  , k D  I 2 I I .  E g .  J  1 1 3 3 1 3 1 =  I  
3 6 0  CONTIN UE
W HITE 'EM  C U T .
DO 4 1 0  r r * i , 3
W HIT E ! 6 , 3 1 5  I I I  IN P I  L , k K , l  , I S S I  I I  > ) , l * l  , 3 1 , 1  DTI L L . K K . l ,  IS S I  I I I  I ,  
j) L L *  I , 6  I ,  k k *  1 , 2  1
3 7 5  I* CRN ATI I 4 ,  1 2 ,  I 4 , 2 F 6 . 1 , 4 F 1 . 2 )
Ml. 11 FI  6 , 3 1 5  I I I  IN F I  L ,  k K , 2 , I S S I  I I  I > , L * 1  , 3 1 , 1  DTI L L , k K , 2 ,  IS S I  11 ) ) ,  
9  I . L « l , 6 ) , K K * t , 2 l
WHITE! 6, TfcS )( (IKD( 1 I, INN! 2,1 ,2, ISSI II » 1,1 KSH 111 J,K, ISSI I I » I, 
a 11*1,4),I
a  SHUI I , J , K ,  IS S I  I I  I ) ,  1 *1  ,  I  1,1 S1ITI X , J , K ,  IS S I  11 ) > , M » 1 , 2 >  > , R * 1 , 2  > ,J  
a  1 , 5 )
3 8 5  P C K M A T I1 4 , I  2 , 4 1 2 , F 6 . I , P 7 . 3 , 2 6 6 . 1 , F 7 . 1 , F 7 . 2 1
4 0 0  CONTIN UE
LOOK FOE END OP F I L E  AFTER END CF S U B JE C T .
E F A U ( £ , 4 S S , F N D * 7 h O)
4SS F O R M A T ! / / / / / / / / / / )
GO TC 10
I NO OP F I L E  MESSAGES.
5 0 0  W N IT F I  7 , 5 0 5  )
5>)S F O R M A T ! / I 7 X , * E N D  OF F I L E  OCCURRED DUPING S K I P  TO 5 1 0 . *  I  
GO TC SCO 
6 0 0  W N I I k l  7 , 6 0 S  )
6 0 5  F C RM A T I / I 7 T , * E N D  OP F I L E  OCCURRED DUPING S K I P  TO S C A L E . * >
GO TC SCO 
7 0 0  W KITI- I 7 , 7 0 S  )
7 0 5  P'C k M A T I / 1 7 X , * E N D  OF F I L E  OCCURRED DURING S K IP  T O * ,
8 * H KCIN  P E R I O D . * )
GO 1C S00 
7 5 0  W RIT E! 1 , 7 5 5 )
7 5 5  F O R M A T ! /1 7 X , * E N D  OP F I L E  CCCURRFD D UPINC  F I R S T  L I N E * ,  
a *  OF P E R I O D . * I  
GC 1C 8 0 0  
7 6 0  W F I T E I 2 , 7 6 5  I
7 o 5  F O R M A T ! /1 7 X , * E N D  CF F I L E  OCCURRED DURING P E R I O D . * )
CO TC 8 0 0  
7 8 0  W B I1 F I  7 , 7 6 5 )
7 4 5  F ' C F M A T I / I I X . ' E N D  OF P I L E  OCCURRED AFTER SOS* I  
H 00  STOP 
FND
SUBROUTINE A V G IN , A X ,A Y  I 
CCMWI N XI 2 0 0  ) ,  71 2 0 0  I  
C N T R F L O A T IN )
A T » f . 0  
A Y * 0 . 0
0 0 0 0 1 K 4 0  
0 0 0 0 1 8 5 0  
0 0 0 0 1 8 6 0  
OOO01 474  000(11880 
(100 0 1 83 0
ooooiaoo
co o o is io
00001S12000001930
0 0 0 0 1 P 4 0
oonoioso 
0 0 0 0 1  !»6'1 
000011(70
ooooiOH'i
0 0 0 0 1  H» . 1  
1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0  
> 0 0 0 0 2 0 1  •) 
0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0  
( > 0 1 1 0 2 0  1(1 
0 (1002040  
0 0 0 0 2 0 5 . )  
I 0 0 0 2 0 6 0  
0 0 0 0 2 0 7 0  
0 0 0 0 2 0 8 0  
oomiiooo 
( . 0 0 0 2 1 0 0  
O l l f  0 2 1 1 0  
0 0 0 0 2 1 2 0  
0 0 0 0 2 1 3 0  
0 0 0 0 2 1 4 0  
0 0 0 0 2 1 SO 
0 0 0 0 2 1 6 0  
0 0 0 0 2 1 7 0  
0 0 0 0 2 1 8 1 
OOOQ2180 
0 0 0 0 2 2 0 7  
0 0 0 0 2 2 1 O 
OOO0 2 2 2 O 
0 0 0 0 2 2 3 0  
0 0 0 0 2 2 4 0
0 00 0 2 25 .1  
0 0 0 0 2 2 6 0  
0 0 0 0 2 2 7 0  
('0002280 
0 0 0 0 2 2 ?) I 
("00U23OO 
( O0O731O 
0 0 0 0 2 3 7 0  
O 0 0 (.2 3 30  
0 0 0 0 2 3 4 0  
( .0 0 0 2 1 4 0  
0 00 0 2 .1 6 0  
0 001 (2370  
0000238(1  
0 0 0 0 2 3 3 0  
0 /1002400  
00007.41 0 
0 0 0 0 2 4 2 0
000024.1  I 
7 0 0 0 2 4 4 3
1
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t F I I C N l l . C I . C . C l O O  TO 4 0  
GO 1C 60  
4 0  DO SO 1 * 1 , N
A \ * A X » X I  I  )
A Y * A Y * Y I 1 I 
6 0  CONTINUE 
A X *A X /C N T  
A Y *AY/C W T 
6 0  NETUEN 
END
SUUROUTINE V A N I N , A X , A Y , V X , V Y I  
COMNCN XI 2 0 0  1, Yl 2 0 0  I 
C N I x F L C A l l  N I  
v x * o . n  
V V * C • 0
I F I  ( C N 1 - I  . 0  I . G 1  . 0 . 0  )UO TO 4 0  
CO 1C 6 0  
4 0  0 0  SC 1 * 1 ,N
V X » \ X * I X I 1  1 -AX > * * 2  
V Y - V Y + l Y l  1 1-AX 1 * * 2  
6 0  CONTIN UE
V X » V X / I C N T - I . 0  I 
VY*V  Y / l  CNT— 1 * 0  1 
6 0  NFTULN 
END
E U HLCU1IN I.  V t N I N *  XMDN,Y NON I
c c m x c n  x ts r r  i . Y i j o o i  
t l 4 E N S I C N  T (  2 0 0  I 
I F I  N . N E . O W C  1C 10 
XEON«C.O 
Y N D N a f .O  
GO 1C 100  
10  I F I N . C E . 2 1  OC TC 2 0  
X M D M Y IN  I 
Y Y O N * l i N J  
GO 1C 1 00  
2 0  N C * N /2
CALL tC C fc l  
DO 3 0  1 * 1 . N 
I I I  1 *X I  1 I  
n o  CONTIN UE
C ALL S C N T IT I  I  l . T I  2 I , N  1 
I F I  NCDI X ,2  I . N E . 0 1 G O  TO 40  
XNI)N*< T I  NO 1*11 N C + !  1 1 / 2 . 0  
GO 1C SO 
4 0  X M 0 N *1 IN D + 1  I  
6 0  UO 6 0  I  *  1 1 N 
T l  I  ) * Y I I  I  
60  C CNTINUF
C A LL  S O H T IT I  1 1 ,T I  2 I | N  I 
I F I  MCL'I N , 2  I . N E . O I O O  TO 70
0 0 0 0 2 4 6 1  
0 0 0 0 3 4 6 0  
0 0 0 0 2 4 7 0  
0 0 0 0 2 4 4 >  
0 0 0 0 2 4 0 1  
0 0 0 0 2 5 0 0  
00002010 
<10002620 
OO0O2S30 
<10002X41 
< 0 0 0 2 5 5 0  
0 0 0 0 2 6 6 1  
000<>257<) 
0000258*1  
0 0 0 0 2 8 :1 0  
0 0 0 0 2 6 0 1  
0 0 0 0 2 6 1 0  
0 0 0 0 2 6 2 0  
0  0 0 0 2 6 3 1  
0 0 0 0 2 6 4 0  
O0<<0265<1 00002660  
0 0 0 0 2 6 7 0  
0 0 0 0 2 6 8 3  
001.'0260<> 
001 )02700  
000112710
0 0 0 )1 2 72 0
0 0 0 0 2 7 3 0
00<KI274<<
000<<273<<
0 0 0 « 2 7 6 '>
0 0 0 0 2 7 7 0
0 00 0 . ’ 7 « o
0 0 0 0 2 1 6 000002N00
<«)o('2m<>
0 ) I0 « 2N 2 0
no<u2«:i>
0 0 0 0 2 x 4 0  
O o n r 2 hSO 
0 0 0 0 2 X 6 0  
< 111 «2N 7 0  
o n o i ’ i K x . i  
rO < '0 2 x ! 1 0
o r r o 2 « o o  
0 0 0 0 2 ! ) !  0  
n«o |< 2 ! ' 2 0C0002610 
0 00  02 *14 O 
00<<02l*51 
0 0 0 0 2 0 6 0  
0<ino2!>7*i 
0 0 0 0 2 0 8 0  
0 0 <:0 2 !*1 ) 0  
o o r o j o o o  
000<<30I<1
ooo 0 3 0 2 0  
< 1 0 0 0 3 0 3 0  
0 00 0 .1 0 4 1  
0 0 0 0 3 0 5 0
*
J
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Y N D N * I T I N U  1*1 (  RC*1 ) 1 / 2 . 0  
CO 1C 100 
7 0  ) W D K * l i  N D * I  1 
1 0 0  R fc l lR N  
END
SUIIRCUTINF S H IF T  I  N ,  RW, RN, S IZ B ,  IS A N F R .K P D )
COR MCN XI 2 0 0  ) f  I I  2 0 0  >,.NFKMI 2C0  ) ,  K S U  4 ,  5 , 2 , 3  ),SHI>(  4 , 5 , 2 ,  3 ) ,
8 S H T I 2 , f , 2 , 3 )
S H 1 H .  FORT
SUI1 HOLT I  RF TC C ALC LLATE S H IF T  DATA I FOR AI.L S H IF T S ,  S H IF T S
Tow ARC NCVFL S T IM U L U S ,  S H IF T S  AVA1 , Sll I F I  S R IG H T ,  AND S H IF T S  LF.F1 ) ,
I MAKE S A R P I IN G  RATE I I S A W P M ) ,  ANU PERIOD I K l ' l l ,  I E .  1 - 6  1 .
FOUR IN FCHW ATICNAL I IN TE G E R )  MEASURES I RSI I ARE CALCULATED:
I I I  CATFGOK1 I I  1C 3 1 AT STAR! CF S H I F T !  1 2 1  CATEGORY AT 
EMI* OF S H I F T !  1 3  1 I S  S H IF T  AWAY 1 1 1  OI‘ TOWARD I  2 I  THE SECOND 
S T R IP E !  AND 1 4 )  NUMI'FR CF FRAMES DURING WHICH S H IF T  OCCOMLD 
F ' l l l  H DA1A MEASURES OF S H IF T  I S H D )  A H -  CALCULATED*
I I I  LATENCY I P  S H I F T !  I2 IS P 1 F .D  TO S H I F T !  1 3 )  P O S IT IO N  AT 
START OF S H I F T !  AND 1 4 )  SIGNED MAGNITUUF OF S H I F T .
1 )  Sl l I F I  TOTALS A N t  AVERAGE NAGNI HIDES AWE CALCULATED I 3 K T ) :
I I I  l l J T A L  M N l l fc H  OF S H IF T S ,
1 2 )  TOTAL KUWHEI* OF S H IF T S  1 0 W A ID ,  ( 3 )  TOTAL OF S H IF T S  AWAY,
1 4 )  TOTAL S H I F I S  R IG H T ,  ANC 1 5 )  TOTAL S H IF T S  L E F T .  1 6 - 1 0 )  AVERAGE 
MAGNITUDE IA H S O L L T F  V A L U E )  OF A LL  S H IF T S  IN  EACH OP THE
F I V E  CATEGORIES J L S 1  L IS T E D  IS  ALSO C A L C U L A T L D  S IE  I N I T I A L
C IM M F N IS  AT P F G IN N IN G  OF MAIN FFCGXAV IO N  OUTI 'UT FOHMAT.
.SUIISCWI P IS  FCR RSI AND SHU! 4  MEASURES, S S H IF T S  I  1 S T ,  TO , AWAY, 
F IGHT .L E F T  ) ,  2 C A L L S ,  3 SECOND E T H I l 'E S .
SUIIS C R IP 1S  PCM S H T :  2 MEASURES, S S H I F T S ,  2 C A L L S ,  3  SECOND S T P IF E S .
I N I T I A L I Z E  VALUES AND AMRAYS,
I .NT*(  * P D * I  1 / 2
k l « 0
K 2 « 0
X 3 * 0
L 4 « 0
RS»0
WRITEI 7 ,  4 0  )XPD . . . .
4 0  F OR MAT I  /  / I 0 X , 1 PERIOD R UN D E R ',  12 ,  • HFOINS I I H M F * / / )  
k S M F * l
no ICt) K * l , 5  
LO HC J * l , 4
K S H  J , R , K N ,  I N T ) « 0  
SHDI J , R ,  HR, IN T  1 * 0 . 0  
HO C C R I IN U E
DC DO J * t , 2
S H T I J , R , R 6 , I N T ) * 0 . 0  
10 CCR1INUF
1 0 0  CONTINUE
I P I N . L T . 2 )  GO TO 4 0 0 0
O START SEARCH FOR S H I F T S .  I F  E l * l ,  F IR S T  S H IF T  HAS HEF.N FOUND.
C I F  112*1 , S H IF T  TOWARD HAS HEEN IO U N I I .  IF  R 3 * l ,  S H IF T  AWAY 
C IIAS IIFFN F CLND. IF  K 4 * l  ,  S H IF T  TC HIGHT HAS HF EN FOUND. I F
OnOOjOAO 
f  0O 1.)O 7 'l 
0 0 0 0 3 0 8 1  
000 0 3 00 -1  
o o p o j i o o
0 0 0 0 3 1 1 0  
0 0 0 0 3 1 2 0  
0 0 0 0 3 1 3 0  
0 0 0 0 3 1 4 0  
1 -00 0 1 15 1
0 0 0 0 3 1 6 0  
O0O031T-) 
OOI (UIXO
o o r n  i | p o
o i i r o j j u - i
0 0 0 0 )3 1  I
0 0 0 0 3 2 2 1  
0 0 0 0 3 2 3 ')  
0 0 0 0 3 2 4 1  
0O O 032S0 
0100.126-1 
0 0 0 0 3 2 7 0  
I  OOII32HO
oo( 'U32M ')
P O 1 0 3 J 0 4  
0 0 0 0 3 3 1  1 t ooi,3 )?1 
0 0 0 0 3 3 3 >
0-100.1341 
0  10*13350 
0 0 0 0 3 3 * 0  
0 10 0 :1371  
0 0 0 0 3 3 6 0
0 01 -03300  
0 U 0 0 3 4 I " )  
0 1 0 0 3 4 1 1  
0 0 0 0 3 4 2  I 
0 0 0 * 1 3 4 3 0  
0 0 0 0 3 4 4  I 
O )Oi>'!45<) 
0 1 0 0 3 4 6 ' )  
0 0 0 0 3 4 7 )  
001,0.148 I 
O1O034S.1 
o o o o i s f 1  
■1 ) « ) ,3 5 l  1  
0 0 0 0 3 5 2  I 
OOOpJSV) 
000 0 .1 5 4 1  
0 0 0 0 1 5 S 1  
o o o r j l S f )  
o o o 0 3 5 7 0  
0 0 0 0 3 8 * 1  
r ,0 ( , f )35 !» l  
011-03601
1)11)0361-1
r ,0003F2'1
'1 0 0 0 3 6 3 4
0 10 0 .1 6 4 1
0 0 0 0 3 6 5 -)
0 0 0 0 3 6 6 0
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A 5 « l v S H IF T  l O  LEFT HAS B t k N  FOUND.
L O C F * N - l
DO 2 C 00  13 1 #LOCP
START to t NDCW AT F IR S T  FRAME * OR LAST FRANK OF PREVIOUS 
S H I F T .
IF (  I * L I • K£X I F  )GO TO 2 0 0 0
OPEN Vi I NDOto A FRANF AT A TIME TO S IZ F  KW*
DON *T LET S T A R I * N 1 SCOW EXCFDE N ,  OF ACTUAL » OP FRANKS 
I rfOU START ETCECE kto. LCGK FCR S H IFT  OF C R IT E R IO N  S I Z E .  
CJlECfc D l  hFCT ION CF S H IF T *
DC 1 5CC J  1 *  1 «K1
I M <  M J 1  J . C 7 . N )  0 0  TO 20l»0
11I  NFRN( 1+J 1 ) .< J T . ( N F k N (  I ) + kW I ) 0 0  TO 2 0 0 0  
I K  AbS I I  M  l + J l  ) - \ < l  > ) I . L T . S I Z F )  GO TO 1 50 0  
I K  XI i+J l l . L T . X I  I  1> OC TO 180
S ' l T F l  I S  TC F I G H T .  CHECK FOR FALSE STARTS OR REVERSALS 
DFF'OFK C U T R S I C N *
N A X * I  
N P A lS F * 0  
CO 14 C M3 1 » J l
I F (  XI I * M  l . L f c . U  I I  ) GO TO 2 0 0 0  
I F I  XI l  + M l - T IM A T  11 1 2 2 * 1 3 4 * 1 3 6  
13 2  I P !  I \ |  l * M  l - X l  MAT > > * L T . - 0 * 2 0 1 < ? 0  TO 2 0 0 0
I J 4  ! F ( M A C S F . i ; T . 2 )GO TO 2 n 0O
NP A IS F-*N P A US E M  
CO 1C 1 40  
10 6  N A T * I 4 R
N P A L S M O  
1 4 0  CONTINUE
I IN D  EXTENT CF S H IF T  HEFCWE REVERSAL I  EVEN ULYOND T IM E  
WINDOW)* ALLCto PAUSES I F  WEAK WINDOW C A L L *
MAX»I
N P A LS E *0
NCS=N-1
DO 160  J * 1 ' N E S
I F t l  NFRNI I F J  1 -N F K 4 I  I + J - t  > ) . G T .  KW ICO TO 1 70  
I F I X I  1 *J  )«X< MAX) >152 , 1 5 5 f t  S 8  
152, I F I  I  X I l + J  ) - X I  MAX ) I . L T . ~ 0 . 3 f l  ICO TO 1 7 0
1 5 5  I F I  A w . f c C . l  W O TO 170
  -  ‘  -  TO 1 7 0
158
160
1 7 0
I F I  KPAUSE.GT . 2  )GO 
N f 'A lS  fc3 N P A U £ E + l  
CO 1C 160 
NAX3 I  
N P A t£ E * 0  
C( NTtN UK 
J s M A X - I
STORE IN F IG H T  S H IF T  TOTALS U INCUI iMFNT COUNT* RECORD F IR S T *
SHTI 1 ,  4 ,  XN, I N T ) 3 SNTI 1 , 4 ,  KN ,  I NT > ♦ !  •  0
SHTI 2 , 4 , K N 9 IN T  )=SHT( 2 , 4  ,  KN • 1 NT l + l  X C I+ J  l - X I  I  » I
11; ( 4 4  * h t  . 0  I  GO TO 2 6 0
0 0 0 0 3 6 7 6  
0 0 1 0 3 6 * 1  
OOOD368') 
0000*3700  
o n o n . 1 7 1 0  
0 0 0 0 3 7 2 0  
0 0 0 0 3 7 3 0  
0 0 0 0 3 7 4 0  
0 0 0 0 3 7 5 0  
( •0 0 0 3 7 6 0  
0000 .1770  
1 1 1 0 1 7 * 1  
o o f ■ 4.7707
01001*00
0 it l» "3 K I 0 
60i'0,1>«20 
D O o r U K lo  
0 0 0 0 3 8 4 '*  
0 0 0 0 3 8 5 1 
0 0 1 0 3 * 6 0  
0 00 0 .1 6 7 0  
OOO038HO 
0 0 O0 .1SMO 
A 4 0 0 3 l1 « l 
O0C*O.V*|O 
0 0 0 0 .1*20 
00MK#f»30 
0006.1*14 1 
101131*5  1 ( 01 0 1m6 »
0 0 6 0  1370 
o o n o 3 (*y»i
000040000ci004<*| )0000 Vij'i
00004030 
1 l)l»n  1 0 4 0  
P 0 0 0 4 0 5 0  
00(.«<4060 
0 0 0 0 4 0 7 0  
0 0 0 0 4OKO OOOO4OS1O 
000 0 4 11  0  
0 0 0 0 4 1 1  > 
OOO6412D•) mil 11 
OOOO41 4 0
0011*150 
00604160  
101*14171  
<*1i»04l SO 
n o o 04i!» o  
0 0 0 0 4 2 6 0  
6 0 0 0 4 2 1 0
001*0422  0 
010(1423 7 
00004240
1 1 0 1 4 7 5 1  
0 0 0 1 4 2 6 0  
0 0 0 0 4 2 7 0
i
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CALL CATG( XI I l , \ (  l + J  ) »KS I(  1 , 4 , K N ,  I  NT I ,  K 3 K  2 ,  4 ,  KN, I N T I  I
KS l (  .1 , 4  , KN, IN T  ) = KDI H( X( I ) ,  XI I ♦  J  1 1
ROM 4 , 4 ,  KN, I N I  1 *NFRSI( l * J  l -N F R N t  I  I
SHI)( 1 , 4  ,  KN, I NT l*F LO A T (N P R M ( I  > ) / FLO ATI ISAMPR >
SHDI 2 ,  4 ,  KN, I  NT l= F L C A T (  1 SAMFR l / F L G A K  NFRtM ( I  )
SHBt 3 , 4 ,  KN, 1ST 1»X( I  >
SHOT 4 , 4 ,  KN, IN T  l * X (  1 * 3  »—Xt I  1 
K4» 1
GO TO 2 6 0
S H I F T  I S  TC L E F T .  CHECK PCM FALSE STARTS OR REVERSALS 
llEFONfc C R I T E R I O N .
1 9 0
210
2 1 4
R A X * I
NPALS F»0 
CO 2 7 0  M * f , J l
I F t  XI l  + M I . G F . X t  I  11 G O T O  2 0 0 0  
I F t  Xt I  + M | - x t  RAX I  > 2  1 9 , 2 1 4 , 2 1 0  
IF  1 1  X t  I  ♦«! l-xt MAX I I . G T . 0 . 2 SI WO TO 2 0 0 0  
I F I  N P A L S E . i lT . 2  ICO 1 0  2 0 0 0  
N H A L S I« N P A U S t+ i  
GO TO 2 2 0  
N A X * l * N  
N P A IS E * 0  
C C N T IN U t
21H
220
F I N D  FXTFNT CP S H IF T  B L IC NE  REVERSAL (E V E N  FLTO Nb T IM E  
V IN  IKJW | •  ALLOW PAL s i s  i f  w e a k  w in d o w  c a l l .
n a x « i
NPALSfc»0
M ) S * N - I
VO 2 4 0  J * 1 , N 0 3
i n  I NFRMt 1 +J 1-NFR.Mt l + J - l  l l . G T . k *  It iO  TO 2S 0  
1 F t  Xt l * J  l - X t  RAX 1 12 J b , 2 3 4 ,  2 3 0  
l K t t X t l > J  l - X t  MAX I I . G T . O . 2 9  IG« TO 2SO 
1F( Kk . F O . I  ICO TO 2 5 0  
I F t  NP A LS F. G T . 2 WO TO 2 5 0  
N F A I .S E *N P A IS £ » 1  
CO TO 2 4 0  
M A \ * I « J  
N P A IS F » 0  
CCNTINUF 
J R R A X - I
2 3 0
2 3 4
23K
2 4 0
2 5 0
STORE IN' LEFT S H IF T  TC TALS G INCREMENT COUNT. RECOKI) F I R S T .
S l IT t  I  , 5 ,  KN, I N I  i R S I I l t  I , S , K N ,  IN T  1+1 . 0
S i n t  2 , £ ,  KN, IN T  l«S I IT t  2  , 5  ,K N ,  I  N’T  )♦ (  Xt I  ♦J  ) - X (  I  11
I F t K F . N L . n i  CO TO 2*> •
CAI.L CATC.t XI I  l , X t  l * J  l , K S I (  1 , 5 .  KN, I N T I . K S l t  2 , i i , K N , I N T I  I
KSI t J , f  ,  KN, IN t  l < K V IN I  At I I ,  Xt I * J  I I
K S I I  4 ,  S ,  KN, IN T  ) = NPi>MI l + J  l -N F R M I I I
SH li t  I , f  , KX, IN T  l * F L O A r t N I  I'Mt I  I l / I  LCATt ISAMPR I
S tm t  2 , 5 ,  KN, INT 1*1 LCATt ISAMPR I / F L O A T !  NFR4I I  I  I
M ID I  3 , S ,  K N ,  I N I  l * \ t  I I
F l l l l t  4 ,  £ ,  KN, IN T  l * V (  l + J  l - X l  I I
K 5 * l
STORE i n  a l l  s h i f t  t o t a l s  g i n c k k r e n t  c o u n t .  RECORD F I R S T .
n o c n 4 2 K O  
0 0 0 0 4  2 !»n 
0 0 0 0 4 3 0 0  
0 0 0 0 4 3 1 O 
0 0 0 0 4 3 2 0  
(10004331  
OOO0434O 
0 0 0 0 4 3 5 0  
0 0 0 0 4 3 0 0  
0 0 0 0 4 3 7 0  
(10004380  
0 1 0 0 4 3 5 'I 
0 0 0 0 1 4 0 1  
0 0 0 0 4 4 1  '• 
0 0 0 0 4 4 2 0  
0 0 0 0 4 4 1 3  
0 100 4 4 4  1 
( .0 0 0 4 4 5 3  
0 0 0 0 4 4 8 1  
O00O4470
0 0 0 0 4 4 8 0
( 0 0 0 4 4 0  1 
0 0 0 0 4 5 0 3(>000451 o
0 0 0 0 4 5 2  I 
0 00 0 4 5 .1 1  
0 1 0 0 « 5 4 ' (  
0 0 0 0 4 5 5 0  
0 0 0 0 4 5 6 0  
O 100 4 5 70
0( | i)04S h ,i
0 0 0 0 4 5 0 0  
(• 1 0 " 4 6 0 *  
0 0 0 0 4 5 1 0  
00004530 
( '0 0 0 4 0 3  > 
0 0 0 0 4 8 4 3  
'1 10 0 4 35  1 
O M '0 4 38 '1  
0 0 0 0 4 8 7 0  
h i i » 0 4 6 R O  
0 n o 0 4 8 0 ' l  
0 0 (  0 4 7 0 0  
00(10471 3 
0 0 0 0 4 7 2 .1  
0 3 0 0 4 7 3 0  
1 0 0 0 4 7 4 0  
01(0 0 4 75 0  
0 0 0 0 4 7 8 0  
( '0 0 0 4 7 7 1  00004780 
0 0 0 0 4 7 3 3  
OO0P480O 
OOOU'tMto 
0 0 0 0 4 8 2 0  
r 0 0 0 4 8 3 3  
0 00 0 4 M 40  
0 0 0 0 4 4 5 0  
0 0 0 i'4 s i> 0  
0 0 0 0 1 3 7 0  
0 0 0 0 4 8 8 0
2
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260 S l IT t  1 .  1 • UN, I N I  1 *S I IT I  1 ,1  , K N , I N T  1*1 . 0
S H T I 2 , 1  , K N ,  IN T  l« S I IT t  J ,  1 , K N ,  I NT 1+Al'S t ( Xt l + J I - X t  I I I !
WHITE TC MESSAGE I - H E  S I  ANT 5 E NO UF S H IF T S  FOUND.
200S‘,14)
S H IT E t  1 , 2 X 0  INFFMf I  l , N F k  <t l + J  I 
F O K M A T f I X , • S T A R T  S H IF T  3  FFH NO. . 1 4 , END S H IF T  3  PHM
1 F IK 1  .N E .C  ) 0 0  TO 3 0 0  
CALL CATCt T t  I I ,  XI l  + J  I . K S I  t  l . l . K N ,  IN T  I ,  X S I t  2 ,  1 , K N , I N T } |  
K£ 1( 3 ,  I , KN, IN T  l * k » l l i t  Tt I > , XI l + J  ) )
X S I t  4 ,  J , XN, IN T  l *N IR :4 t  i + J  l-NPRM t I  >
SIIDt I , 1 , KN, IN  r  l= F L O A T l  NFltMt I  I l /F L O A T t  ISAMPH 1 
StICt 2 ,  l , X N , I N T I * F L O A T I  I  SAMPR ) /F L U A T t  NPXMt I I I  
SHCI 3 ,  1 ,  XN, I N I  l * \ (  1 I 
S H C I 4 ,  I ,  AN, IN T  I * X t  l + J  l - X t  I  I 
X 1*1
STONE IN  TOWARD S H IF T  T O TALS S INCREMENT COUNT. RECORD F I R S T .
JOO I F I  X D I K t  Xt I  I ,  Xt t + J  I I . N E  . 2 I  <30 TO SOO
SHTt I , 3 , K N ,  IN T  l * 5 I I T t  1 , 2 ,  KN , IN T  1+1 . «
SHTI 2 , 2 ,  UN, IN T  ICSHTI 2 , 2 , K N ,  1 NT )+AHS( t  Xt l + J  l - X t  I  111 
I F I K 2 . K E . 0 I  CO TO 5 0 0
CALL CATCt XI I  I ,  XI l + J  I . K S I t  I  ,  2 ,  KN ,  I NT I ,  X S I t  2 ,  2 ,  KN , I NT I I
X S I t  3 , 2 ,  KN, IN  I  l * K l> IH l  Xt I I , X I  l + J  I I
K S I I  4 , 3 , K N ,  IN  I  l*NFHM t l + J  l -N P R H t I  1
S l IL t  I , 2 , K N ,  IN T  ) * I L O A  I lN E R M t  I I l / F L L A T t  I SAMFR I
SHCt 2 ,  2 ,  KN, I NT l«E L O A T I  I  SAMPH l / F L O A T t  NFHMt I  I I
SHTI 3 , 3 , X N , I N I  l * X t  I  I
SHCt 4 , 2 ,  XN, IN T  l * X l  I + J  l - T t  I  I
It 2 *1
STORE IN  A VAX S H IF T  TOTALS S INCREMENT COUNT. RECORD F I R S T .
5 0 0  I  F I  Jin I  M  M  I I ,  XI I + J  I I . N F . . I  I  Oo TC 1 2 5 0
SHTt I , 3 ,  XN , IN T  I . S I I T I  I , 3  ,KN ,  TNT 1 + 1 .  0  
SHTI 2 , 3 ,  XN, IN T  I* .S I IT I 2 , J , K N ,  IN T  l+ A l .S t  t  Xt I + J  l - T t  I  I I I  
I h l x l . N E . m  0 0  TO 1 2 5 0
CALL CATCt XI I I . X t  I + J I , K S I I  I  , 3  ,  KN, I  NT I ,  X S I t  2 ,  3 , K N ,  I  NT 11
KS I t  3 , 3 ,  KN, IN T  l * k » I H (  V( I I , X t  I + J  11
K S I I  4 ,  3 ,  KN, IN  I  l * N F R ‘l t  l + J  l -N F K M t  I  I
Sl lIX  I , 3 ,  XN, IN T  I s F L O A l t  MPHMt I I l /F L O A T t  ISAHPH I
SIIDt 2 , 3 ,  X N , I N I  l * F  LOATt IS A M I ’ N l / F L O A T t  NFKMt I  I I
SI1DI 3 ,  2 ,  XN, IN T  l * X t  I  I
Sll l i t  4 , 3 ,  KN, IN T  l * T I  I  + J l - x t  I I
K l - l
c se:t  K S K IF  TC l a s t  f r a m e  o f  s h i f t  bf.f c r e  r e v e r s a l .5*1250 XSK|P*?+J
CO 1C 2000 
1500 CONTINUE 
2000 CONTINUE
DO 2500 M*lfS
I I  I S H U  1 » N 9 KN« IN T  I . t o . 0 . 0 ) 0 0  TO 2 5 0 0  
SH1I 2 , Mf K N , I N T  ) * S H T ( 2 « N »  fcN . lN T> /S H T <  1 , M * K N , I N T  > 
2 5 0 0  C O N H N t E  
4 0 0 0  ftP.lUEN 
END
00O 04N !#,> 
f  0 0 0 4 0 0 0  
i '0 *» 0 4 5 |O  <0001N20 
00004*4.10 
000041# »0 
NO .O 0O O 4950 
{•04104360
OOO04D7O 
010010N 1 
0 0 0 0 4 0 9 0
oooosnoo
0 (0 0 5 0 1
00O O 5O 2)
U0005O.JO
0 0 f ‘ 05 l»40
( 0 0 0 5 0 5 1
f iOOO*>04 iO
<•000507»)
roooso^o
oounsoso
0 0 0 0 5 1 0 *)
0 0 0 0 5 1 M
0 4 ) 0 0 . 5 1 2 0
oooosi.io
0 0 0 0 5 1 4 * )  
0 0 4 )0 5 15 0  
0 0 0 0 5 1 0 0  
0000517 0  
0 00 0 5 1  NO 
0 0 0 0 5 I M ) 
0 04*05200  
0 0 0 0 5 2 1 0  
0000.1220 
0001)52
V24 ') 
« JO H 52S 0 
0 0 o 0 5 ? 6 0  
0 0 0 0 5 2 7 0  
0 0 0 0 5 2 ^ 0  
n n o o 5 l ' ) 0  
*>0005.100 
0ooO**3|O 
oooor» 120 
0041050 *0 
O 0005 .141* 
ooo*).* 15 1 
oo<'»nr* 160 
oor 05.170
0 0 0 4 > 5 1 jj)
O0H4»5.0OO
004105400
004-0“,4 1 0
0 0 0 0 5 4 2 ’)
< •0 005430
0 0 0 0 5 4 4 4  
0 0 0 0 3 4 5 4  
4 K » 0 5 4 6 .| 
0000G 47M  
0 4 )0 0 5 4#  ) 000054140
i
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FUNCTION KUlfcC X l f X 2  )
i m i l i t . J . t i  c o BTO 1 0
I F < X 2 . L T . X I  I L I I « 3 2
i n  ^1 FC X l . C T . X l  I K E I « * 2  20 fcKllkti  
END
c u B h O L I I N E  C A T C I X ltX 2 f L S t K E  I 
, F  L F F T  CF - 2 .  x s  1 0 .  L  I “ 1 1 " B T . E E N  - 2  AND 2 .  LS IO N  E ,  - 2 .  
k lO H T  OF 2 *  KS IC K  t >
* 3 * 2
KP * 2  -x A .  k O . II H X l . L T * - 2 * 0 )  k b « l  
i H X l . C T . 2 . 0 1  M j J  
I H  X 2 . t T * - 2 « 0  I K fe * l  
I I i x 2 « C T « 2 « 0 ) k f i * 3  
KK1 U»N 
FNO
n o o o s s o n  
0 0 0 0 5 5 1 o 
0 0 0 0 5 5 2 ' *
onoossao
0 0 0 0 5 5 4 0
0 0 0 0 5 5 5 0
0 0 0 0 5 5 6 0
0 0 0 0 5 5 7 0
0<!O055S0HOOOSSOO
000056011
f*n#»0 R6 I  0
f ’0 0 0 5 6 2 '»  f00 05610
0 0 0 0 5 0 4 0oooor.oso
0 0 0 0 5 6 6 0
0 0 0 0 5 6 7 0
O0OMS64 >00005# 9 >
0 0 0 0 5 7 0 0
01)0 0 5 71 4
0 0 0 0 5 7 2 0
0 0 0 0 5 7 3 1
0 0 0 0 5 7 4 0
0 0 0 0 5 7 5 0
0 0 1 0 5 7 4 0
0000 .1 7 7 '*
0 00 *1 57 8 0
00f>057**0
onro9Ht'\
0 0 0 0 5 * 1 0nnnnstjo
0 0 0 0 5 6 1 0
4
1
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A PHOGRAM TO HEAD CCUIAK Ok I  KN TAT ION'S FROM OCftR OUTPUT 
UATA S E TS ,  ANC TC FLOT 1 IIK X 10CRUJNATE Ok T l l h  IN P A N T 'S  
OCULAW C k lF N T A T IC N  AGAINST T I M E .
P I  MENS ION X! 2 0 0  I ,  VI 2 0 0  I .  N FR Ml 2>M' I ,  T I T L E !  7  I . P L T X !  121 I ,  SMALL! 2 5 ) ,  
a n  I M S !  1101  
LATA F H M , P E K I , C C U L / ' F k M . ' ,
8 ' P E K I ' ,  '  O C U L ' / , D C ,  BLANK ,P  IX  ,  ST I I I ,  P L U S / '  ' , '  X '  . ' # ' . • * • /  »
8 K U A S H / ' - ' /
SF.T MIN C NAX V ALUE S! DETERMINE SCALE VALUES.
XMAX*1 7 .1 -5  
X M 1 N « - I 7 . I J 5  
SPANXBXMAX-XHIN  
UF.LX«SP ANX/1  1 0 .  0 
SMALL! I  l * \ M  I N 
DO 5 1 * 1 , 2 4
SNA 1.1! 1 + 1 ) *S M A L L {  1 ) + 5 ,0 * D E L X  
S CONTINUE
UC 7 I > 1 , 1 1 3
M IN U S !  I  ) * K  CASH 
7 C C N 7 IN L E
k S l * l - 2 . f - T M I N  l / D E L X + l . S  
K S 2 » 1 2 . 0 - X M I N  l /C E L X  + 1 . 5
RliAD MECOMCS L O O kINC  FOH START CF SCALE DATA.
13 HEAD! S , 1 5 , E N C * 5 0 0  I k C I E  
I S  FORMAT!T 67 , 1 3  I
I P !  N C D F .N E .S IC  )GO TO 10
S K I P  SCALE C A I A .
2 0  K E A U I S , 2 5 , F N D » A 0 0 I
2 5  F O R M A T ! / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  a////////////////////// )
LOOK FOR U FG INN IN G CP P E R IO D .
2 0  KRACt S ,  3S ,  ENC*7C0 |L  IN fc ,  IFMM , T X T , ! T I T L E !  J  I ,  3 * 1 , 7  I ,  
8 K 0 D L ,C X ,C Y ,K P D  
J 5  FORMAT! I X ,  1 5 ,1 . \ , 1 . 1 , A > 1 , T 4 2 , r > A 4 , A l  , 1 3 , 1  5 . 1  , 1 X , F 3 . 1 , T S H ,  1 2 )
I F !  1XT . N fc .P E H l  ICO TC 30
I N I T I A L I Z E  X .  Y ,  ANC NPRM ARRAYS TO 0 . 0 .
N F L A S T * ! )
N * 0
DO SC K * l ,2 C C  
X! K )» C .O  
T I N  l * C . O  
NT* k MI I  1 *0  
5 0  CONTINUE
STAHT STCNACF OP OX AND l)Y VALUF3 IN  X ANII Y ARRAYS.
1 1 0  HEAL! S , 1 2 5 , £ N C * 7 5 0 » L I N E »IF R M ,T X T .O X ,O Y  
1 2 5  P O K N A T ! / / / 1 X , I E , 1 X , I 3 , A 4 , T 7 0 , P 5 . I , 1 X , F 5 . 1 >
OOOOnoto 
OOI'O »020 
nOI' l ioOTi)  
i i  0 0  OOO 40  
0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0  
0 0 0 0 3 0 7  I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0  
OOOI.'OONOoooooioi
OOPOPMO
o 10011120
OOOOOIJO 
OOl'OPl 40  
O O l 'O o lS l  
fiOOOlllAO 
n n o n n j 7 o  
o o o o o i a o  
r . n o o o t o o  
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 2 1  > 
n o n o o j j o  
o n o o o 2 - i0
0 10O0240
( 0 0 0 ^ 2 5 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 * 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 7 0
o n p 0 0 2 8 o
i ‘ 0 nr»d.if ' 0  
A n n o n j f r t  noono 1 2 0  oonoo.o.io 
O000>.740 
0 0 0 0 0 2 * 0  non 0 0 .0 * 0  
o o o o o . n o
O0 OOi»;)>*O
r o o o ' i . i o . )  OOOtOH'l 
OOOOO.J1 1 
00r*oo42O 
OOOOfM'jO 
0 0 0 0 ) 4 4 0  
001-004S ) 
0000 (»400  
00001*470  
o o o o o  |u o  
O0PO04tfO 
OOOOO^n) 
0 0 0 0 0 * 1 0  
" 0 0 0 0 * 2 0  
o o n n O S l* )  
0 0 0 0 0 5 4 0  
000 0 0 *5 *1  
0 0 0 0 0 * * 0  
0 0 0  0 0 * 7 4  
0 0 0 0 0 5 X 1  
o o o n o * t v i  
0 0 0 0 0 * 0 0  
r o o o o f 1 0
i
I
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no ic 220
2 0 0  REAL! F , 2 C S ,  F N U « l 6 0 » L I N t , I P H « , r X T , O \ , O y  
2 0 5  TOR M A T ! l * , I S , l \ , f 3 , A 4 , l 7 0 , F 5 . 1 , l X , E 5 . I I  
11-( 1X1 .F C .U C U L  ICO TC 2 2 2  
3 2 0  IF I  1 X 1 . t C . F K N  ICO TC 2 0 0
I F I  L I N L  . F C .  C .O k .  I FK 4 .  EO.O IOC TO 200
I F I  AUSI OX ) . 0 1 . 1 7 . » S . C N . A H S C  CV ) . C 1 .  1 2 . 0  ICC TO 2 0 0
N *N«1
NERNIN  ) * I F K N  
XI N >«CX UN )*OY 
CO 1 0  2 0 0
WRITE PERIOD I I T L k  ANC A X IS  LA BELS AT TCP OF P LO T.
2 2 2  W i l l  El  fc, 22S I I  T I T L E !  J > , J » l  . 6  I 
2 2 5  FO kW AK • l ' , = 2 X , 6 A 4 / I
WK1TEI 0 . 2 3 6  H S N A L L I  I  I ,  I > 1 . 2 3 , 2  I 
K I . U A 1 I  1 X, l  2 1 1 -R . 2 .2 X  I )
HIM IE !  0 , 2 3 5  ) |  S T A L L !  I ) , 1 * 2 , 2 4 , 2 )
F O h M A l l 7 X , I  21 E l . 2 . 3 X 1 )
WRITE! b . 2 4 0  )
2 4 0  E O K N A T IS X , 1 2 2 1 1 . * . . .  . » .  . . . * . .
2 3 0
2 3 5
I*.2....• )
PLOT X P O S IT IO N  ECU BACH FRAME, L IN E  BY L I N E ,  TO END OF PERIOD.
DU J i t  N R C W * I ,N  
DO 2 b 0  1 * 1 , 1 3 1  
FLTX1 I  )*ELANK 
2 0 0  CONTINUE
I E !  MCCI A P I . 2 I . E C . O  IP L T X I  KS2 ) *S T 1 N
P L 1 X I X S I  )*S11W
J«»  XI NMI4  I - X M IN  l / C E L X + l . 8
I E I  J . b l .  I I E . C M . J  . L T .  1 >1)0 TO 3 1 8
F L T X I  J l * P I X
J l » P * l  Nl I N I  NKOW l - N F L A S T  1 -1  
I E !  JUMP. FC • C I C.O 1 0  200 
DO 2 8 0  1 * 1 , JUMP
NR 1111 6 , 2 7 0  M IN U S  
2 7 0  ECHM AT I6 X , I t O A l  I
2 8 0  CONTINUE
2 3 0  A*BLANK
B * L t
L *N F  EMI N EC* I 
I F I  L / 5 * 5 - 1  1 3 1 4 . 3 1 0 , 3 1 4  
3 1 0  i ' * i ; l i s
I F I  E / 2 * 2 - l  >51 1 . 3 1 2 , 3 1 4  
3 1 2  A=ELLS
3 1 4  »K 11 1 : 1 6 , 3 1 5  MFRMI NPOW I ,  A ,!>,< PLTXI J  > , J * 1  ,  1 10  I . H ,  A .N I  MMI NRON I
3 1 5 ECkM .M I I X ,  1 3 , 1 2 J A 1 , 1 3 )
N E lA S 1 *N F k M < N H C *  )
3 1 8  CONTINUE
WRITE A X I S  LABELS AT B011CM OF F L O T .
W RIT E! A , 2 4 0 )
4 k  11 E l  6 , 2 3 5  ) l  SHALL! I ) ,  1 * 2 , 2 4 , 2 )
V M I l F t  1 , 2 3 0  ) l  SNALLI I  1 , 1 * 1 , 2 3 , 2 )
00000633 
0 0 0 0 0 6  10 
OOOOn,,40 
OOPOOfcSO 
0 0 0 0 0 6 6 0  
0 0 0 0 0 6 7 0  
OOO0O6HO 
0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0  000110710 
< 0 0 0 0 7 2 0  
0 0 0 0 0 7 1 0  
0000074*1
00 * |6 0 7 S ' I
0000076 -1  
of'*.<oi77‘, 
0 0 l l0 1 7 « ‘ l 
0000071* i  
00003NOO 
OOOOORt) 
0000002 > 
OOOOOHlO010O0F47
. 0 0 0 0 0 8 5 0
0 0 0 0 0 * 7 0  onooa**n 
O'MinON!#1* 
ooonoaoo onnf o«uo 
oonooozo 
rornn-* jo 
nf>on*:»40 ooooojisn no*Of)U*o noooomo oooof):mO rw.nng#.* ooooi <v*o 
oonoinio 
ono.moi'i
oo o o jo o o  
n n o n i 0 4 0  
o o o o io s o  
OOOOini) 
oooo j  0 7 0  
n o o o i f w o  
oioni 0 0 0  
ooao j  |r*o 
O O O O U IO  
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1  
0 3 0 0 1  !.*» 1 
M iO O l 140  
0 7 0 0 1 1 5 0  
o o a o i1 6 0  
• io o o j 17»* 
0 0 0 0 1 1 * 0  
o o o o n a o  
oor0 1 2 0 0  
OOOOj 2 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 2 2 O
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■ R I 1 F  PERIOD 1 I 1 U  A t  i lOTTOM OF PLOT•
3 2 0  * D n K 6 . 3 2 5 ) ( l n L E {  J ) , J > 1 , 6 >  
3 2 5  F O R M A T ! / S 3 X , 6 A 4 / )
LOOK FC R END OF S L F J E C T «
3-10
345
3 5 0
3 5 5
RFADI 5 , 3 4 5  1XCDE 
F O R N A l l / / / / 1 6 7 , 1 3 )  
11 1 K L U E .E C .S C S  ICO TO 3 5 0  
0 0  1C 30  
PFAD65 , 3 5 5 , E K D * 7 8 0 )  
F O K M A I I / / / / / / / / / / I
oo ic  to
l iND CF F I L E  MESSAGES.
»RI1F(£,5C5I
F U H R A 1 I / 5 3 X , ' E N D  OF F I L E  OCCURRED DURING S K I P  TO 5 1 0 . • I 
GO 1C 8 0 0  
» R I 1 H  6 , 6 0 5  I
F O R M A T ! /S 3 X , 'F N D  OF F I L L  OCCURRED DURING S K I P  TO S C A L E . '  >
g o  i c  « n o
H R I1 F I  6 ,  IC S  I
F O R M A 1 I / 5 3 X , 'E N D  OF F I L E  OCCURRED DURING S K I P  T O ' ,
» •  UF'GIK P F R I O D . '  I 
CO 1C SCC 
7 5 0  6 W I1 F I  6 , 7 5 5  1
7 5 5  > 0 K M A 1 { / 5 3 X , ' E N D  OF F I L E  CCCURRLD DURING F I R S T  L I N E ' ,
» •  OF P E R I O D . '  I 
CO 1C s e e  
•  H U H  6 , 7 6 5  1
l-ORMA I I  / S 3 X , ' E N D  OF F I L E  OCCURRED DURING P E R I O D . ' )
GO 1C KCf 
R R I I F I 6 , 7 8 5  I
FCRMA1I / 5 3 X , ' E N D  OF F I L E  OCCURRED HETWEF2N P E R I O D S ' ,
8 '  AF1ER 5 0 b . '  )
H00 STOP 
END
500505
600
6 0 5
700
7 0 5
7 6 0
7 6 5
7 5 0
7 8 5
0 0 0 0 1 2 3 0  
0 0 0 0 1 2 4 0  
0 0 0 0 1 2 5 0  
0 0 0 0 1 2 6 0  
0 0 0 0 1 2 7 0  
0 0 0 0 1 2 4 0  
f 'OOOl 2:10 
0 0 6 0 1 JCOPP001 J|0
0 0 0 0 1 3 2 0  
000111330 
0 0 0 0 1 3 4 0  
0 0 0 0 1 3 5 0
o n n o i  3 6 0  
0 0 0 0 1 3 7 0  
0 0 0 0 1  1.40 
001*01300  
n 0 0 0 |4 <  I 
006 0 1 4 1 0  
0 0 0 0 1 4 2 0
0 0 0 0 1 4 3 0  
1 0 P O I440  
0 0 0 0 1 4 6 0  
(>0001 4i«0 
OOOOl4 7 0  
I IIOO14H0
r o o m  4 n o  
6*000156*0 
6.000151 *1 
0*10015.10 
0 00 015 .11  
0 0 0 0 1 5 4 0  
0 000155*1  
6 *0001560  
006*01570  
6 *0001540  
f'OPOIS.OO 
0000166*0  00001610 *10001620
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CRAFl.POR DIGITIZER INPUT PRflORAM 
FORTRAN IV V01C-03G WED 28-OEC-77 00122120
0001 DIMENSION DISPI1000).NAMERI4).NAMEA18)*YRAYI1000)
0002 INTEGER IBUFI200)
0003 DATA TEXT /3RPIC7 
C
0004 CALL SPFILEINAMERrNAMEA. TEXT»-.t * 'PICTURE')
0005 I-1ASIGN11»NAMER.NAfiER12 >. -1»0)
0006 DEFINE FILE I(0,2tUtTREC>
0007 DO 10 I»l»1000
0008 YRAYII>=-1000. •
0009 10 DISPII>=0.
0010 CALL INIT<IBUF*200)
0011 CALL SCRI>LI6*744>
0012 CALL YGRA<1.»DISP• 1000)
0013 ISTOP^ l
0014 20 TYPE 500
0015 500 FORMAT(‘ DIGITIZE LEFT HAND END OF BASELINE VtX)
0016 CALL COORDIXO.YO. IRET)
0017 TYPE 510.XO.YO
0018 510 FORMAT<' X='»F6.t.' Y='»F6.1>
0019 TYPE 520
0020 520 FORMAT(' DIGITIZE RIGHT HAND END OF PASELINE'/1X)
0021 CALL COORDIXl»Y1»IPET)
0022 TYPE 510.X1.Y1
0023 TYPE 530
0024 530 FORMAT!' DIGITIZE PICTIIRE'/IX)
0025 30 CALL GOORDIX»Y»IRET)
0026 IFIIRET<NE«0)G0 TO 40
0028 IFIX.LT.XO.OR•X.GE.X0+1000.)G0 TO 30
0030 XFRACT=!X~X0)/!X1-XO)
0031 YVAL=IY-IYO+XFRACT#IYl-YO))>/100.
0032 Y=100.*YVAL+100.
0033 IFIY.LT.O..OR.Y.GE.768•)G0 TO 30
0035 I=IFIXIX-XO)+.l
0036 YRAY11)=YVAL
0037 CALL APUTIDISP11)»Y)
0038 GO TO 30
0039 40 DO 50 Ial.1000
0040 IFtYRAYID.LT.-.5)00 TO 60
0042 IREC»I+ISTOP
0043 MRITEU'IREOYRAYID
0044 50 CONTINUE
PAGE
I
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0 0 4 5  1 * 1 0 0 0
0 0 4 6  6 0  I S T W = I S T O P + I
0 0 4 7  DO 6 5  X a l t  1 0 0 0
0 0 4 8  YRAY < I > = - 1 0 0 0 .
0 0 4 9  6 5  CAL L  APUT ( B IS P  ( I ) »0 • )
0 0 5 0  I F < I R E T . E f l .  1 )l>0 TO 20
0 0 5 2  W R IT E < 1 '  I > F L O A T ( I S T O P )
0 0 5 3  TYPE tO O t IS T O P
0 0 5 4  1 0 0  FORMAT < '  I S T O P * ' 1 1 6 )
0 0 5 5  CALL CLOSE <1)
0 0 5 6  C ALL V E X IT
0057 END
FORTRAN IV V01C-03B UEH 28-DEC-77 00:22123
0001 SUBROUTINE COORD(XtYtIRET)
0002 BYTE STRINGX9)
0003 10 CALL GPENXSTRINGtIERR)
0004 IF<IERR.EO.O>GO TO 50
0006 IF <IERR.NEt-1)G0 TO 40
0008 TYPE 500»(STRING! I) 11=1 tl.EN( STRING))
0009 500 FORMAT XlXflOAt/'tX)
0010 CALL INDEX<STRINGt'PAGE'111)
0011 IF(I.Ea.O)GO TO 20
0013 IRET=1
0014 RETURN
0015 20 CALL INDEX<STRINGt'STOP' t.I)
0016 IF(I.EO.O)GO TO 30
0018 IRET=2
0019 RETURN
0020 30 TYPE 510
0021 510 FORMAT<' IGNORED')
0022 GO TO 10
0023 40 TYPE 520
0024 520 FORMAT < ' OPEN ERROR')
0025 GO TO 10
0026 50 DECODE < 815301STRING > X r Y
0027 530 FORMAT(2F4.0)
0028 IRET=0
0029 RETURN
0030 END
j
permission C h e  copyright „ wner. Flll1her repr0()uctj0„  ^
RMSQ.FOR ROOT MEAN SQUARE ANALYSTS PROORAM
FORTRAN IV V01C-03G SUN 22-.IAN-/8 02123106 page 001
0001 DrHENSTON NAMF.R<4>»NAHFA<8)
000? INTEGER YESCHK
0003
C
BATA IEXT /3RPIC/
0004 CAI L SPFTl.E(NAMFR»NAMFA« IEXT. 1 • 'PTCTURE')
0005 I-• IASIGN< 1 , NAMEfi>NAill R!2i, - 1. ,32>
0006 DEFINE 1- Cl.e I < 10000.2,U» FREC)
0007 Rironu'Dx
0008 IST0P*TFTX!X-.5>
0009 type so, is top
0010 50 FORMAT<' ISTOP*'>16) , •
0011 TYPE 60
0012 60 FORMAT!' SPECIFY START POINT IN HUNDREDTHS OF SECONDS.(15) '*)
0013 ACCEPT 70,KF
0014 70 FORMAT< Ifj)
0015 KF=KF+1
001A NHUN-I.STOP--KFH
0017 SEC-FLOAT < NHUN>/100.
0018 CALL RMS!KF.1S T UP.RM,AVG,SUM, 1 >
0019 TYPE 110 f SEC f RM.AUG.SUM
0020 110
r
FORMAT(' OVERALL RMS VALUE FOR ',F6.2.' SECONDS IS '.F8.3/
1 ' OVERALL AVERAGE VALUE IS ',F8.3/' OVERALL AREA IS '.F10.3/
U
cr ASK FOR WINDOW SIZE AND CHECK THAT IT IS NOT TOO I.ARGE
0021
u
115 TYPE 120
0022 120 FORMAT<' SPECIFY WINDOW SIZE IN HUNDREDTHS OF SECONDS (14) '$)
0023 ACCEPT 130,INT
0024 130 FORMAT <141
0025 IF!INT.L T.NHUN>GO TO 140
0027 TYPE 135
0028 135 FORMAT!' ERROR - WINDOW LARGER THAN INTAKE PERIOD ■')
0029 GO ru 115
0030 140 NFRM“NHUN/INT
0031 SEC-FLOAT !INTI/100.
0032 TYPE 150,NFRM,SEC
0033 150 FORMAT!' VALUES TO BE DETERMINED FOR ',13,' SUCCESSIVE ',F5.2 
1 ,' SECOND WINDOWS.'/IX)
0034 CALL WDW!KF,INT.NFRM.SEC)
0035 TYPE 180
0036 180 FORMAT!/' ANOTHER WINDOW SIZE ? ')
0037 IF!YESCHK!0).EQ.O)GO TO 115
0039 TYPE 200
0040 200 FORMAT!' VALUES FOR FIFTHS OF INTAKE PERIOD.'/)
0041 INT=NHUN/5
0042 SEC=FL0AT<INT>/100.
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0043 TYPE 205.SEC
0044 205 FORMAT! IX.F5.2.' SECONDS PER FIFTH.'/)
0045 CALL WDU (KF . [ N I’»51 SEC )
0046 TYPE 210
0047 210 FORMAT!//' VALUES FOP QUARTERS OF INTAKE PERIOD.'/)
0040 INT=NHUN/4
004? 3EC®FL0AT(INT >/100•
0050 TYPE 215.SEC
0051 215 F0RMATUX.F5.2.' SECONDS PER QUARTER.'/)
0052 CALL WDU!KF»INT.4.SEC)
0053 STOP
0054 END
FORTRAN IV V01C-03G SUN 22-JAN-70 O2S23JO0 PAGE 001
C
C
C
0001 SUBROUTINE RM5<K».KS.RM.AVG.3UM.MSG>
0002 RM=0.
0003 SUM=0.
0004 CNT~0.
0005 DO 100 I^ KB.KS
0006 READ!1'I)X
0007 IF!X.LT.6.0.AND.X.GT.-l.O>G0 TO 90
0009 IF(MSG.EQ.1)TYFE 00.X.I
0011 80 FORMAT(IX.'BAD YVAL! '.F20.4.' AT 1= '.IS)
0012 GO TO 100
0013 90 IF(X.LT.0.)X=0.
0015 RM=RM+(X*X>
0016 SUM=SUM+X
0017 CNT-CNT+1.
0018 100 CONTINUE
0019 RM=SQRT(RM/CNT)
0020 AVG=SUM/CNT
0021 RETURN
0022 END
I •
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FORTRAN IV V01C-03G SUN 22-JAN-7R 02123110 PAGE 001
0001
C
C
c
SUBROUTINE WDU< KF f INT.NFRMf SEC >
0002 SRM«0.
0003 SRM2'0.
0004 ST^ O.
0005 3T2*0.
0006 SI==0.
0007 SI2»0.
0008 SRI-0•
0009 SRT=0.
0010 TYPE 30
0011 30 FORMAT<' WINDOW MIDTIME RMS SLOPE INTCPT 
1 ' AREA TRNDSLP' >.
0012 DO 90 f I •= 1 f NFRM
0013 T=(FL0AT<I-1)+.5)#SEC
0014 KB*KF+<I~t)#INT
0015 KS=I*INT+KF-1
0016 CALL RMS< KB f KS f RM f AVG f SUM f 0)
0017 SRM-SRM+RM
0018 SRM2:iSRM2+RM*RM
0019 ST»ST+T
0020 ST2»ST2+T#T
0021 SI=SI+I
0022 SI2»ST2+I#T
0023 SRI»SRT+RM*I
0024 SRT^ SRT rRM#T
0025 IFII.OT.DGO TO 30
0027 TYPE 40fIfTfRMfAVGfSUM
0028 40 FORMAT (3X f I 3 f 2 X f F 6 .2f 3X f F 6.3 f 26 Xf F 6 » 3 f 1 X f F 8 » 3 )
002V 00 TO 90
0030 30 CNT“FLOAT(I)
0031 SS.t-SI2-<SI*SI/CNT)
0032 SST»ST2-<ST*ST/CNT)
0033 SSRM‘=SRM2~< SRM#SRM/CNT >
0034 IF<SST.NE.O.)QO TO 55
0036 SLP=99,?999
0037 GO TO 60
0038 55 . 5LP=» (SRT- C SRM*ST/CNT)) /SST
003? YIN T=(SRM-SLP*ST)/CNT
0040 IFISSRM.NE.0.)G0 TO 62
0042 60 RS0=99.999
0043 GO TO 64
0044 62 RSO=(< SRT-(ST*SRM/CNT> > *#2.>/<SST*SSRM)
0045 64 IF(SSI.NE.O.)GO TO 66
0047 TRSLP=V9.9999
0048 GO TO 68
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0049 66 rR8UP“ < SRI- < SRH*Sl/CNT)) /SS t
O0!s0 69 TYRE /0» IfTfRMfSLRfYTNT • RSO»AVG » SUM * TRSL.P
0051 70 F0RMAT(3X.I3»2XrF6.2»3XFF<4.3»lX*F7.4flX,F<!>.3»lX»F4.3f4X.FA.3»
1 1X»FH.3.2X,F7.4>
0052 90 CONTINUE
0053 HE TURN #
0054 END 
*
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